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Application of Choice Modeling Methods to Describe Commercial 

Vehicle Travel Behavior in Urban Areas 

 

Mubassira Khan, Ph.D. 
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Supervisor:  Randy Machemehl 

 

Commercial vehicle movement within an urban area is an integral part of a region‘s 

economic growth and has significant impact on the quality of life. Commercial traffic 

grows with economic activity and population growth. However, in regional models 

commercial traffic is not described as well as person travel. Modeling commercial 

vehicles is complex because of the involvement of multiple decision agents including 

shippers, carriers, and receivers and their interactions. The proprietary nature of truck 

data often limits development of behavioral econometric models that have superior 

predictive and policy analysis abilities. The efficient movement of goods is a very 

important component to urban civilization and economic development and therefore, 

understanding truck movement behavior is an important area of interest for transportation 

policy planning.  

The objective of this dissertation is to contribute to apply advanced choice 

modeling methods to analyze commercial vehicle travel behavior within an urban area. 

This research collects disaggregate level truck generation data from the business 

establishments located in a sample urban region and uses the collected data to evaluate 

factors that affect truck trip generation patterns using linear regression and ordered logit 

model structures. The results of the study show that employment size, business industrial 

class, truck ownership, land-use class, and land-value affect trip generation behavior. 

This research also analyzed three different multiple discrete-continuous (MDC) choice 

situations encountered by commercial vehicles on a daily basis. These choices are 1) the 
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choice of tour chain(s) and the number of trips in each tour chain, 2) the time (s) of day 

choice to perform daily activities and the corresponding vehicle-miles traveled; and 3) the 

choice of destination location(s) among alternative destination zones and the number of 

stops at each destination zone. The study find that commercial vehicle characteristics, 

shipment characteristics, transportation network attributes, base location and intermediate 

stop location features affect the first two choice situations while the level of service and 

zonal attributes affect the destination choice behavior of commercial vehicle daily travel. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Freight movement plays a vital role in regional, state and national economic growth, as 

well as, transportation network efficiency. Freight traffic grows with economic activity 

and population growth. Truck is the predominant mode for freight transportation, in fact, 

70% of all shipments using a single mode were moved by truck (Margreta et al., 2009). 

Commercial truck1 traffic vehicle-miles traveled has doubled over the past two decades 

and in year 2011 for-hire transportation contributed $448 billion (28% of total GDP) to 

U.S. GDP (USDOT FHWA, 2013). In fact, the growth in freight transportation is 

expected to significantly exceed growth in passenger transportation (USDOT RITA, 

2008). The efficient movement of goods is a very important component to urban 

civilization and for economic development of the US economy and therefore, 

understanding truck movement behavior is an important area of interest for transportation 

policy planning.  

The impact of trucks on the transport network is perhaps most significant on 

urban freeways and highways. Such facilities have large shares of large trucks attempting 

to share space with much larger numbers of passenger cars. The growth of travel 

measured in vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) increased at a much higher pace than highway 

capacity to accommodate this growth. Congestion has become a critical issue in most 

urban areas. Texas Transportation Institute‘s (TTI) 2012 Urban Mobility Report (Schrank 

et al., 2012) estimated that in year 2011 congestion caused an extra 2.9 billion gallons of 

fuel to be used and contributed to a congestion cost of $121 billion in 498 metropolitan 

areas in the US.   FHWA Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) forecasted that, by year 

                                                 
1 This study uses terms ―commercial truck‖, ‗commercial vehicle‖ and ―truck‖ interchangeably  
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2020, intercity truck tonnage is expected to become nearly double that of 1998 

(Cambridge Systematics, Inc., and Texas Transportation Institute, 2004). However, most 

transportation agencies know very little about truck travel patterns because the 

knowledge required for understanding the freight transport system operation is still very 

limited. 

Commercial trucks in the US made up 12.2% of the total registered vehicle fleet 

in year 2010; however, their impacts on the transportation system and the environment 

are much larger (American Trucking Association, 2010; Figliozzi, 2007). The impact per 

vehicle of truck traffic specifically medium and heavy duty trucks (gross vehicle weight 

more than 8500 lb) in terms of roadway congestion, fuel consumption, greenhouse gas 

emissions, and pavement deterioration is much higher than the passenger car (Frey et al., 

2008; Barth and Boriboonsomsin, 2008; Mannering et al., 1993). Commercial trucks tend 

to traverse industrial and commercial areas with different frequency distributions during 

different times of day compared to passenger cars (Hunt and Stefan, 2007). In addition, 

the operational characteristics of larger trucks and smaller passenger cars are significantly 

different because of fundamental differences in acceleration and deceleration behavior 

though they share the same roadway (Mugarula and Mussa, 2003). However, most earlier 

research studies on freight transportation paid very little attention to truck travel 

behavior.  

1.2 MOTIVATION 

The urban transportation planning process involves generating regional travel demand 

models (TDMs) that attempt to replicate traveler behavior in the context of travel-related 

decisions. This process has traditionally attempted to capture data descriptive of person 

trip travel, develop models that replicate observed travel demands and use the models to 
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forecast future demands in response to demographic and socio-economic changes. Over 

the past 60 years, travel demand models, data and practices have been well developed for 

passenger travel through an iterative process (Chase et al., 2013). Freight movement, 

specifically truck activity has always been included in the transportation planning effort 

but only as an insignificant part of the whole process yielding only very general truck 

information. A very common practice to include truck traffic in the overall planning 

process is to use a scale factor to adjust personal travel model volumes. Since with the 

passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991, there 

has been growing interest in freight transportation among policy makers within statewide 

and metropolitan planning organizations as they are required to consider freight 

transportation issues in state and metropolitan plans. Although more than 20 years have 

passed since ISTEA was enacted, freight transportation planning is yet challenged with 

substantial improvement needs. Passage of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21
st
 

Century Act (MAP-21) in 2012 created a new national freight policy and mandated 

development a National Freight Strategic Plan. Though the national freight policy and the 

strategic plans are multimodal endeavors, trucking activity on highways will be an 

important component (Zmud et al., 2014). 

Including freight activity in the transportation planning process will facilitate 

effective freight policy making but this will require understanding freight movement 

patterns. Dimensions of freight movement activity include trip generation patterns among 

different land-use types, trip destination choices among alternative destinations, truck 

vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) at different times-of day and truck touring patterns.  
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1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Travel demand models for freight traffic are not a trivial issue because of the complex 

nature of freight logistic chains. A number of factors such as population growth, changes 

in consumer behavior, underlying economic forces, and advances in technology have 

driven major changes in freight transportation (Chase et al., 2013). These changes make 

freight logistic and supply chain processes more complex thereby making more difficult 

the job of understanding implication of freight trends for public and private decision 

makers. 

Freight movement patterns and logistics processes largely depend on the 

geographical characteristics and extent of the study region. Urban commercial 

movements over a smaller geographic scale, such as a metropolitan region, a city, or a 

county are different from commercial movements over larger areas, such as states or 

nations. Most cities, counties and some geographic regions in the US don‘t have multi-

modal freight transportation options and truck is the only available modal option for the 

businesses attracting and producing freight traffic. For example, rail, ship, barge, aircraft 

and pipeline transport are often unavailable or inefficient modes for freight transportation 

over a smaller geographical areas and hence urban commercial movement is exclusively 

road-based (Ogden, 1992). However, existing data sources and related modeling efforts 

mostly deal with large geographic scale freight movement patterns. Available national or 

state level data sources are often difficult to translate well to local levels. 

For any research, acquiring comprehensive data is very important. Effective 

freight policy making requires data to answer many transportation related questions such 

as how land use impacts freight movements, how much freight traffic is generated by 

different land-use types, does time of day have any effect on truck movements, and what 

factors are useful to explain truck traffic tour chaining behavior. Despite the importance 
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of truck activity data, there is no available comprehensive data that facilitates 

understanding of truck activity at a regional level. Most earlier freight activity travel data 

collection efforts tried to collect aggregate level freight transportation data describing 

larger geographic areas (i.e. national or state level) providing very limited information to 

answer transportation policy questions for smaller geographic regions.  

The absence of disaggregate level truck activity data precludes estimation of 

disaggregate models of freight transportation demand. One of the most commonly known 

databases for freight planning is the Bureau of Transportation Statistics Commodity Flow 

Survey (CFS) data. The CFS data provides aggregate level (at the national, state, and 

large metro-area levels) information on commodities shipped, their value, weight and 

mode of transportation, as well as origin and destination of shipments. Although, such a 

dataset is a useful source to study trends in commodity flow between major geographic 

areas, it is not sufficient to characterize truck travel for smaller geographic units (such as 

metropolitan areas, cities and counties). 

An important part of freight transportation planning is the ability to quantify and 

predict truck traffic generation among different business and land-use types in a region of 

interest. The amount of research explaining the behavioral aspects of truck trip generation 

is limited. Transportation forecasting and modeling practices are typically based on 

average trip generation rates for various land uses. For example, the Institute of 

Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 8th Edition provides trip 

generation rates for both passenger and freight trips for a range of land-use categories. 

For a few land-use categories, the ITE Manual provides an estimate of truck trips which 

is a fixed percent of the total estimated vehicle trips. The potential problem associated 

with the use of a fixed percent of total trips as truck trips from a specific land-use 
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category is this assumes passenger and freight trips share the same behavior (Holguín-

Veras et al., 2013). However, passenger and freight trips are very different in their 

inherent nature because of differences in modal options, timing and trip frequency (Allen 

et al., 2013; Hunt and Stefan, 2007).  In addition, the data used to provide total trip 

generation for land-uses associated with truck traffic in the ITE Manual come from 

relatively few surveys and counts and therefore provide limited disaggregate level 

accuracy, transferability and applicability across land-use types (McCormack et al., 

2010). 

To include freight activity in the transportation planning process, it is very 

important to understand freight trip travel behavior. Activity based travel demand 

modeling approaches try to represent activity-travel behavior of the decision agents 

recognizing that travel is a derived demand to pursue activities. Dimensions that can help 

characterize truck traffic activity behavior include activity type choice, time spent 

participating in different chosen activities, time of day choice, destination zone choice, 

and numbers of trips to the same destination zone. Some of these choices are discrete in 

nature such as different activity choices and destination choices while others are 

continuous such as time duration allocated to participate in different discrete activities 

and numbers of trips made to a chosen destination zone. When the alternative choices are 

all discrete and mutually exclusive and decision makers choose only one alterative at a 

single choice instance, classical discrete choice models like multinomial logit (MNL) or 

multinomial probit (MNP) models can be used to study decision maker preferences for 

the discrete choice dimension. These classical discrete choice models assume that the 

alternatives are perfect substitutes for one another. These classical discrete choice models 

do not allow analysis of the continuous dimension of the choice in a unified modeling 
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framework. However, activity-travel behavior of freight truck trips often involves 

situations in which the decision agents decide to choose alternative(s) from a set of 

available alternatives, as well as, decide the amount to consume of the chosen alternatives 

at a single choice instance. Such situations are usually refereed as multiple discrete-

continuous (MDC) choice situations. Examples of such MDC contexts for truck traffic 

travel activity include, but are not limited to, tour chaining pattern choice and number of 

trips taken to the selected tour chains, activity type choice and duration of different 

activity types, time of day choice for travel on road for participating different daily 

activities, truck destination choice of pick-up and delivery activities and number of trips 

to the selected locations.   

Activity based travel demand models attempt to reflect the decision-making 

behavior of the decision agents based on microeconomic theory. This approach has 

become the state-of-the-art in modeling various aspects of individual activity participation 

behaviors and time use patterns.  Activity based travel demand modeling, also known as 

agent-based microsimulation approaches are considered the most advanced disaggregated 

approach for travel demand modeling. Over the past three decades, there has been an 

increasing interest to use agent-based microsimulation approaches to model individual 

activity participation behaviors and time use patterns that can better explain the behavioral 

basis of household travel. Great advancements have been achieved in transportation 

modeling methodologies that can help to better explain the behavioral basis of passenger 

movements.  However, the number of earlier research studies investigating use of these 

advanced methods to explain freight travel-activity is fairly limited.   

A relatively recent study on freight activity-travel research (Hunt and Stefan, 

2007) adopted a nested logit model structure where one choice process is nested within 
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another choice process forming a chain of inter-connected nests to complete the 

representation of the behavioral process. However, these efforts are limited to 

accommodate the continuous dimension of the choice in an integrated modeling 

framework.  

1.4 OBJECTIVES  

Since truck traffic is an important component of urban travel, it is important to recognize 

truck travel behavior and consider different aspects of truck activity in the transportation 

planning process. The objective of this research is to improve the practice of freight 

demand modeling and freight data collection at a regional level. This research will 

develop a comprehensive methodology to characterize truck traffic travel patterns over a 

small geographic area. Different aspects of truck activity will be analyzed to characterize 

truck traffic travel including truck trip generation patterns among different business and 

land–use categories; tour-chaining patterns of commercial vehicle movement within 

metropolitan areas, distributions of truck traffic among different destinations and 

numbers of trips to each destination, as well as vehicle-miles-traveled  by different times-

of day.  

The first objective of this research is to collect disaggregate level truck trip 

generation data from the business establishments located in Williamson County, Texas. 

This disaggregate-level truck trip generation data will be used to evaluate demographic 

and land-use factors that affect regional level truck trip generation. Truck trip generation 

(in terms of trip attraction and production) rates by different business establishments will 

be developed that can provide useful travel demand analysis insight. 

The second objective of this research is to apply the Multiple discrete continuous 

extreme value (MDCEV) modeling method to analysis of tour chain and trip frequency 
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decisions as a function of vehicle characteristics, trip operational variables, truck activity 

related factors, base location and intermediate stop features.  

The third objective of this study is model the time of day choice decision of 

commercial vehicle and the vehicle–miles–traveled (VMT) during the chosen times of 

the day. The mixed multiple discrete continuous probit (MDCP) modeling framework 

used in this study will allow to capture the unobserved taste variations across commercial 

vehicles in the sensitivity to relevant exogenous variables (such as average speed from 

customer to customer, delivery time at customer stops).   

The fourth objective of this work is to study commercial vehicles destination 

choice among alternative destination locations and the number of trips to each destination 

location in a metropolitan area using an MDCP modeling framework.  

1.5 OVERVIEW 

While the possible scope of research on the freight traffic demand modeling is vast, this 

dissertation focuses on a series of models that could be used to characterize urban truck-

activity. This dissertation is divided into five chapters. The first chapter provided an 

overview of the background, motivation, problem statement, and objective of the work. 

The second chapter will discuss the current knowledge about the major theoretical and 

empirical research studies and the common practices dealing with freight demand 

analysis. The third chapter describes the data collection process used in this study to 

obtain disaggregate level truck trip generation data at a smaller regional level and apply 

the collected data to estimate truck trip generation models. The fourth chapter applies 

Multiple discrete continuous extreme value (MDCEV) modeling methodology to 

comprehensively model two dimensions of commercial vehicle travel activity using 

disaggregate level commercial vehicle daily travel activity data. Two dimensions of 
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freight activity considered in this model include the daily tour-chaining pattern(s), and 

the number of trips made in the tours-chains. The fifth chapter applies the MDCP 

modeling method to investigate factors that affect the vehicle–miles–traveled (VMT) by 

commercial vehicles during different time of the day. The sixth chapter presents a 

destination choice model of commercial vehicle in an urban region using an MDCP 

modeling framework. Finally, the seventh chapter offers concluding remarks and 

describes opportunities for additional related work. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will provide a review of the major theoretical and empirical research studies 

(the state of the art) and the common practices (the state of practice) dealing with freight 

demand analysis for a particular region or the nation as a whole. While interest in freight 

modeling in state and metropolitan planning efforts is renewed recently, research in the 

freight modeling area has gone through a number of major development stages. To 

incorporate freight demand in the transportation planning process, research efforts have 

been made since the 1970s. Some of the approaches are more accepted in practice than 

others. The goal of the literature review is to provide a background for the methodology, 

and establish the framework for this contribution within freight transportation demand. 

This chapter consists of three parts. The first part includes an overview of freight research 

studies with particular reference to the field of transportation econometric research that 

uses a choice model framework. The second part includes a review of the approaches 

used in practice to incorporate freight traffic in the planning process. The third part 

discusses the data sources usually used for freight demand model development. 

2.2 FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION DEMAND: THE STATE OF THE ART 

To understand the complexity of the freight transportation system, researchers from many 

disciplines have proposed many different quantitative approaches to solve certain aspects 

of freight demand problems. Existence of a wide variety of models is due to the fact that 

some of the proposed models are useful to determine the determinants of freight activity 

travel decisions and others have key interest to predict future freight flows at a local or 

regional level. 
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Freight demand models can be classified in many possible ways. Based on the 

nature of data utilized earlier research studies have been classified into two major 

categories, aggregate and disaggregate (Winston, 1983; Zlatoper and Austrian, 1989). 

Aggregate studies utilize aggregate level data on total flows by modes at a larger 

geographic scale, such as regional or national level, while disaggregate studies utilize 

disaggregate level survey data related to individual shipment details. Between the 

aggregate and disaggregate approaches, the disaggregate approach is structurally more 

behavioral, free from aggregation bias and is better able to capture the causal relationship 

behind shipping freight.  

Based on different modeling approaches utilized in different freight related 

research studies, Harker (1985) divided freight models into three categories: econometric 

models, spatial price equilibrium models, and network equilibrium models. Econometric 

models predict the decision making behavior of a decision making entity (such as an 

individual or a household for individual/household travel behavior; a shipper, an 

organization, or a freight vehicle driver for freight behavior analysis). Spatial price 

equilibrium models and network equilibrium models are within the class of logistic 

network models and are also known as inter-agent interaction approach models. Different 

economic agents involved in freight movement include the producers and consumers of 

commodities, shippers- who coordinate movements between regions, carriers-who ship 

goods from one region to another, and the government- that provides necessary freight 

transportation infrastructure and regulates regional freight movements.  In general, 

logistic network models focus on modeling behavioral aspects of different agents 

involved in freight movement. Spatial price equilibrium models focus on producers, as 

well as, consumer and shipper interactions. These models incorporate producer and 
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consumer behavior by defining location-specific supply and demand functions. These 

models assume that shippers determine the commodity flow between regions based on 

two equilibrium principles that depend on the cost of the commodity at the origin end, the 

transportation cost between the origin and the destination, and the commodity cost at the 

destination end (see Harker, 1985; Harker and Friesz,1986). Network equilibrium models 

focus on shipper-carrier interactions. These models assume that the generation of trips 

from each region is known, and shippers attempt to minimize carrier cost of shipment by 

finding minimum cost network paths (Friesz et al., 1983).  

Econometric models are based on statistical inference and are therefore 

sometimes limited in examining the implications of structural changes in underlying 

markets (Friesz, 2000). On the other hand, both types of logistic network models are 

limited due to their underlying assumptions (Cambridge Systematics et al.  2008). The 

freight network equilibrium models assume that carriers will provide commodity routings 

that give levels of service perfectly consistent with those levels of service perceived and 

anticipated by shippers. However, this assumption is limiting because shippers may not 

have perfect foresight, due to unpredictable congestion and independent carrier routing 

decisions. In contrast, carriers must know shipper demands before route establishment. 

Therefore, shipper and carrier decisions must be modeled simultaneously (Friesz et al.  

1983). 

Earlier research studies also used different classification schemes based on the 

modeling approaches used. For example, Oum (1979a), followed by Kim (1987) and 

Abdelwaheb (1992) categorized freight models into six groups that include Gravity 

models, Abstract mode models, System optimization models, Mode choice models, 

Inventory models, and Derived demand models. These three studies provided excellent 
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reviews of these models developed during the 1970s and 1980s and a summary of the 

models is presented below. 

Gravity models originally developed for passenger trip distribution among 

geographic zones were adopted in earlier freight studies to forecast aggregate level inter-

zonal commodity flows. Different alternative structures of gravity models are available in 

the literature and all these models predict flows between zone i and zone j as a function 

of the product of production and attraction measures of zone i and zone j respectively 

divided by an impedance variable (generally generalized transport cost). Gravity models 

do not rely on economic grounds and limited as they are too aggregate data, do not have 

any behavioral basis, and usually do not include key policy variables (Kim, 1987). 

Abstract mode models are an improved version of gravity models and they allow freight 

generation, distribution, and modal split in one step. These models incorporate economic 

activity measures of zone i and zone j while distributing total freight demand among 

different zones and also accommodate price and level of service attributes of 

transportation modes. Abstract mode models are limited since they are based on the 

consumer theory, proposed by Lancaster (1966) where transportation is considered as an 

economic good rather than as a derived demand. System optimization models attempt to 

predict future freight demand in each commodity market for alternative transportation 

modes thereby minimizing the total transportation cost over an entire transportation 

network. The flows of commodities predicted by these models indicate the collectively 

ideal commodity flow patterns within a region. However, these models are limited for a 

number of reasons. First, they predict commodity flows over a transportation network and 

do not provide any demand functions. As a result they cannot be used to predict the 

effects of a price change on the optimal flow pattern. Second, these models ignore the 
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effect of modal quality attributes on mode choice. Third, individual shippers are likely to 

minimize their own transportation cost rather than minimizing total system cost. 

Therefore the predicted flow may not reflect the actual flow pattern but rather it may 

represent an aggregation of decisions made by individual shippers. 

Mode choice models focus on allocating freight demand among competing 

modes. Most of the earlier mode choice models use probabilistic modelling frameworks 

where the conditional mode choice probability functions are estimated against relevant 

attributes of commodities, mode, shipper, and market, among other things. Further 

discussion on mode choice models is included later in this chapter. Inventory models 

attempt to minimize shippers‘ costs, maximizing their profits and take into account costs 

associated with the production process. Two basic assumptions of inventory models are: 

1) shippers use transportation service in moving their productive inputs and outputs, and 

2) shipper's demand for transportation service is optimally determined by minimizing 

only the shipper's inventory cost for a given input or output (Kim, 1987). Inventory cost 

represents the logistics cost that is a combination of freight charges, packaging cost, 

handling cost, loss/damage cost, capital carrying cost in transit, loss of value, among 

other things, and shipper's inventory cost which is a combination of order cost, storage 

cost, capital carrying cost in storage, and stock out cost, among other things (Kim, 1987). 

Inventory models are limited for a number of reasons. First, only short term logistic costs 

are minimized; Second, the location of the supplier is assumed to be fixed; Third, in most 

of the inventory models, transportation is not considered as a derived demand because 

production decisions are assumed to be fixed; Fourth, data requirements for inventory 

models are substantial and several approximations are required to estimate the total 

logistic cost. Derived demand models also known as neoclassical models consider 
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transportation service as an input to the shipper‘s overall production activity. 

Neoclassical models are discussed later in this chapter. 

Dimensions commonly used for freight demand models (volume, weight and 

vehicle trips) result in two major modeling platforms: commodity-based and trip-based 

modeling (Holguín-Veras and Thorson, 2003). Commodity-based models focus on 

modeling the movement of commodities by class and translate commodity flows to 

shipment size and vehicle allocations. On the other hand, vehicle trip-based models focus 

on modeling vehicle trips. Commodity based models attempt to capture the fundamental 

mechanism that drive freight demand, while trip-based models represent logistic 

decisions and are able to use readily available data. The full complexity of freight 

movement is difficult to capture using either of these approaches. One drawback of the 

commodity based approach is that it does not directly consider empty vehicles generated 

from a location or less-than-full-load movements; on the other hand, vehicle trip-based 

models are limited to situations where multiple freight transportation modes are 

considered (Holguín-Veras and Thorson, 2003). Again, vehicle-based models fail to 

model the underlying economic behavior (for example, commodity flows) from which 

the demand is actually derived. On the other hand, Commodity-based models fail to 

realistically account for vehicle activities, especially in urban settings, for which 

evaluation and impact assessment are most crucial (Holguín-Veras and Thorson, 2003). 

 In this study, we perform an extensive review of the econometric literature on 

freight transportation. While this study surveys a wide variety of empirical as well as 

theoretical studies, the following review is not meant to be exhaustive. Historically, most  

literature studying freight demand using econometric models focused on modal 

competition and investigated determinants of mode choice decisions (Winston, 1983). 
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Later on, another closely linked dimension of freight mode choice, specifically shipment 

size was also incorporated along with then mode choice decision in the same modeling 

framework (Abdelwaheb, 1992). Recent studies also focus on applying econometric 

methods in estimating freight trip generation (Holguín-Veras et al. , 2011), and predicting 

origin-destination freight flows using econometric methods (See, Vaddepalli et al. , 

2004).  

Winston (1983) and Zlatoper and Austrian (1989) surveyed econometric studies 

analyzing freight transportation demand from the mid-1970s up to the 1980s. These 

studies used convention of classifying earlier studies as either aggregate or disaggregate. 

Most of the earlier aggregate studies analyzed the modal split component of freight 

demand and used aggregate linear logit model formulations (please see Boyer, 1977; 

Levin, 1978; Levin, 1981; Blauwens and Van de Voorde, 1988). In aggregate modal split 

models, the transport mode share of a commodity between two regions is explained by 

transport characteristics between the regions by different modes. Oum (1979b) and 

Hausman and McFadden (1980) pointed out that linear a logit formulation is restrictive 

because of the underlying model parameter assumptions and these models are not based 

on behavioral theory and cannot capture the price responsiveness of aggregate demands. 

To overcome the limitations of aggregate modal split models, neoclassical economic 

aggregate models were proposed (see Oum, 1979a; Friedlaender and Spady 1980; 

Friedlaender and Spady, 1981).  

In neoclassical models, firms are assumed to minimize their total cost of 

production and distribution. Transportation activity is one of the inputs of the firm‘s 

production activity.  A cost-minimizing expenditure share function for alternative modes 

is specified. Although neoclassical models are advanced models compared to linear logit 
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models, the basic unit of observation is still an aggregate share of a particular 

transportation mode at the regional or national level. Neoclassical models are also harder 

to be incorporated within the larger transportation model system (de Jong et al., 2004). 

The aggregate level data can also introduce aggregation bias due to non-linearity of the 

probability model. 

 Disaggregate econometric freight studies surveyed by Winston (1983) are divided 

into two classes, behavioral and inventory. The empirical models used in the behavioral 

modeling framework are probabilistic choice models/ random utility models (see for 

example, Mikilus et al., 1976; Winston, 1981; Watson et al., 1974; Daughety and Inaba, 

1978; Daughety, 1979). These behavioral models try to focus on the mode choice 

decisions made by physical distribution managers of the receiving or shipping firm for a 

given commodity or a group of commodities. Inventory based models attempt to analyze 

freight demand from the perspective of an inventory manger. This approach allows 

interdependence between production and transport processes. Inventory based models 

simultaneously deal with mode choice and logistic decisions such as shipment size and 

frequency of shipments. Examples of inventory based models are studied by Allen 

(1977), McFadden and Winston (1981), Chiang et al.  (1981), Abdelwahab (1992), 

Abdelwahab and Sergious (1992). Inventory based models are difficult to implement 

because of the data requirement to develop the model. Again several approximations are 

required to estimate the total logistic cost which leads to the inventory model being very 

similar to the behavioral mode choice model (Chase et al., 2013).  

To date most disaggregate level behavioral freight models deal with the mode 

choice decision only. These models use data from surveys of shippers, commodity 

surveys and/or stated preference surveys. These behavioral models use logit-based 
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discrete choice models (such as multinomial logit (MNL), nested logit (NL)) frameworks 

where the decision maker is the shipping firm that attempts to maximize their profit 

consistent with the micro-economic theory of the firm (see for example, de Jong et al., 

1992; de Jong et al., 1995; Bergkvist  and Johansson, 1997; Jiang et al. , 1999; de Jong et 

al. , 2001; Rich et al., 2003).  

The logit-based discrete choice models are enhanced in many ways and often 

applied in passenger transport modelling. However, the application of advanced 

econometric modeling techniques in explaining freight behavior is very limited. In a 

recent study, Ben-Akiva et al., (2008) applied random coefficient multinomial logit and 

hybrid choice model frameworks (see Ben-Akiva et al., 2002; Walker and Ben-Akiva, 

2002) to explain mode choice decisions of shippers. The random coefficient model 

enables accounting for heterogeneity across decision-makers (shippers), while the hybrid 

model (which is a sub-model of latent variable models) is a choice model that is 

enhanced by introducing latent variables that measure perceptions of service quality as an 

explanatory variable.  

Other than mode choice decisions of freight movement, commercial vehicle route 

choice behavior is also investigated using behavioral models. Generally, a logit model 

framework is used to investigate factors that affect truck routing (see Toledo et al., 2013; 

Hunt and Abraham, 2004).  To quantify and predict freight flows between origin-

destination pairs, Vaddepalli et al., (2004) used a structural equations modeling 

framework. Two recent studies investigated the destination choice behavior of 

commercial vehicle movement (Mei, 2013; Wang , 2008) 

At large geographic scales, such as international, national, or even statewide 

freight transportation networks, mode choice plays a very important role in describing 
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intermodal competition, and analyzing effects of transportation cost or travel time on 

modal split.  However, urban freight movement is primarily unimodal in nature because 

almost all freight is moved to and from cities by road. Road transport is often the most 

feasible mode choice for urban goods movement because of the type of goods 

transported, the travel distance between trip origins and destinations, and the time 

sensitive nature of many deliveries (D‘este, 2000). Other dimensions of freight 

movement such as the trip distribution pattern within a specific region, activity 

participation and time of use decisions, and vehicle usage at different times of day are 

very important to understand road transport freight movement behavior. A number of 

these decisions incorporate a discrete choice component and a continuous dimension 

related to the choice of the discrete variable. Although some inventory models 

incorporate such discrete-continuous decisions, most do not because of the extensive data 

requirements and most of the time the freight data is proprietary in nature.  On the other 

hand advanced econometric models (such as MDC choice models) have capabilities to 

incorporate discrete choice and continuous consumption quantity dimensions in a unified 

framework. Therefore, in this study advanced econometric modeling methods will be 

applied to explain truck traffic activity using disaggregate-level truck movement data to 

provide a clear picture of truck movements at a regional level. 

2.3 FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION DEMAND: THE STATE OF THE PRACTICE 

The current freight models and various components of freight modeling used in practice 

in the US are reviewed in the statewide freight forecasting toolkit released by the 

National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) (Cambridge Systematics, 

Inc. et al., 2008). The Freight Demand Modeling and Data Improvement report (Chase et 

al. , 2013) released by the second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2 Report 
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S2-C20-RR-1) gives a comprehensive review of current models used in practice with a 

primary focus on the US. de Jong et al.  (2004) examined the national and international 

freight models that have been developed before 2004 and a recent study by de Jong et al.  

(2013) presents a review of model developments in Europe after 2004.  

This study divides the freight models used in practice into five major classes. 

They are: 1) Direct facility flow factoring models, 2) Origin-Destination (O-D) Factoring 

Methods, 3) Input-output models, 4) Four-step models,  5) Supply chain models,  and 6) 

Tour-based microsimulation models.  

A direct facility flow factoring model produces estimates of freight traffic 

volumes on transportation facilities such as roads, railroad tracks, and ports. The 

historical freight flows for a facility are used to develop factors that represent changes in 

transportation service on that facility. Time series analysis methods or economic analysis 

methods are generally used to estimate the flow factors. Time series models can range 

from simple growth factor models to more complex autoregressive integrated moving 

average models. Economic analysis methods incorporate economic activity variables that 

measure output or demand for the commodity. These models are straightforward and 

relatively less data intensive. However, the use of short-term historical data can limit the 

accuracy of the forecasts. Also, such models assume that there will be little change in 

travel behavior during the period of analysis. These models are also limited to account for 

changes to market factors, freight logistics, pricing, or policy that result in freight demand 

fluctuations (Cambridge Systematics, inc. and GeoStats, LLP, 2008).  

Origin-Destination (O-D) Factoring Methods develop an Origin-Destination 

(O-D) trip matrix for a base year using observed freight flows or from survey data 

obtained from freight shippers, receivers, and/or carriers. This base year O-D matrix is 
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then factored for future years through an Iterative Proportional Fitting or Fratar process 

(Cambridge Systematics, Inc. et al., 2008). This method of forecasting is limited because 

of the lack of policy response. Again, this method may fail to incorporate commercial 

passenger car traffic in the modeling framework because the base year O-D matrix is 

developed from ground counts.  

Input-output models are macro-economic models that use economic input and 

output indicators to determine the levels of economic activity that may drive freight 

transportation demand. Such models start from input-output tables, where input includes 

economic variables such as capital, labor, land etc. that determine economic output, such 

as the quantity/demand for goods and services produced by type, geographic location, 

and temporal frame.. These economic outputs are converted to estimates of freight 

transportation demand (such as imports and exports by economic sector) that would 

satisfy the demand for goods and services (Chase et al., 2013). Most of the input-output 

models in practice are not comprehensive enough to reflect the land-use and 

transportation interaction. Urban and regional input-out models often overlook the link to 

the economy and focus on building up and assigning truck matrices (de Jong et al., 2010). 

The classical transport modeling framework consists of four model components 

(trip generation, trip distribution, mode split, and traffic assignment) and are traditionally 

used for urban passenger travel demand modeling systems (i.e. four-step model). While 

there are differences among the factors and decision making agents driving freight flow 

and passenger travel, researchers seem to agree that the four-step urban passenger model 

provides a reasonable framework for freight modeling (Kurth et al. (1991); Cambridge 

Systematics, Inc.(2000); D‘este, (2000); Shankar and Pendyala (2000)). 
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The trip generation step uses zonal characteristics (such as zonal economic 

activity or employment) to estimate the production and attraction of freight movements 

by geographic zone. In commodity based models of freight trip generation, the quantities 

of goods originating or terminating in geographic zones are estimated. Modeling 

frameworks used in practice to estimate the production and attraction of freight 

movements are, Trend and time series models; System dynamics models; Zonal trip rate 

models; and Input-output models (de Jong, et al. , 2004). Vehicle-based trip generation 

models usually consider only truck trips by different truck types. Trip rates are derived 

from national sources such as the ITE trip generation manual, Quick Response Freight 

Manual and/or regional sources, if available (Cambridge Systematics, Inc. et al. , (2008)). 

Most earlier trip generation models were based on aggregate data (de Jong et al. , 2004).  

A few recent studies are using disaggregate data to estimate the productions and 

attractions of freight trips in smaller geographic zones (Holguín-Veras et al., 2011; 

Holguín-Veras et al., 2012). 

Holguín-Veras et al., (2011) pointed out that a basic difference between models  

of freight demand and freight traffic is the units used.  Demand is usually represented in 

quantity units such as weight (tons) and freight traffic is usually represented as truck 

trips. There is also a basic difference between passenger and freight transportation. In 

passenger transportation, demand and traffic represent nearly the same concept because 

car occupancies are close to 1.0 (1-1.2 passenger/car). However, businesses do regularly 

adjust shipment sizes and thereby change the freight trip generation. Commodity based 

models require the analyst to transform trade flows in money units to physical flows of 

goods in tons and further into vehicle flows with specific vehicle utilization factors (de 

Jong et al. , 2012). In recent studies, increased attention has been given to using vehicle 
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based models to represent freight movement behavior, as vehicle movements are the 

outcome of the logistic decisions and have direct impact on road traffic (Hunt and Stefan, 

2007; Holguín-Veras et al. , 2011; Holguín-Veras et al., 2012; Holguín-Veras et al. , 

2013) .  

The trip distribution model component focuses on connecting the production and 

attraction descriptors to form freight flows between origin and destination zones (cells of 

the O-D matrix). The most commonly used method of trip distribution component is the 

gravity model that uses shipping distance or shipping cost as the impedance. Multi-

regional input-output models are also used for trip distribution purposes (Marzano and 

Papola, 2004). Again, in commodity based models, freight flows are estimated in terms 

of the quantity of goods transported, whereas, in vehicle based models freight flows 

between zones are estimated by truck types (such as, light, medium and heavy trucks). As 

in the person trip generation step, all freight distribution models found in the literature are 

based on aggregate data. 

The mode split model component uses a freight trip table, obtained either from the 

trip distribution or the commodity flow model components, to forecast freight flows 

between all geographic zones for competing freight modes. Methods used for mode split 

modeling are Elasticity-based models; Aggregate modal split models; Neoclassical 

economic models; Econometric direct demand models; Disaggregate modal split models 

(including inventory-based and those based on Stated Preference survey data); Micro-

simulation; and Multi-modal network models (de Jong et al. , 2004). For freight modal 

split models, both aggregate and disaggregate models can be found in the literature. 

Among these models of mode choice, multi-modal network models simultaneously 

predict mode and route choice (assignment). The freight flows obtained for different 
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alternative modes serve as inputs to the assignment model component. If the flow is not 

expressed as vehicles, but in quantity units such as tons, a conversion to vehicles may be 

made prior to using the trip tables in the assignment process. 

The Traffic Assignment model component uses the output of the mode split 

model, and truck, rail or inland waterway transport trips are allocated to routes consisting 

of links of the respective modal networks. Three types of assignment models are used: 

rules-based assignment, freight truck only network assignment, and multiclass network 

assignment. The assignment model component processes each mode separately using a 

network for that mode with attributes important to freight in order to find the optimum 

path or sequence of links between all geographic zones. Rule based assignment is applied 

only for rail networks. Freight truck only mode and multiclass assignments typically 

apply only to trucks on highways. 

Supply chain modeling attempts to establish an explicit representation of the 

goods movement from the supplier through a distribution center or warehouse to the 

retailer/consumer of products in individual supply chains (Outwater et al., 2013). This is 

a useful approach for examining a limited range of industries (say, in an area dominated 

by one type of company or economic sector), but would require substantial data to 

produce a comprehensive model for a typically diverse North American urban area (Hunt 

and Stefan, 2007). 

Tour-based microsimulation models are one of the most advanced models of 

urban commercial vehicle movement. Hunt and Stefan (2007) have developed a ―tour-

based microsimulation model‖ for Calgary in Canada. The tour based model focuses on 

capturing the movements of vehicles and decisions of carriers realistically for more 

accurate evaluation. The study developed a logit choice modeling framework to model 
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individual tours, including starting times, vehicle types, numbers and locations of stops, 

and stop durations for the full range of commercial vehicle movements observed in an 

establishment-based survey of 24 hour commercial vehicle movements. This approach 

does not require the conversion of commodity flows to shipments. Although this method 

is identified as one of the best practiced methods of freight forecasting, it also requires 

the most in-depth data collection, financial investment, and technical expertise (Chase et 

al., 2013). 

 
2.4 FREIGHT DATA 

Passenger travel demand models, data and practices have evolved though iterative 

improvement processes over the past 60 years. Since passenger travel represents the 

majority of the traffic on the roadways; Federal, State, and local funding have mostly 

been applied to passenger travel demand modeling efforts and data improvement 

processes. However, freight movement has not received similar attention. The most 

commonly cited challenge in the development of freight models is the absence of 

sufficient supporting data. One of the main reasons for this limited progress in freight 

demand modeling effort is that, freight data is often proprietary in nature which makes 

the data collection challenging. As a result, though advances have been made in the 

development of freight demand modeling methods, due to lack of adequate supporting 

data, many of the developed methods are not applied in practice. The existing freight data 

sets are oriented towards national-level and large urban areas, and therefore often 

inadequate for most regional and local freight planning applications. The following data 

sources are commonly used for developing freight models: 

1. Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) data 

2. Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS) data 
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3. TRANSEARCH data 

4. Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) Commodity data 

5. Local data sources 

The Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) is a shipper-based survey conducted since 

1993 by the US Census Bureau every five years as a part of the Economic Census. This is 

a publicly available source of commodity flow data that provides a multimodal picture of 

national freight flows in the US by the manufacturing, mining, wholesale trade, 

auxiliaries, and selected retail and services trade sectors. The CFS data provides 

information on commodities shipped, their value, weight and mode of transportation, as 

well as the origin and destination of shipments at the national, state, and large metro-area 

levels. CFS data is a widely used data source for commodity based models and best 

suited for freight modeling over larger geographic areas. Translating dollars or tons of 

commodity movement into annual or daily shipments or vehicle trip rates requires 

additional data. However, this data is generally aggregate level and not suited for regional 

freight analysis. In addition, CFS data does not include all business sectors. For example, 

CFS data does not cover most of the retail industries that generate a large number of truck 

trips on roadways.  

Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS) was conducted by the US Census 

Bureau every five years from 1963 to 2002. This data provided the physical and 

operational characteristics of the nation‘s truck population. Data on physical 

characteristics included date of purchase, weight, number of axles, overall length, type of 

engine, and body type. Operational characteristics data included type of use, lease 

characteristics, operator classification, base of operation, gas mileage, annual and lifetime 

miles driven, weeks operated, commodities hauled by type, and hazardous materials 
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carried. This was a good data source to understand US Truck movement, including 

configuration and commodities hauled. VIUS data was used by several state and federal 

agencies for developing transportation plans, analyzing highway safety issues and 

environmental impacts of emissions, and creating studies on vehicle performance, fuel 

demands, and fuel conversion practices (Zmud et al., 2014). VIUS data was last collected 

in 2002 and after that it is discontinued. Although it was valuable, this data did not 

provide a disaggregate level detail of spatial and temporal truck movement behavior. 

TRANSEARCH data is a commercially available commodity based freight 

shipment database developed, owned and annually updated by IHS Global Insight. This 

data set describes US county-level goods movement by commodity group and mode of 

transportation. For major metropolitan areas in the US, goods movement data is available 

by  zip code geographic area. This data set uses advanced post-processing methods and 

integrates different data from a number of sources to represent US Freight flow.  The 

database includes all domestic shipments and international traffic moved on U.S. 

infrastructure for rail, inland water, and air (for Canada only). Shipments by truck are 

captured for all U.S. domestic manufactured goods traffic, and for inland international 

traffic including non-manufactured goods, such as agricultural products, coal, ores, and 

nonmetallic minerals (Chase et al., 2013). This data source is more refined than the CFS 

however, it does not consider full supply chain activity, and the forecasting methodology 

for the data is not clear. 

Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) integrates data from a variety of sources to 

represent freight movement among states and major metropolitan areas by all modes of 

transportation. FAF data estimates tonnage, value, and ton-miles of all goods by region of 

origin and destination, commodity type, and mode. The FAF is based primarily on the 
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CFS, and uses the CFS geography of state portions of major metropolitan areas and 

balances of states plus eight foreign regions. The FAF has less commodity detail and 

fewer shipment characteristics than the CFS, but has complete coverage of goods 

movement and includes annual updates between CFS years. FAF data is also not well 

suited for local freight planning and the forecasting methodology is not clear.  

Local freight data sources are sometimes available through existing resources 

(such as data collected by the state agencies or metropolitan planning organizations as 

part of their travel survey program). The most common form of freight data usually 

collected at local level includes truck traffic count data at external stations within a 

specified study region. Such data is primarily collected to develop and forecast external 

trips tables. Local population and employment data provide a basis for performing simple 

regression analyses and likely growth scenarios for regional goods movement. 

Sometimes external surveys and commercial vehicle surveys are also performed at local 

level to incorporate freight (especially truck) movement in the travel demand modeling 

effort. Data collected from such surveys are usually used to serve very limited behavioral 

insights. The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) used the 

commercial vehicle survey data obtained from commercial trucks in the study region to 

develop commercial truck trip rates and a trip length frequency distribution.  

2.5 SUMMARY 

To understand freight movement in a typical urban US region, one must understand the 

regional truck traffic because urban freight movement is primarily unimodal in nature. 

However, most earlier research efforts have been confined to the modal split step. On the 

other hand, models used in practice are mostly input-output models that often overlook 

the link to the economy and focus on building up and assigning truck matrices. The four-
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step modeling approach from passenger transport has been adopted in freight transport 

modeling with some success; however, the sequential nature of four-step modeling does 

not recognize that travel is a derived demand from the need to pursue activities. The 

activity-based travel demand models recognize travel as a derived demand and analyze 

different activity episode dimensions to better explain travel demand. The absence of 

supporting truck travel data to understand truck movement often obstructs the modeling 

process. Obtaining pertinent truck travel data from the business establishments who 

generate (produce or attract) truck traffic and application of advanced econometric 

analysis methods on such proprietary data can improve our ability to explain regional 

truck movement behavior.   
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Chapter 3: A Truck Trip Generation Model for Williamson County, 

Texas: Survey Analysis 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the data collection process used in this study to obtain 

disaggregate level truck trip generation data at a smaller regional level and apply the 

collected data to estimate truck trip generation models. Disaggregate level truck trip 

generation data can enable capturing the causal relationship between trips and predictor 

variables. Such data would also enable applying advanced modeling techniques to 

identify useful determinants affecting truck trip generation and thereby enhance 

transportation planning, policy making and investment decisions. The objective of this 

research is to apply disaggregate level truck trip generation data at the business 

establishment level to identify the relationship between the truck trip generation (in terms 

of trip attraction and production) rates by different business establishments and the land-

use variables that provide insight for travel demand analysis. This chapter will discuss the 

general practices in estimating truck trip generation models and shed light on alternative 

approaches that provide potential for improving traditional methods. The next section 

discusses related research and the position of the current effort in the broader context of 

earlier research.   

3.2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Truck trip generation data is often proprietary in nature, therefore trip generation rates 

supplied by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual are 

widely used. The ITE Trip Generation Manual, 8th Edition provides trip generation rates 

for both passenger and freight trips for a range of land-use categories. For a few land-use 

categories, the ITE Manual provides an estimate of truck trips as a fixed percentage of the 
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total estimated vehicle trips. The potential problem associated with the use of a fixed 

percentage of total trips as truck trips for a specific land-use category is that this approach 

assumes that passenger and freight trips share the same behavior (Holguín-Veras et al., 

2011). However, passenger and freight trips are very different in their inherent nature 

because of differences in modal options, timing and trip frequency (Allen et al., 2012, 

Hunt and Stefan, 2007).  In addition, the data used to provide total trip generation for 

land-uses associated with truck traffic in the ITE Manual come from relatively few 

surveys and counts and are therefore provide limited disaggregate level accuracy, 

transferability and applicability across land-use types (McCormack et al., 2010). 

Two different modeling approaches, namely the commodity based approach and 

the vehicle trip based approach are generally used to estimate freight trip generation for 

different geographic areas and industry types (Ogden, 1992). Commodity based models 

are policy sensitive and attempt to capture the fundamental mechanism that drives freight 

demand by taking into account the linkage between economic activities and freight 

service level, while trip-based models represent logistic decisions and use available 

vehicle survey data. Both of these approaches have their own strengths and limitations 

and the full complexity of freight movement is difficult to capture using either of these 

approaches. Commodity-based models focus on modeling the movement of commodities 

by class and translate commodity flows to shipment size and vehicle allocations. On the 

other hand, vehicle trip-based models focus on modeling vehicle trips. Trip based models 

can take into account local truck trips made for delivery and service purposes, which are 

not considered in commodity based models. Another drawback of the commodity based 

approach is that the tonnage to vehicle trip conversion of such models can be erroneous 

because it does not directly consider empty vehicles generated from a location or less-
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than-full-load movements. On the other hand, vehicle trip-based models are limited to 

situations where multiple freight transportation modes are considered (Holguín-Veras and 

Thorson, 2003). Again, vehicle-based models fail to include the underlying economic 

behavior (for example, commodity flows) from which the demand is actually derived; 

while, commodity-based models fail to realistically account for vehicle activities, 

especially in urban settings, for which evaluation and impact assessment are most crucial 

(Holguín-Veras and Thorson, 2003). In this study, the vehicle trip based approach is used 

for truck trip generation analysis because the study objective is to capture regional truck 

traffic travel patterns including delivery and service trips that generate road traffic and 

have the potential to affect all levels of the transportation roadway network, from local 

roads in neighborhoods to highways. 

The proprietary nature of truck data often limits the analysis of truck travel 

patterns and the development of behavioral truck trip generation models, especially for 

smaller geographic scales. While household travel survey practices have been developed 

through an iterative process over the past 60 years, commercial vehicle (CV) surveys are 

not yet a common practice at either urban or regional levels. Moreover, when CV survey 

data is available for a certain region, it is usually not a robust source to develop a truck 

trip generation model. This is because, in typical CV surveys, establishments generating 

truck traffic are selected randomly and the drivers of commercial vehicles complete daily 

trip diaries detailing trips and stops. Such data is very helpful to understand daily truck 

traffic travel patterns, however, it may not be a good source to develop a truck trip 

generation model. For instance, CV surveys often predefine the maximum number of 

vehicles from a single business establishment (such as ―up to 5 vehicles per 

establishment) to reduce respondent effort thereby increasing the survey response rate. 
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This is especially problematic for certain retail establishments, such as grocery stores, 

which commonly attract many more than 5 trucks per day (see McCormack et al., 2013). 

Again, such data collection efforts often count the number of trip productions from an 

establishment, not the number of trips attracted to a business. Therefore, in this study, 

truck trip generation data in terms of numbers of trips attracted to and produced from 

business establishments is collected to relate truck trip generation with different 

explanatory variables. 

Traditional survey methods used to obtain transportation behavioral data from 

survey respondents include: in-person interviews; computer-aided telephone interviews, 

mail-out/mail-back surveys, and combinations of these methods. Each of these methods 

has advantages and disadvantages (see Lawson and Strathman, 2002). Among these 

alternatives, the mailout-mailback survey method was selected for this effort because it is 

the least expensive survey method that ensures a random sample from the population. 

The amount of research explaining the behavioral aspects of truck trip generation 

is limited. Research studies have focused mostly on logistic related land-uses that 

generate relatively larger truck traffic quantities, such as warehouses, distribution centers, 

seaports, and container terminals (DeVries and Dermisi, 2008; Wagner, 2010; Holguín-

Veras et al., 2000; Al-Deek et al., 2000). Recent studies attempt to identify factors 

explaining truck traffic generation from different industry and land-use types such as 

grocery stores, retail establishments, wholesale stores, construction, manufacturing, and 

transportation industries (McCormack et al., 2010, Shin and Kawamura, 2005, Holguín-

Veras et al., 2011, Sánchez-Díaz et al., 2013). Variables generally considered to explain 

truck traffic generation include business size variables, such as total number of 

employees, gross floor area, and sales volume (DeVries and Dermisi, 2008; ITE Trip 
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Generation Manual, 2008;  Bastida and Holguín-Veras, 2009).  Others include land-use 

level demographic variables such as population density, median income, and location 

specific categorical variables (Shin and Kawamura, 2005, Sánchez-Díaz et al., 2013); 

industry segments (Shin and Kawamura, 2005, Sánchez-Díaz et al., 2013); and 

commodity type (Holguín-Veras et al., 2002; Sánchez-Díaz et al., 2013). Recent studies 

also consider the market-value of the land upon which the establishments are located 

(Sánchez-Díaz et al., 2013) as having an impact on truck trip generation. Almost all of 

the these studies develop separate econometric/statistical models to explain trip 

generation behavior across industry segments, however, models representing regional 

level trip generation behavior using disaggregate level truck trip generation data is very 

limited (see for example, Holguín-Veras et al., 2012; Holguín-Veras et al., 2011; 

Sánchez-Díaz et al., 2013).  

Business establishments in any geographic area try to maximize their profitability 

by locating near the demand for their product, capturing tax incentives offered by a 

region, maximizing connections to regional transportation infrastructure, considering the 

availability and cost of human capital, and minimizing real-estate costs (Alañón-Pardo 

and Arauzo-Carod, 2011; Hanson et al., 2011; Strotmann, 2007; Alamá-Sabater et al., 

2011). The availability of a good transportation network and shipping container based 

freight movement system allows businesses to locate in more remote generally less costly 

areas (Markillie, 2006). Truck trip generation rates may be expected to be greater in areas 

with lower land-value because businesses requiring extensive space tend to locate there. 

From the local jurisdiction perspective, industrial and commercial land use zones are 

usually separated from residential zones to minimize traffic congestion and adverse air 

quality effects.  
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Several modeling tools have been used to estimate truck trip generation, the most 

common being linear regression. Linear regression models are simple in terms of 

explaining the effect of exogenous variables, however they have limitations (Bhat et al., 

1999; Jang, 2005). First, the numbers of trips attracted and produced from a business 

location are non-negative, ordered and discrete in nature.  However, the linear regression 

model assumes that the dependent variable is continuous in nature (i.e. the dependent 

variable can vary -∞ to +∞). Next, a linear regression model can predict negative trips or 

overestimate trips. Third, predicted trips for any establishment do not provide a means of 

determining the discrete probability distribution for the number of trips.  

A model structure that recognizes the ordinal nature of truck trip generation data 

is the ordered-response formulation. The ordered-response structure also allows the 

discrete probability distribution of number of trips attracted and produced for each 

business establishment. Ordered-response models have been used to estimate trip 

frequency for person trip travel. Though these models cannot estimate the number of trips 

produced and attracted by the establishments, still they provide valuable information such 

as the likelihood of being in one of the chosen ordinal categories. In this study ordered-

response model and regression model structures are applied to estimate the regional level 

trip generation model. The results of the models are then discussed. 

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.3 presents the study 

methodology. Section 3.4 presents the data collection process and descriptive statistics of 

the collected data and section 3.5 presents the analysis results. Section 3.6 concludes by 

summarizing important findings and discussing policy implications. 
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3.3 METHODOLOGY 

In this section, the structure for the truck trip generation model is presented. The survey 

asked Williamson County business establishments the number of trucks received at their 

facility and shipped from their facility in a typical week. The weekly number was asked 

because a large number of stores only receive or ship very few times a week and do not 

receive or ship daily trucks. The number of operating days of the businesses was used to 

find average daily trips. The frequency distribution of the daily attraction and production 

of the establishments was carefully observed and four ordinal categories for each were 

created.  

Ordered Response Model 

In the context of truck trip generation, the ordered-response mechanism postulates the 

presence of a latent continuous trip generation (i.e. attraction and production) propensity 

for establishment . This latent propensity is assumed to be a linear function of a 

relevant vector of exogenous variables  and a standard logistically distributed random 

error term . The latent propensity characterizes the actual reported trip generation 

pattern of establishments, , through a set of threshold bounds: 

                                               (1)                                   

Where,  

 is a  column vector of explanatory variables excluding a constant,  

 is a corresponding  vector of coefficients that will be estimated and  

 

The probability that establishment j will attract q truck trips can be obtained in a 

straightforward fashion from Equation (1), as follows (2): 
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Where, G(.) is the cumulative density function for the error term which is 

assumed to be logistically distributed. 

Assuming independence of the error terms across establishments, and defining a 

set of dummy variables if establishment j is part of truck trip generation 

category q , the relevant log-likelihood function for estimation of 

the  parameter vector and  threshold bound is:  

 

The log-likelihood function can be maximized using standard econometric 

software. 

Linear Regression Model 

In the context of truck trip generation, the linear regression model takes the following 

form:  

                                                       (3) 

Where,  

 denotes the trip generation of the j
th

 business establishment. 

,  are the value of repressors (explanatory variables) of the j
th

 

business establishment. 

, , ,…, are the model parameters. 

is a random error term with mean E{ } = 0 and Var{ } = σ
2
. 

The method of least squares is applied to estimate the model parameters. 

3.4 DATA DESCRIPTION 

The data used in this effort is from Williamson County, Texas. This is the fastest growing 

county in the United States, has experienced a 7.94% population growth since 2010 and 
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73% employment increase since 2000 (Kotkin, 2013). Interstate 35, beginning in Laredo 

on the US-Mexico border, passes through Williamson County. Other major highways are 

US 79, US 183, US 29, SH 45, SH 95 and SH 130. The availability of these 

transportation elements coupled with rapid growth of the county facilitates intercity and 

intra-city truck movement and also allows the county to attract major business.  

The complex nature of truck movement behavior often is not reflected in the 

transportation planning process because of the limited data available about truck travel 

behavior. The only available data source for the study area regarding commercial vehicle 

travel was collected by Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) in 

2005-2006. The 2006 CV survey data obtained one-day diaries detailing trips and stops 

by drivers of commercial vehicles. Though each of the commercial vehicles in the survey 

data are associated with a business establishment, this survey did not collect information 

about the number of trips produced and attracted to each of these businesses.  Therefore, 

in this study, truck trip generation data was collected using a mailout-mailback business 

establishment survey to characterize study area truck traffic movement behavior.  

Commercial trucks tend to traverse industrial and commercial areas with different 

frequency distributions during different times of day compared to passenger cars (Hunt 

and Stefan, 2007). The operational characteristics of larger trucks and smaller passenger 

cars are significantly different because of fundamental differences in accelerating and 

decelerating behavior though they share the same roadway. This study therefore only 

focuses on trip generation patterns of the larger commercial trucks (including single unit 

2 axle 6 tire trucks, through class 5 trucks or larger vehicles).  The dependent variables 

used are the daily commercial truck traffic attracted and produced by the business 

establishments in a typical day.  
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3.4.1 Data Collection 

The geographical bounds of Williamson County encompass the following seven cities: 

Round Rock, Georgetown, Cedar Park, Hutto, Taylor, Leander, and Liberty Hill. The 

survey sampling frame was created by developing a comprehensive list of 814 

Williamson County business establishments that generate truck traffic from publicly 

available Internet sources including (business websites, Williamson Central Business 

Appraisal District (WCAD), yelp, yellow pages, and chambers of commerce). To obtain a 

random sample of the businesses, a probability sampling procedure was adopted in which 

each sampling unit has an equal probability of being selected. 

 The survey questionnaire was mailed to 814 business establishments within 

Williamson County. A total of 118 respondents mailed back their responses between 

March and May, 2014. 122 questionnaires were returned as undeliverable and 4 

additional firms indicated that they do not receive or ship large trucks to/from their 

locations. These 126 addresses were subtracted from the original number and the 

remaining 694 surveys considered as the qualified deployment. 114 responses to the 

survey questionnaire produce an overall response rate of 16.4%. Of the total 118 returned 

survey responses 111 responses were found to have no missing information and these 111 

completed responses were considered for final analysis. Although significant effort was 

made to create a comprehensive list of establishments in the study area from the publicly 

available internet sources, the number of establishments surveyed represents only 15.5% 

of all the establishments in the study area. 

Business establishments surveyed were categorized using US Census Bureau 

adopted North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). Table 3.1 shows the 

summary of the total number of establishments in each NAICS class in the true 

population (obtained from US Census Bureau collected 2011 County Business Patterns 
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for Williamson County), in the listed population (from internet search), the sample sizes 

in each category, the sample response rate from true population, and the sample response 

rate from the qualified deployment. Since, Williamson County is one the fastest growing 

counties in the USA, it is important to note that the actual number of establishments 

within the region is expected to be somewhat different than that of year 2011.  

Table 3.1 Distribution and Response Rate by Business Establishment Type 

North American 

industry classification 

system (NAICS) Class 

NAICS 

Code 

Population 

Size (In 

County) 

Population 

Size (In 

List) 

Sample 

Size 

Response 

Rate (In 

County) 

Response 

Rate (In 

List) 

Retail Trade 44-45 1237 499 61 4.9% 12.2% 

Wholesale Trade 42 341 46 11 3.2% 23.9% 

Manufacturing 31-33 276 57 17 6.2% 29.8% 

Construction 23 804 35 8 1.0% 22.9% 

Other Services (except 

Public Administration) 81 777 21 6 0.8% 28.6% 

Real Estate Rental and 

Leasing 53 392 11 4 1.0% 36.4% 

Transportation and 

Warehousing 48-49 149 8 2 1.3% 25.0% 

Administrative and 

Support and Waste 

Management 56 421 7 1 0.2% 14.3% 

Mining, quarrying, 

and oil and gas 

extraction 21 21 4 1 4.8% 25.0% 

Total 

 

4418 688 111 2.5% 16.4% 

Overall, more responses are obtained from manufacturing establishments. 

Although more than half of the responses correspond to retail establishments, the 

response rate from this category was very small. This is especially true for smaller retail 

businesses, such as small retail stores in shopping malls, pet stores, and office supply 

stores that produced the least or no responses. Most of the small retail stores have a very 

small number of employees and this can affect their response rates.  

http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=bkmk
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Additional data sources were also used to supplement the survey data. Parcel level 

land-value data for the study area for year 2010 and block-level socio-demographic data 

from the 2010 Census were collected from the Capital Area Council of Governments 

(CAPCOG). Parcel level land-use functional zoning data for the study area was obtained 

from each of the seven city land-use plans. Detailed demographic data about the type of 

each business, such as number of employees, were collected from the online business 

service directory website manta.com and other similar websites. For each establishment, 

the six digit NAICS code was also obtained from the online business service directory 

websites. The sample size of businesses was small in each category if combined 

according to six digit NAICS level. Therefore, businesses were further categorized based 

on two-digit NAICS codes to produce larger sample sizes in each category.  

3.4.2 Data Assembly 

The final sample was assembled in a number of steps. First, the addresses of the complete 

111 responses were geocoded and appended with the survey responses.  Establishments‘ 

demographic data were then appended with the survey responses. Responses were 

grouped into four NAICS categories and all remaining responses are grouped into an 

other category: 1) Retail Trade, 2) Wholesale Trade, 3) Manufacturing, 4) Construction, 

and 5) All others (transportation and warehousing, mining, real estate and other services, 

and other services (except public administration)). Next, the addresses of the qualified 

responses were mapped with the parcel level land-use dataset and block level 

demographic dataset obtained from CAPCOG using a geographic information system 

based procedure. Finally, the address of each response was mapped with the land-use 

zoning data obtained from the seven cities within the study boundary. The location map 

of the establishments is presented in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Location of the business establishments in Williamson County, TX 

3.4.3 Summary Statistics  

Table 3.2 presents descriptive statistics of the five NAICS business establishment 

categories. The third column of the table provides the number (and percentage) of 

business establishments who mailed-back completed survey questionnaires. The highest 

number of survey responses was obtained from retail establishments accounting for more 

than half (55.0%) of the total survey responses. Reponses from manufacturing industries 

include 14.4% of the total responses. The fourth and fifth columns present respective 

statistics on the number of daily trucks received and shipped by each business class. On 

average, business establishments receive slightly more than three trucks daily and also 

ship three trucks daily. The average number of trucks received by retail trades, 

manufacturing, and construction industries estimated in Holguín-Veras et al., 2012 are 

2.72, 2.83, and 2.16 respectively. These estimates are slightly (about one truck trip) lower 

than the average numbers found for the Williamson County study area. The average daily 
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trips produced by the manufacturing industries estimated by Holguín-Veras et al., 2012 is 

2.21 which is about two trips less than the average daily truck trip production in the study 

area. The data used to estimate the average daily trips in Holguín-Veras et al., 2012 were 

drawn from businesses in New York. Differences in urban form and economic growth 

patterns between the regions can explain the difference in the trip generation between 

these studies. 

Table 3.2 Trip Generation Statistics of Business Establishments by NAICS Class 

NAICS Class 
NAICS 

Code 

Frequency 

(Percent) 

Daily Truck Received Daily Truck Shipped 

Avg Min  Max 
Std. 

Dev. 
Avg Min  Max 

Std. 

Dev. 

Retail Trade 44-45   61 (55.0%) 3.16 0.1 17.9 4.2 2.42 0.0 39.3 9.4 

Wholesale 

Trade 
42   11   (9.9%) 2.30 0.6  8.6 2.2 2.20 0.0 13.0 3.8 

Manufacturing 31-33   17 (15.3%) 3.78 0.2  9.0 2.9 3.80 0.0 20.0 5.1 

Construction 23     8   (7.2%) 3.81 0.1 16.0 5.5 2.75 0.0 13.0 4.4 

Other 
21,48,53,55, 

56, 81 
  15 (12.6%) 2.65 0.0  8.0 2.6 6.82 0.0 50.0 13.6 

Total   111(100.0%) 3.15 0.0 17.9 3.8 3.19 0.0 50.0 7.7 

Exogenous variables considered in this study include number of employees (as a 

measure of the employment size variable), industry type, and land use (functional zoning 

class of the parcel), land-value per acre, population density, employment density, and the 

city where the businesses are located. Table 3.3 shows the descriptive statistics of the 

categorical explanatory variables considered in the model estimation process. About one-

third of the establishments have less than 5 employees and about 65% of these businesses 

correspond to retail trade. Establishments having 50 or more employees are 48% retail 

trade, followed by 24% manufacturing and 19% construction industries. More than one-

third (36.9%) of all businesses have their own truck. The land-use zoning classes defined 

by seven different cities within the study area are slightly different. For example, 

commercial land-uses are subdivided by some cities into general commercial, local 
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commercial etc. whereas other cities consider only one scheme commercial. In this study, 

different types of commercial land-uses were all defined as commercial, similarly land-

uses defined as  light-industrial; and heavy-industrial, industrial, or industrial park are all 

considered as industrial land-uses. The average market-value of the study area land is 

$15.87 per square foot with a standard deviation of $13.25 per square foot. 

Table 3.3 Sample Characteristics 

Sample Characteristics 

Variable 
Sample Share (Percent) 

Number of Observation=111 

Number of Employee 

1 to 4 34 (30.6%) 

 5 to 9 18 (16.2%) 

10 to 19 21 (18.9%) 

20 to 49 17 (15.3%) 

50 to 99 10 (9%) 

100 to 249 9 (8.1%) 

250 to 499 2 (1.8%) 

Land-Use Type 

Industrial 27 (24.3%) 

Commercial 53 (47.8%) 

Other 31 (27.9%) 

City 

Round Rock 40 (36%) 

Cedar Park 19 (17.1%) 

Georgetown 29 (26.1%) 

Taylor 9 (8.1%) 

Hutto 9 (8.1%) 

Liberty Hill 3 (2.7%) 

Leander 2 (1.8%) 

3.4.4 Formulation of Dependent Variable 

The frequency distributions of the daily trip attractions and productions of the 

establishments were carefully observed and four ordinal categories were created for 
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ordered logit model estimation. The distribution for the daily received trucks is quite 

different than that of the shipped trucks. More than 99% of the businesses receive at least 

one truck per week; however, about 43.2% of the business establishments don‘t ship any 

trucks. This could be because most of the deliveries are shipped from distribution centers 

and not from the stores, which is especially true for retail stores. The distribution of the 

truck trip generation (attraction and production) for the four categories is presented in 

Table 3.4. For estimating linear regression models, daily trip production and attraction 

were considered.  

Table 3.4  Distribution of Truck Trip Attraction and Production of the Sample 

Establishments 

Daily Trips Received Frequency (%) Daily Trips Shipped Frequency (%) 

Group 1 (Daily Trips≤1) 39 (35.1%) Group 1 (Daily Trips=0) 48 (43.2%) 

Group 2 (1<Daily Trips≤ 3) 35 (31.5%) Group 2 (0<Daily Trips≤ 2) 31 (27.9%) 

Group 3 (3<Daily Trips≤ 8) 27 (24.3%) Group 3 (2<Daily Trips≤ 5) 17 (15.3%) 

Group 4 (Daily Trips>8) 10 (9.0%) Group 4 (Daily Trips>5) 15 (13.5%) 

Total 111 (100%) Total 111 (100%) 

3.5 EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Two groups of explanatory variables were considered in the empirical analysis: (a) 

Demographic variables, and (b) Land-use variables. Several different variables were 

considered within each class and interaction effects of variables across the various groups 

were also explored. The final specification was based on a systematic process of 

eliminating statistically insignificant variables and combining variables when their effects 

were not statistically different.  

The final empirical results from the ordered response model of truck trip 

attraction and production frequency are provided in Table 3.5 and Table 3.7. These tables 

show the log-likelihood value of the constant-only models, the final log-likelihood value 
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at convergence and the Cox and Snell Pseudo R-squared value of the final model. The 

results of the regression models are presented in Table 3.6 and Table 3.8. These tables 

show the t-statistics, R
2
, and Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the models. The effects of the 

variables are interpreted in the following section. 

3.5.1 Truck Trip Attraction Model 

The effects of explanatory variables on the number of trucks received by business 

establishments are discussed by variable category in the subsequent sections. 

3.5.1.1 Ordered-Logit Model 

Effect of Demographic Variables 

The effects of business establishments‘ demographics indicate that the propensity to 

attract higher numbers of trucks is greater among large businesses that employ 50 or 

more employees (relative to small and medium businesses that employ less than 50 

employees). Large businesses are expected to attract more daily trucks because they take 

advantage of ―scale of economies and the like‖ (Holguin-veras et al., 2011). 

Supermarkets (a subcategory in retail trade) that also includes grocery store tend to 

receive larger numbers of trucks compared to all other business establishments. This 

effect is also intuitive because supermarkets receive trucks from different vendors; 

usually have high turnover of goods and sell perishable goods requiring frequent truck 

deliveries compared to other retail stores and other business establishments. Construction 

industries are less likely to receive trucks compared to other businesses because 

construction industries usually sell services rather than products.  

Effect of Land-use Variables 

Businesses located in industrial land-use areas have the propensity to receive higher 

numbers of trucks compared to all other land-use types.  Businesses located in industrial 
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land-uses are likely to have minimum conflict with other land-uses such as residential, 

recreational and agricultural land-uses. Truck deliveries received by the businesses 

located in industrial land-uses also have less conflict with personal automobiles and 

experience fewer parking issues.  

Table 3.5 Ordered Logit Model Estimates for Truck Trip Attraction 

Explanatory Variables Est. |t|-stat 

Business Demographics 

Number of Employee ≥50  1.356 2.71 

Type of Establishment: Construction     -1.968 2.48 

Type of Establishment: Supermarket  1.823 1.83 

      

Land-use  

Type of Land-use: Industrial   1.116 2.47 

Market Value per acre (×10
-6

)     -0.638 1.77 

  

Threshold 

θ1     -0.758 2.07 

θ2   0.809 2.18 

θ3   2.762 5.59 

      

Log-Likelihood Value (constant-only 

model) -142.735 

Log-Likelihood Value (final) -129.660 

Pseudo R-squared Value (Cox and Snell) 0.210 

The impact of land-use variables also indicates the fact that businesses located in areas 

with higher land-values have the propensity to receive a lower number of truck deliveries. 

This result contradicts the finding from earlier research (16) on freight trip attraction 

from the food and accommodation stores. The difference in the land-value effect can be 

contributed to the difference in the industry type and the truck-type considered between 

the studies. Food and accommodation stores generally tend to locate near their market in 

areas attracting consumers who may have other business in the area. On the other hand, 
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this may not be an important factor for other establishments generating higher truck 

traffic, with the exception of some retail stores. The type of freight defined in this study 

only considers heavy trucks, whereas the earlier study considers all truck-trips. Non-

residential areas with less development usually have lower per acre land-values and 

therefore tend to attract businesses that require larger land-areas.  

Threshold Parameters  

The constant and threshold parameters listed toward the end of Table 3.5 do not have any 

substantive behavioral interpretations; they simply serve the purpose of associating the 

observed frequency categories to the underlying propensity to received daily trucks.  

3.5.1.2 Linear Regression Model 

The linear regression model developed for estimating truck trip attraction contains both 

dummy variables and continuous variables. Therefore the constant term does not have 

any definite interpretation. The low R
2
 of the model (0.21) indicates that there are other 

explanatory variables to better explain truck trip production.  

Table 3.6 Regression Model Estimates for Truck Trip Attraction 

Explanatory Variables Coeff.  |t|-stat 

Constant  2.957 4.78 

Business Demographics 

Number of Employee ≥50  2.573 2.89 

Type of Establishment: Construction   -1.571 1.15 

Type of Establishment: Supermarket 3.894 2.18 

      

Land-use  

Type of Land-use: Industrial 1.882 2.31 

Market Value per acre (×10
-6

)   -1.096 1.85 

      

R-squared value 0.21 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 3.41 
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Effect of Demographic Variables 

The coefficient of the business establishments‘ size variable indicates that on average an 

establishment having 50 or more employee attracts 2.57 more trips than businesses 

having less than 50 employees. Again, businesses categorized as construction attract 1.57 

less trips than other businesses (here other establishments includes other retail stores 

except supermarkets, wholesale stores, manufacturing and other categories). On the other 

hand, supermarkets (one subcategory within the retail category) attract 3.89 more trips 

compared to other establishments. 

Effect of Land-use Variables 

The coefficient of the land-use type variable indicates that on average an establishment 

located in an industrial land-use area attracts 1.88 more trips than establishments located 

in other land-uses. Market value per acre is introduced as a continuous variable. The 

coefficient of the market-value variable has a negative sign that implies that land-value 

has a negative impact on the number of daily trips attracted by an establishment, as the 

land-value of an establishment increases the number of trips attracted will be less.  

5.2 Truck Trip Production Model 

The effects of the explanatory variables on the frequency of trucks shipped by business 

establishments are discussed by variable category in the subsequent sections. 

3.5.2.1 Ordered-Logit Model 

Effect of Demographic Variables 

The effects of business establishment demographics indicate that small businesses that 

employ four or fewer employees are less likely to ship trucks compared to larger 

businesses. More than three-quarters (76.5%) of the small businesses with less than five 

employees are retail and wholesale stores. The number of trucks shipped by these stores 
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is expected to be very small because of their business model. In fact, products sold by the 

retail and wholesale stores are usually shipped from warehouses to the stores and sold to 

individual consumers in very small quantities. Businesses that own their own commercial 

trucks are more likely to ship a higher number of daily trucks compared to those that do 

not own their own trucks. This result is intuitive because the ownership of the trucks is 

justified because the business frequently ships products from their location and truck 

ownership provides additional flexibility.  

Table 3.7 Ordered Logit Model Estimates for Truck Trip Production 

Explanatory Variables Est. |t|-stat 

Business Demographics 

Number of Employee <5 -1.994 3.57 

Business Own Their own Truck   2.405 4.98 

Type of Establishment: Construction -1.328 1.73 

Type of Establishment: Manufacturing  1.196 1.98 

      

Land-use  

Type of Land-use: Industrial   1.006 1.95 

Market Value per acre (×10
-6

) -2.251 3.42 

      

Threshold 

θ1 -1.324 2.37 

θ2  0.955 1.70 

θ3  2.482 4.04 

      

Log-Likelihood Value (constant-only 

model) -141.701 

Log-Likelihood Value (final) -96.843 

Pseudo R-squared Value (Cox and Snell) 0.554 

Construction industries are less likely to ship commercial trucks compared to 

other businesses probably because businesses providing construction services may use 

smaller size vehicles (such as pick-up trucks) instead of large commercial trucks for their 
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services. As expected the propensity to ship commercial trucks is greater among 

manufacturing industries compared to other businesses. 

Effect of Land-use Variables 

Businesses located in industrial land-use areas have the propensity to ship higher 

numbers of trucks compared to all other land-use types.  Businesses located in industrial 

land-uses are likely to have minimum conflict with other land-uses such as residential, 

recreational and agricultural land-uses. Truck deliveries received by the businesses 

located in industrial land-uses also have less conflict with personal automobiles and have 

limited parking issues. The impact of land-use variables also indicates that businesses 

located in areas with higher land-values have a propensity to ship fewer trucks. Locations 

with higher land-market value are likely to be more developed and have restrictions on 

the numbers of truck movements. On the other hand, non-residential areas with less 

development usually have lower per acre land-value and therefore tend to attract 

businesses that require larger land-area facilitating truck movements.  

Threshold Parameters  

The constant and threshold parameters listed toward the end of Table 3.7 do not have any 

substantive behavioral interpretations; they simply associate the observed frequency 

categories with the underlying propensity to ship daily trucks.  

3.5.2.2 Linear Regression Model 

The linear regression model developed for estimating truck trip production contains both 

dummy variables and continuous variables. Therefore the constant term does not have 

any definite interpretation. The low R
2
 of the model (0.23) indicates that there are other 

explanatory variables to better explain truck trip production.  

Effect of Demographic Variables 
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The coefficient of the business establishments‘ size variable indicates that an average 

establishment having 5 or less employees produces 2.32 less trips than businesses having 

more than 5 employees. Establishments having their own truck on average produce 5.61 

more trips than those that do not have their own trucks. Businesses categorized as 

construction produce 4.68 fewer trips than all other businesses. 

Table 3.8 Linear Regression Model Estimates for Truck Trip Production 

Explanatory Variables Coeff.  |t|-stat 

Constant  2.796 1.93 

Business Demographics 

Number of Employee <5 -2.320 1.54 

Business Own Their own Truck     5.613 3.84 

Type of Establishment: Construction -4.678 1.75 

      

Land-use  

Type of Land-use: Industrial 1.981 1.20 

Market Value per acre (×10
-6

)   -1.585 1.26 

      

R-squared value 0.23 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 6.89 

Effect of Land-use Variables 

The coefficient of the land-use type variable indicates that on average an establishment 

located in industrial land-use produces 1.98 more trips than an establishment located in 

other land-uses. The market value per acre variable is introduced as a continuous 

variable. The coefficient of the market-value variable has a negative sign that implies that 

land-value has a negative impact on the number of daily trips produced by an 

establishment, as the land-value of an establishment increases the number of trips 

attracted will be less.  
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3.5.3 Model Comparison 

The results of these models are not directly comparable. This is because the ordered logit 

model assumes that truck trip generation is non-negative and ordered in nature, whereas, 

the linear regression model assumes that the dependent variable is continuous in nature. 

The pseudo r-squared value obtained in the ordered-logit model is also not an equivalent 

measure of the r-squared value obtained in regression and therefore it cannot be 

interpreted in the same way the r-squared value is interpreted in OLS regression analysis 

(UCLA: Statistical Consulting Group, 2011). Therefore, for the ordered logit model, 

deterministic and probabilistic prediction approaches are applied to identify how many 

times each model predicts the correct category for truck trip attraction and production. 

The regression model estimates are applied to observe the residuals and their variation 

around the neutral axis.  

The ordered logit model of truck trip attraction did not perform well to predict the 

correct category. As one can see in Table 3.9, using the estimated model the deterministic 

prediction is correctly predicting the four chosen ordinal groups 64%, 23%, 55% and 

10% of the time, respectively. On the other hand, the probabilistic prediction is correctly 

predicting the four chosen ordinal groups 38%, 31%, 27% and 23% of the time, 

respectively.  

The residual plot of the regression model in Figure 3.2 shows a random scatter 

plot around the X-axis. Therefore, in predicting truck trip attractions, the regression 

model performs better than the ordered logit model. 
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Table 3.9 Ordered Logit Truck Trip Attraction Model Predictions 

Deterministic Prediction           

Row Labels (Actual) 

Column Labels (predicted) 

Grand 

Total Group 1 

(Daily 

Trips≤1) 

Group 2 

(1<Daily 

Trips≤ 3) 

Group 3 

(3<Daily 

Trips≤ 8) 

Group 4 

(Daily 

Trips>8) 

Group 1 (Daily Trips≤1) 64% 26% 10% 0% 39 

Group 2 (1<Daily Trips≤ 3) 60% 23% 17% 0% 35 

Group 3 (3<Daily Trips≤ 8) 30% 11% 55% 4% 27 

Group 4 (Daily Trips>8) 30% 20% 40% 10% 10 

Grand Total 57 23 29 2 111 

Probabilistic Prediction           

Row Labels (Actual) 

Column Labels (predicted) 

Grand 

Total Group 1 

(Daily 

Trips≤1) 

Group 2 

(1<Daily 

Trips≤ 3) 

Group 3 

(3<Daily 

Trips≤ 8) 

Group 4 

(Daily 

Trips>8) 

Group 1 (Daily Trips≤1) 38% 36% 22% 4% 39 

Group 2 (1<Daily Trips≤ 3) 42% 31% 21% 8% 35 

Group 3 (3<Daily Trips≤ 8) 23% 32% 27% 18% 27 

Group 4 (Daily Trips>8) 20% 30% 30% 23% 10 

Grand Total 44 32 25 11 111 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Residual Plot of the Truck Trip Attraction Linear Regression Model 
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The ordered logit model of truck trip production predicted the correct category quite well. 

As one can see in Table 3.10, using the estimated model the deterministic prediction 

correctly predicts the four chosen ordinal groups 83%, 52%, 35% and 47% of the time 

respectively. On the other hand, the probabilistic prediction correctly predicts the four 

chosen ordinal groups 68%, 37%, 24% and 30% of the time, respectively.  

The residual plot of the regression model in Figure 3.3 shows a random scatter 

plot around the X-axis for smaller trip productions. However, the deviation is much 

larger for the larger trip production level and the residual plot tends to show an increasing 

trend for higher trip productions. Therefore, in predicting truck trip production, the 

ordered logit model performs better in predicting the likelihood of being in one of the 

chosen ordinal categories. 

Table 3.10 Ordered Logit Truck Trip Production Model Predictions 

Deterministic Prediction           

Row Labels (Actual) 

Column Labels (predicted) 

Grand 

Total 
Group 1 

(Daily 

Trips≤1) 

Group 2 

(1<Daily 

Trips≤ 3) 

Group 3 

(3<Daily 

Trips≤ 8) 

Group 4 

(Daily 

Trips>8) 

Group 1 (Daily Trips≤1) 83% 13% 2% 2% 48 

Group 2 (1<Daily Trips≤ 3) 29% 52% 3% 16% 31 

Group 3 (3<Daily Trips≤ 8) 29% 12% 35% 23% 17 

Group 4 (Daily Trips>8) 0% 40% 13% 47% 15 

Grand Total 54 30 10 17 111 

Probabilistic Prediction           

Row Labels (Actual) 

Column Labels (predicted) 

Grand 

Total 
Group 1 

(Daily 

Trips≤1) 

Group 2 

(1<Daily 

Trips≤ 3) 

Group 3 

(3<Daily 

Trips≤ 8) 

Group 4 

(Daily 

Trips>8) 

Group 1 (Daily Trips≤1) 68% 22% 5% 5% 39 

Group 2 (1<Daily Trips≤ 3) 32% 37% 19% 11% 35 

Group 3 (3<Daily Trips≤ 8) 24% 15% 24% 38% 27 

Group 4 (Daily Trips>8) 7% 23% 43% 30% 10 

Grand Total 44 32 25 11 111 
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Figure 3.3 Residual Plot of the Truck Trip Production Linear Regression Model 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

This study examines factors related to truck traffic generation behavior of business 

establishments at a regional level based on a survey conducted on the business 

establishments in Williamson County, TX. Accommodating the non-negative and ordered 

nature of truck trip generation behavior, an ordered-logit model framework is used to 

explain the truck trip attraction and production behavior of the businesses in the study 

area. A linear regression model formulation is also applied where the dependent variable 

is continuous in nature. The study reveals that truck trip generation (attraction and 

production) is a function of business demographics and land-use characteristics. The low 

R
2
 values of the regression models indicate that other explanatory variables may be 

needed to better explain truck trip generation.  Sufficient data in each industry category 

will enable development of trip generation models for each category separately and 

thereby possibly better explain the effect of explanatory variables on truck trip 

generation.  

Comparing the results of the two modeling formulations, the linear regression 

model performs better to predict truck trip attraction whereas the ordered logit model 
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performs better to predict the ordinal group of truck trip production. This could be 

because, a large number of establishments (43%) are observed that do not produce any 

truck traffic and the linear regression model does not predict the trip production rates for 

these businesses very well. 

In terms of business characteristics, large businesses that employ fifty or more 

employees are more likely to attract more truck trips, whereas, small businesses that 

employ four or less employees are less likely to ship merchandise by truck. Businesses 

that own large trucks (i.e. single unit vehicle or larger) are more likely to produce truck 

trips. The industry type of the businesses affects the truck trip generation. Supermarkets 

are more likely to attract more truck trips. Construction industries are less likely to attract 

or produce large trucks for their business operations compared to other businesses.  

This analysis sheds light on the effect of land-use variables on the truck trip 

generation pattern of businesses. Businesses located in industrial land-uses are more 

likely to attract and produce more truck traffic. Conversely, businesses located in areas 

with higher land market value are less likely to generate more truck trips. This last 

finding may, at least in part, be due to self-selection effects at play, with businesses 

generating less truck traffic tending to locate in neighborhoods with high land-value.  

The aggregation of business categories at the two-digit NAICS level reduces the 

resolution of trip generation pattern estimation. Depending on the type of commodity, 

shipment frequency may change. Though the methodology applied in this study can be 

useful if more trip generation data is available at a finer industry class level. 

Models developed through this study provide a means of estimating quantities of 

truck traffic (single unit vehicle or larger vehicles) associated with urban area traffic 

analysis zones.  Given the potentially profound impact of trucks on urban networks, this 
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ability can significantly improve the resolution of traffic demand estimation tools.  

Additionally, the study suggests large differences in truck traffic generation among 

business types.  This insight could be used by zoning authorities to better match land use 

plans to the transportation network.  That is, business types generating large numbers of 

heavy trucks should only be located adjacent to street facility classes that can support 

such activities and these data identify those business types. 
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Chapter 4: Analyzing Tour Chaining Patterns of Urban Commercial 

Vehicles 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents an innovative methodology to comprehensively model two 

dimensions of commercial vehicle travel activity using disaggregate level commercial 

vehicle daily travel activity data. Two dimensions of freight activity considered in this 

model include the daily tour-chaining pattern(s), and the number of trips made in the 

tours-chains.  

A tour can be defined as a chain of trips made by a vehicle beginning and ending 

at home/base location. Within a tour, a commercial vehicle makes one or more stops at 

locations other than the base/end point of the tour. In this study, the term ―tour patterns‖ 

and ―tour chains‖ are used interchangeably.  

Freight transportation modeling is complex and very different than passenger 

travel demand models for different reasons (Ogden, 1992; Neffendorf et al., 2001; 

Holguín-Veras and Patil, 2005; Hutchinson, 1985). First, a number of decision agents 

such as shippers, carriers and receivers are involved and interact affecting freight flows; 

second, different dimensions of commodities such as volume, weight, size, value etc. 

influence commercial vehicle fleet type choice and the logistic cost associated with 

freight movement; third, variation in establishment size, commodities and differences in 

logistic practices affect the generalized modeling framework; fourth, time-slot restrictions 

of freight activity (such as goods delivery) and differences between owned-fleet and for-

hire vehicles also affect freight demand. Commercial vehicle movement within an urban 

area also has distinguishing features (Holguín-Veras and Patil, 2005; Ruan et al., 2012; 

Hunt and Stefan, 2007). For example, trip chaining is an important element of 
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commercial vehicle movement in an urban setting. Commercial vehicles tours often 

encompass larger numbers of stops for performing different activities such as, goods 

pick-up, delivery, service, and maintenance activities. While in personal vehicle tours, the 

trips are organized around work or school, the spatial distribution of stops made by 

commercial vehicles may not be as clearly related to proximity from a specific location 

(Hunt and Stefan, 2007). In fact, commercial tours are the demonstration of decisions 

across one or more supply chains and decision makers and analysis of observed tour 

patterns can provide valuable information and insights into supply chain agents‘ decision 

making and behavior (Figliozzi, 2007).    

The activity-based class of travel demand models uses tours as the basic unit of 

analysis and has been used in the literature to develop choice models to forecast 

individual daily activity patterns and travel schedules (Jones, 1979; Jones et al., 1990; 

Ben-Akiva et al., 1996; Ben-Akiva and Bowman, 1998; Bhat and Koppelman, 1999). As 

the basic unit of analysis, tours have more behavioral basis because chained trips within a 

tour are considered jointly in a tour that can accommodate their logistic interactions. In 

fact, for freight movement analysis, tour is more appropriate as the analysis unit because 

freight tours are a result of economic decisions subject to minimization of the logistic 

costs associated with the daily activities.  

In the past decade, a tour-based model component was included for the freight 

demand model system developed for the Portland, Oregon region. The model system 

consists of two levels; the upper-level model is an input-output model that produces 

zone-to-zone flows for the larger geographic scale (for the Oregon state) and the lower 

level model is a microsimulation model that estimates the tour patterns for the smaller 

geographic scale (for Portland region). The lower level microsimulation model includes 
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conversion to shipments, allocation to individual organizations, assignments of 

transhipment points, allocation to carrier type and vehicle type, generation of tours to get 

sufficient vehicle loads and conversion of tours to trips for assignment. Many of these 

steps are carried out by MonteCarlo simulation, but observed data on distributions are 

used (Neffendorf et al., 2001). In a recent study, Outwater et al., (2013) proposed a 

freight forecasting modeling framework with two main parts: a national part which 

focuses on applying supply chain methods and a regional part which focuses on tour 

based methods. Shipments developed in the national part of the framework are tracked 

through the regional part of the framework. 

Recently, attention has been drawn to understand the tour behavior of commercial 

vehicles in urban settings. A disaggregate level tour-based microsimulation freight 

demand model for Calgary, Alberta in Canada was developed by Hunt and Stefan (2007). 

Different dimensions of a commercial vehicle tour including tour generation, the choice 

of tour purpose, vehicle type, next stop location, tour start time, stop duration etc. were 

modeled using different statistical modeling tools including regression analysis, logit 

models and duration models. The primary source of data used for this model was a survey 

of commercial vehicle movements for over 3100 businesses in the Calgary Region. Using 

data from Tokyo, Wisetjindawat and Sano (2003) developed an urban truck touring 

module using a truck logistics model formulation to forecast urban truck movements. 

Kim et al., (2014) developed a tour-based model system to describe the travel patterns of 

courier vehicles using data from Seoul, South Korea. The developed models were 

composed of eight steps Eight different dimensions of a commercial vehicle movement is 

modeled in this study including tour start, departure time choice, next-stop destination 

choice, vehicle movement, stop duration, next-stop purpose choice, return, and tour 
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termination. Figliozzi (2007) studied different patterns of commercial vehicle tours in 

relation to the vehicle miles generated. 

Holguín-Veras and Patil (2005) analyzed the trip chaining behavior of 

commercial vehicles using data from Denver, Colorado. Three different dimensions of 

trip chaining are specified including number of trip chains, length of trip chains, and 

conditional probability of trip purposes. This research identifies that about 25% of all 

commercial vehicles make more than one tour on a daily basis, the average number of 

stops per tour decreased with the number of tours and the primary purpose of all 

commercial vehicle movements is freight transportation. In an another study Wang and 

Holguín-Veras (2008) estimated the tour flows of commercial vehicles given a known 

commodity flow origin–destination (O-D) matrix in an urban freight network. The result 

of this study indicated that distance between stops and the cargo quantity for pickup or 

delivery affected the next destination choice, while the return distance and accumulated 

delivered cargo were associated with the termination choice. Using GPS data You (2012) 

developed tour-based travel demand models using two approaches to properly capture the 

trip-chaining behavior of clean drayage truck movements at the SanPedro Bay Ports in 

California.  For disaggregate level analysis of commercial vehicles trip chaining, this 

study developed a disaggregate level tour-based model using the Sequential Selective 

Vehicle Routing Problem (SSVRP) providing a utility-maximizing decision-making 

optimization framework and for an aggregate level analysis, this study proposed a tour-

based model using an Entropy Maximization Algorithm.  Nuzzolo et al., (2012) presented 

a modeling system for simulating urban freight restocking tours in Rome. It consisted of 

two models developed in the tour-based approach: trip chain order and delivery location 

choice models. 
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More recently, tour-chaining behavior of commercial vehicles has been studied 

based on their pick up and/or delivery strategy (Ruan et al., 2012; Lin and Zhou, 2013; 

Zhou et al., 2014). These studies adopted a commercial vehicle delivery strategy 

classification defined by Burns et al., (1985) and further modified by Battelle Memorial 

Institute (1995). Burns et al., (1985) defined two basic delivery strategies of commercial 

vehicles: direct and peddling shipping. Direct shipping requires shipping separate loads 

directly to each customer from the base location of the shipper, while peddling shipping 

consists of shipping vehicles that stop at multiple locations to deliver items before 

returning to the base location. This basic definition of the vehicle distribution strategy 

was extended by Battelle Memorial Institute (1995) to  include goods pick-up activity at 

intermediate stops. Recent studies (please see, Ruan et al., 2012; Lin and Zhou, 2013; 

Zhou et al., 2014) defined commercial vehicle tour patterns that involve delivery and/or 

pick-up at the intermediate stops.  

Direct tours are usually desirable when customer order is equal to the capacity of 

the truck such that vehicle can serve only one customer per tour, also known as direct 

delivery truckload tour (Figiliozzi, 2007). For peddling tours, customers generally request 

less than truckload order sizes for a number of reasons including high inventory costs or 

replenishment frequency; peddling tours may be desirable in other instances when the 

number of stops per tour is limited by time window or the length of the tour (Figiliozzi, 

2007). A recent research study (Figiliozzi, 2007) shows that commercial vehicles choice 

of tour type has strong influence on their vehicle miles traveled (VMT); multi-stop tours, 

such as peddling tours generate more VMT than direct tours. Therefore it is very 

important to predict the type of tour chosen by different commercial vehicles in an urban 

area as an initial step to predict VMT. 
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Lin and Zhou (2013) used a binary logit model structure to understand factors 

influencing urban commercial vehicle movement patterns and regional variation between 

Texas and Idaho. The results of this study showed that urban commercial vehicle tour 

strategies are associated with cargo type, travel purpose, travel time, dwell time and tour 

destination. The result of this study confirms that there is large regional variation in urban 

commercial vehicle movements between Texas and Idaho.  

Ruan et al., (2012) used logit model frameworks (multinomial logit, nested logit 

and mixed logit) to identify factors that affect the daily tour-pattern choice of urban 

commercial vehicles. Based on the urban commercial vehicle daily activity data from five 

cities in Texas, this study defined five different alternative tour patterns, which are (i) 

single direct (ii) single peddling (iii) multiple direct, where the vehicle runs multiple 

direct tours during the daily operation (iv) multiple peddling, where the vehicle runs 

multiple peddling tours, and (v) mixed, where the vehicle runs a combination of direct 

and peddling tours during the daily operation.  This study demonstrates that the daily 

tour-chaining of urban commercial vehicle is a result of collective decisions based on 

cost and shipment characteristics. Using the same dataset, Zhou et al., (2014) investigated 

direct and peddling tour patterns of urban commercial vehicles based on the number of 

trips made for delivery and/or pick-up activity. Four alternative tour choices were defined 

in this study, which were, direct tour, peddling tour with two customer stops, peddling 

tour with three to five customer stops, and peddling tour with more than five customer 

stops. This study also used multinomial logit and nested logit model frameworks to 

quantify the effect of land use type, shipment demand, cargo type, loading/unloading 

cargo weight, and travel speed on the commercial vehicle daily trip chaining behavior.  
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Earlier studies (Ruan et al., (2012); Zhou et al., (2014)) studies used classical 

discrete choice modeling framework (i.e. MNL Model) to model two inter-related 

choices, namely the choice of tour pattern and the decision of number of trips in each 

selected tour by defining composite alternatives. For instance, Ruan et al., (2012) defined 

the fifth alternative tour pattern (i.e. mixed) which is a combination of two elemental tour 

patterns, namely direct and peddling tours. A commercial vehicle choosing the mixed 

alternative is essentially choosing two or more tour patterns in a single choice instance 

(i.e. in a given day). While, Zhou et al., (2014) aggregated different ranges of number of 

trips made with the chosen tour pattern of each commercial vehicle to define four 

alternative choices. In this case, a continuous dimension of the travel activity (i.e., 

number of trips) is bundled to formulate discrete alternatives. However, these two inter-

related decisions are more likely to be made jointly and a unified modeling framework 

accommodating these decisions will be more appropriate to understand the behavioral 

basis of commercial vehicle movements.  

Classical choice models (such as the multinomial logit and multinomial probit 

models) are suitable to model choice situations when only one alternative can be chosen 

from among a set of available and mutually exclusive alternatives which are perfect 

substitute for each other. However, in the current context a commercial vehicle is allowed 

to choose multiple tour patterns and can make any number of trips in a given choice 

situation and the alternatives are not perfect substitute of each other. Such a situation is 

known as multiple discrete continuous (MDC) choice situation when at a choice instance 

a decision maker is allowed to choose single or multiple discrete alternatives and can 

consume any amount (which is a continuous dimension) of the chosen discrete 

alternative(s).  
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This study adapted the tour pattern concept introduced in the current literature for 

analyzing urban commercial vehicle travel behavior of central Texas. In this research, a 

multiple discrete continuous model framework is used to jointly model the choice of tour 

pattern and the decision of number of trips made in a selected tour pattern. The primary 

data source used in this study is from the 2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey that 

provides detailed information about commercial vehicle daily activities. The objective of 

this paper is to develop an MDCEV model proposed by Bhat (2008, 2005) to understand 

urban commercial vehicle daily activities using different explanatory variables such as 

cargo type, land use type, and other shipment and urban characteristics. 

4.2 METHODOLOGY 

This section presents the multiple discrete-continuous extreme value (MDCEV) modeling 

methodology (see Bhat (2008); Bhat (2005)) employed in this study2. The model assumes 

that the number of choices in the choice set is the same across all decision makers. The 

model also assumes the weak complementarity condition that implies that the decision 

maker/consumer does not receive any utility from a non-essential good‘s attributes if s/he 

does not consume it. 

The utility equation proposed by Bhat (2008) assumes a choice situation where a 

consumer maximizes his/her utility subject to a budget constraint: 
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2 The notation used in this chapter follows the same notations used in Bhat (2008) paper.  
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where, the utility function )(xU   is a quasi-concave, increasing, and continuously 

differentiable function with respect to the consumption quantity x  (where 0x   is a 

vector of dimension (Kx1) with elements kx ), and ,, kk   and k are parameters 

associated with good k and the decision-maker3. In the linear budget constraint, E  is the 

total expenditure (or income), and kp  is the unit price of good k as experienced by the 

decision-maker. The utility function form in Equation (1) assumes that there is no 

essential outside good and therefore corner solution (i.e. zero consumptions) are allowed 

for all goods k, though relaxation of this assumption is possible (see Bhat, 2008). The 

function in Equation (1) is a valid utility function if  k > 0, ,0k  and k ≤1 for all k.  

In Equation (1), the parameter k  allows a corner solution for any good k, and 

also serves the role of a satiation parameter. Values of k  closer to zero imply a higher 

rate of diminishing marginal utility (or lower consumption) for a given level of baseline 

preference. The role of parameter k is to reduce the marginal utility with increasing 

consumption of alternative K and therefore this also captures satiation effects. When k = 

1 for all k, this represents the case of absence of satiation effects or, equivalently, the case 

of constant marginal utility. As k  moves downward from the value of 1, the satiation 

effect (or the diminishing marginal utility effect) for alternative k increases. Since both of 

these parameters (i.e. k and )k affect satiation (though the first one controls satiation by 

translating consumption quantity, while the latter controls satiation by exponentiating 

consumption quantity), due to an empirical identification problem, both of these 

parameters are not suggested to be estimated for each good. Bhat (2008) suggests 

estimating both a  - profile (in which 0k for all goods and all consumers, and the k  

parameters are estimated) and an  -profile (in which the k  terms are normalized to the 

                                                 
3 For notational simplicity, a subscript for decision-makers is not included.  
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value of one for all goods and consumers, and the k terms are estimated), and choose the 

profile that provides a better statistical fit.  

The role of k  is to represent the baseline marginal utility which is the marginal utility at 

the point of zero consumption.  A higher baseline marginal utility for good k implies less 

likelihood of a corner solution for good k.  

Stochasticity is added in the model by parameterizing the baseline utility as follows: 

),exp( kk   kzβ                                                                                                  (2) 

where kz is a Q-dimensional vector of attributes that characterize good k and the 

consumer (that includes a dummy variable for each alternative good/choice except one, to 

capture intrinsic preferences for each good with respect to the base), β  is a consumer-

specific vector of coefficients (of dimension Q×1), and k captures the idiosyncratic 

(unobserved) characteristics that impact the baseline utility of good k and the consumer. 

Because of the identification problem, the constant cannot be identified in the kzβ term 

for one of the K goods. Similarly, consumer-specific variables that do not vary across 

goods can be introduced for K–1 goods, with the remaining good being the base.  

The optimal consumption allocations corresponding to equation (1) can be solved 

by forming the Lagrangian and applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The 

Lagrangian function for the problem, after substituting Equation (2) in Equation (1) is: 
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where   is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the expenditure constraint (that is, it 

can be viewed as the marginal utility of total expenditure or income). The KKT first-

order conditions for the optimal consumption allocations (the 
*

kx  values) are given by: 
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The optimal demand satisfies the conditions above plus the budget constraint 
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kkk xpe  , and  kp  is the unit 

price of good k. The budget constraint implies that only K–1 of the 
*

ke  values need to be 

estimated, since the quantity consumed of any one good is automatically determined from 

the quantities consumed of all the other goods. To accommodate this constraint, let the 

consumer allocate some non-zero budget to consume the first good (note that the 

consumer should consume at least one of the K goods, given that E > 0). For the good, 

the Lagrangian multiplier may then be written as: 
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Substituting for   from above into Equation (4) for the other goods ( ),,3,...,2 Kk   and 

taking logarithms, we can rewrite the KKT conditions as:  

11   VV kk , if 0* ke , Kk ,3,...,2 , 
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kzβ .where k = (1, 2,3,…, K) 

In the general case, let the joint probability density function of the stochastic terms (i.e. 

the k  terms) be ),...,,,( 321 Kg  . Then, the probability that the individual allocates an 

expenditure to the first M of the K goods is: 
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where J is the Jacobian whose elements are given by (see Bhat, 2005): 
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In the probability expression of Equation (7), the specification of 

),...,,,( 321 Kg   (i.e., the error term structure) determines the form of the consumption 

probability expressions. The MDCEV model structure assumes an extreme value 

distribution for k and assume that k  is independent of ),...,2,1( Kk kz . The error terms 

are also assumed to be independently distributed across alternatives with the assumption 

of no price variation across goods for each consumer i (i.e., kppk  ,~ ). From Equation 

(7), the probability that the individual allocates an expenditure to the first M of the K 

goods (M ≥ 1) is:                               
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where   is the standard extreme value density function and   is the standard extreme 

value cumulative distribution function. The expression in Equation (9) simplifies to a 

simple closed-form expression. Bhat derived the form of the Jacobian for the case of 

equal unit prices across goods, which however can be extended in a simple fashion to 

accommodate the more general case of different unit prices. The resulting form for the 

determinant of the Jacobian has a compact structure given by: 
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The integration in Equation (9) also collapses to a closed form expression providing the 

following overall expression: 
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In the case when M = 1 (i.e., only one alternative is chosen), there are no satiation effects 

( k =1 for all k) and the Jacobian term drops out (that is, the continuous component drops 

out, because all expenditure is allocated to good 1). Then, the model in Equation (11) 

collapses to the standard MNL model.  

4.3 DATA DESCRIPTION 

4.3.1 Data Source 

The primary data set used in this study is derived from the 2006 Austin Commercial 

Vehicle Survey of Austin, TX. The study area included five counties within Central 

Texas, namely- Travis, Williamson, Bastrop, Hayes and Caldwell covering a total land 

area of 4,200 square miles. Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey was conducted as a part 

of the Texas Department of Transportation‘s (TXDOT) Travel Survey Program to 

provide data for estimating total commercial vehicle trips and to obtain the trip length 

frequency distribution for travel demand models.  

The 2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey was conducted during the spring 

(March – April) and fall (November) of 2006. Establishments were selected randomly 

from a consolidated list of establishments owning, operating or leasing certified 

commercial vehicles for business purposes in the study area. From any sampled 

establishments only up to five vehicles were requested to complete the survey and 
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sampled commercial vehicles were stratified by vehicle type (i.e. cargo/freight transport 

and Service). Drivers of the sampled vehicles completed both a vehicle information form 

and a daily activity-travel log on an assigned study day between Monday and Thursday. 

The vehicle information form contains basic vehicle data such as vehicle class, make, 

model, year, type, fuel type, gross weight and odometer reading; the travel log records 

contain all trips made by the surveyed vehicle in a chronological order, location of the 

trips, trip purpose, commodity class, and beginning and end loading status of the 

surveyed commercial vehicle. A total of 342 commercial vehicle drivers completed the 

survey who made an overall 2551 trips. 

4.3.2 Commercial Vehicle Daily Tour Pattern Choice 

Tour can be defined as a chain of trips beginning and ending at home/base location.  

Within a tour, the commercial vehicle makes one or more intermediate stops and the trips 

in a tour are the result of the stops dispersedly located in space. The base location of a 

tour for a commercial vehicle could be a warehouse, distribution center, a business 

location, fleet operator‘s office/ garage, intermodal handling facility etc. This study 

adapted the tour pattern definition by Ruan et al., (2012) and defines four elemental tour 

patterns based on the observed data (see Figure 4.1). They are: 1) single direct, 2) 

multiple direct, 3) single peddling, and 4) multiple peddling. In a single direct tour 

pattern, a commercial vehicle makes only one intermediate stop per vehicle loading, 

while a multiple direct tour involves multiple single direct trips from the base location. 

Peddling shipping serves more than one intermediate stop per vehicle load. In a single 

peddling tour, a commercial vehicle serves more than one customer at the intermediate 

stops before returning to the base location. A multiple peddling tour involves more than 

one peddling tour from the base location. 
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Figure 4.1 Commercial vehicle daily tour patterns  

(Ruan et al., (2012)) 

4.3.3 Summary Statistics on the Choice of Daily Tour Pattern 

After extensive cleaning and eliminating observations with missing data on dependent 

variables, the final sample for analysis included 311 commercial vehicles who reported a 

total of 2248 trips in a study day, which was chosen between Monday and Thursday. The 

operating hours of the surveyed vehicles varies by company to which they belong. Of 

these vehicles, 91.6% chose one tour pattern, 8.0% chose two tour patterns and 0.3% 

chose three tour patterns. On average, commercial vehicles chose slightly more than one 

(1.09) of the tour patterns in a given day and made an average 7.2 trips (or 6.2 stops) in a 

given week day. The average number of stops made by the commercial vehicles in the 

2) Multiple Direct 1) Single Direct 

4) Multiple Peddling 
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study area is very similar to that from other surveys. For instance, the average number of 

stops made by the commercial vehicles in the Denver, CO region is 5.6 (Holguin-Veras 

and Patil, 2005) and that for the city of Calgary, Canada is 6 (Hunt and Stefan, 2005). 

Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics by tour-chain pattern. The second column 

of the table provides information on the number (and percentage) of commercial vehicles 

that chose each tour pattern at least once (the percentages add up to more than 100% 

across the rows of the column because some vehicles chose multiple tour-chains in a 

given day). The single peddling tour pattern is the most attractive touring pattern which 

was chosen by the highest percentage of commercial vehicles suggesting a high baseline 

utility preference for the single peddling tour pattern. The single-direct tour pattern is also 

popular compared to multiple direct and multiple peddling. The third column presents 

statistics on the number of trips of the commercial vehicles that chose each tour-chain. 

On average, commercial vehicles choosing multiple peddling tour patterns make the 

highest number of daily trips in a tour suggesting a very low satiation for multiple 

peddling tour chains. Vehicles choosing only the single direct tour pattern make a total of 

two trips (one from the base/transfer location to the destination location and one coming 

back from the destination location to the base/transfer location). However, vehicles 

choosing a single direct tour pattern have a maximum number of trips in the tour chain is 

4.  

Table 4.1 Daily Tour-Chain Pattern Choice and Number of Trips 

Tour chaining 

pattern 

Total Number (%) of 

trucks choosing each 

tour pattern 

Number of trips among those who 

choose each tour-chain 

Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. 

Single Direct    70 (22.51%) 2.06 2 4 0.34 

Multiple Direct    45 (14.47%) 7.62 4 20 4.48 

Single Peddling  192 (61.74%) 7.20 3 20 4.06 

Multiple Peddling    31  (9.97%) 12.19 6 20 4.29 
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4.4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

4.4.1 Explanatory Variables Considered 

Table 4.2 presents descriptive statistics for the sample of commercial vehicles that chose 

each elemental tour pattern at least once. Several types of variables including vehicle 

characteristics, trip operational variables, truck activity related factors, base location and 

intermediate stop features were considered for analyzing the choice of tour chain pattern 

and the number of daily truck trips. The vehicle characteristics included vehicle class 

(FHWA vehicle class), commercial vehicle type (freight transport or local 

service/delivery vehicle), commodity transported and total loading and unloading cargo 

weight. The survey data collected vehicle class information from the operator of each 

sampled vehicle and adopted the FHWA vehicle class definition system. Each sampled 

truck is therefore categorized as single unit 2-axle (6-wheels), single unit 3-axle (10-

wheels), single unit 4-axle (14-wheels), semi-truck (all tractor trailer combinations) or 

other category. In terms of vehicle class, smaller sized commercial vehicles are mostly 

used for urban commercial trips. For example, single-unit 2-Axle trucks are the most 

commonly used commercial vehicles among all tour patterns followed by Single-unit 3-

Axle trucks. The highest numbers (percent) of semi-trucks are chosen to make multiple 

direct followed by single peddling tours. Based on commercial vehicle operations, each 

vehicle is categorized either as a freight vehicle or a delivery/service vehicle. Most 

freight vehicles utilize the single peddling followed by the multiple direct and single 

direct tour chains. Most of the commercial vehicles adopting multiple peddling are local 

service/delivery vehicles. Type of commodity affects the associated transportation cost. 

For certain commodities, such as wood products, transportation cost account for about 

40% of the total operating cost and also one-fifth of the value of the shipment (Weintraub 
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et al., 1996; Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003). Based on the commodity transported, each 

commercial vehicle operator was asked to characterize the transported commodity from 

22 alternative commodity options, such as farm products, forest products, wood products, 

manufacturing goods, miscellaneous goods etc. (see Nepal et al., 2007 and Ruan et al., 

2012 for a detail data description). Total loading cargo weight was calculated aggregating 

all cargo weight picked-up in the daily tour and total unloading cargo weight was 

calculated aggregating all cargo weight dropped-off in the daily tour. The mean highest 

amount of cargo weight is picked-up and dropped-off by those vehicles that chose a 

multiple direct tour pattern. 

 Trip operational variables included average travel time/distance of the trips in a 

given tour, average dwell time at the intermediate stop location, and average vehicle 

speed of the trips. The survey asked each commercial vehicle‘s driver about the location 

of each intermediate stops they made on the travel day. The stop location data is used to 

estimate the required travel time for each trip in a daily tour. Though drivers reported the 

departure and arrival times of the trips, the travel time between stops calculated from 

their differences suggested the tendency of the drivers to round up or round down the 

required travel time. Therefore for each reported trip, required travel time and travel 

distance are estimated using the Google map application. Though the reported dwelling 

time at each intermediate stop location was used for analysis because there is no way to 

verify or correct the reported dwell time for the trips.  The average trip time for the 

multiple peddling tours is about half of the average trip time of other tour-chains, while 

the single direct tour chain had dwelling time at the intermediate stop about five times 

more than the others. Single direct tour chains have the maximum average trip times 

between stops and the maximum dwell time at intermediate stops.  
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 Variables related to the commercial vehicle tour-chain activities show that the 

majority of the trips associated with the tour chains are for goods delivery purposes.  On 

average, trips for the delivery activity purpose made up 38% and 34% of all trips for 

multiple direct and multiple peddling tours respectively. The highest percent of trips for 

goods pick-up activity purposes were observed in multiple direct tour patterns at 

intermediate stops that constitute on average 28% of all these trips.  

 Characteristics of the base location of the commercial vehicles are considered as 

explanatory variables in the study. Businesses located in Travis county dominated the 

sample with 58.8%, followed by businesses located in Williamson county with 27%. 

Most of the commercial vehicles utilizing the peddling tour strategy have their base 

located in Travis county. Binary/dummy variables representing the Standard Industrial 

Class (SIC) of the base location including manufacturing, construction, retail, wholesale, 

transportation and service etc. are considered as the explanatory variables.  

 Characteristics of the intermediate stop location are considered as candidate 

explanatory variables for tour chain strategy choice. Dummy variables are created based 

on the location of the intermediate stops. Intermediate stop locations of the commercial 

vehicle tours show that more than 40% of the commercial vehicles choosing peddling 

tour patterns visit retail stores at least once in their daily tour. In addition, commercial 

vehicles choosing peddling tour chains include a trip to a distribution center more 

commonly than those choosing direct tour chains. Most (60%) of the commercial 

vehicles choosing multiple direct tours visit a construction land-use in their daily tour. 
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Table 4.2 Analysis of Explanatory Variables by Tour Chaining Pattern 

Variable 
Single 

Direct 

Multiple 

Direct 

Single 

Peddling 

Multiple 

Peddling 

Cargo Characteristics         

Class of Cargo (Vehicle Classification)         

Single Unit 2-Axle (6 wheels) 40 (57.1%) 20 (44.4%) 108 (56.3%) 22 (71.0%) 

Single Unit 3-Axle (10 wheels) 20 (28.6%) 12 (26.7%) 41 (21.4%) 5 (16.1%) 

Single Unit 4-Axle (14 wheels) 1 (1.4%) 1 (2.2%) 3 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 

Semi (All Tractor-Trailer Combinations) 9 (12.9%) 12 (26.7%) 38 (19.8%) 4 (12.9%) 

Vehicle Type (Type of Commercial Vehicle)         

Major Cargo/Freight Vehicle 50 (71.4%) 38 (84.4%) 141 (73.4%) 14 (45.2%) 

Local Service or Delivery  20 (28.6%) 7 (15.6%) 51 (26.6%) 17 (54.8%) 

Type of Cargo (Cargo Classification)         

Shipping farm product 6 (8.6%) 5 (11.1%) 25 (13.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping forest product 1 (1.4%) 2 (4.4%) 4 (2.1%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping metals and minerals 7 (10.0%) 2 (4.4%) 11 (5.7%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping food, health, and beauty product 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 16 (8.3%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping wood products 3 (4.3%) 5 (11.1%) 5 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping Clay, concrete, glass, or stone 0 (0.0%) 10 (22.2%) 8 (4.2%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping manufacturing goods/equipment 14 (20.0%) 4 (8.9%) 31 (16.1%) 4 (12.9%) 

Shipping Wastes 2 (2.9%) 0 (0.0%) 10 (5.2%) 0 (0.0%) 

Shipping miscellaneous (U.S mail, UPS etc.) 2 (2.9%) 0 (0.0%) 12 (6.3%) 4 (12.9%) 

Unclassified Cargo 17 (24.3%) 17 (37.8%) 35 (18.4%) 7 (22.6%) 

Cargo Weight (lbs/10
3
)          

Total Loading Cargo Weight          

Mean 8.5 65.6 34.8 18.9 

Max 184.0 297.0 444.9 184.0 

Min 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Std. Dev. 29.6 79.7 79.0 41.1 

Total Unloading Cargo Weight          

Mean 16.6 82.3 38.7 22.7 

Max 224.0 330.0 444.9 224.0 

Min 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Std. Dev. 37.6 92.3 79.7 47.4 
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Table 4.2 Analysis of Explanatory Variables by Tour Chaining Pattern 

 (Continued) 

Variable 
Single 

Direct 

Multiple 

Direct 

Single 

Peddling 

Multiple 

Peddling 

Trip Associated 

Average trip time (minutes)         

Mean 22.41 19.90 20.80 13.25 

Max 155.00 71.50 127.60 32.63 

Min 1.00 1.43 1.43 6.48 

Std. Dev. 25.52 12.41 16.49 5.46 

Average dwell time (minutes)         

Mean 273.94 46.57 38.00 31.91 

Max 855.00 210.33 311.50 93.29 

Min 7.00 10.00 3.33 8.15 

Std. Dev. 224.08 43.21 37.42 21.63 

Average speed (miles per hour)         

Mean 42.97 45.08 44.62 42.83 

Max 65.61 65.86 66.47 56.63 

Min 19.00 25.55 20.40 28.40 

Std. Dev. 10.64 8.66 9.77 6.78 

Activity Characteristics         

Pick-up at Non-Base Location 14 (20.0%) 11 (24.4%) 87 (45.3% 9 (29.0%) 

Drop-off at Non-Base Location 30 I42.9%) 34 (75.6%) 125 (65.1%) 14 (45.2%) 

Percent of trips in goods delivery activity         

Mean 22% 38% 34% 24% 

Min 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Max 71% 53% 95% 88% 

Std. Dev. 25% 20% 30% 32% 

Percent of trips in goods pick-up activity         

Mean 10% 28% 18% 10% 

Min 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Max 50% 53% 80% 43% 

Std. Dev. 18% 17% 21% 15% 
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Table 4.2 Analysis of Explanatory Variables by Tour Chaining Pattern 

 (Continued) 

Variable 
Single 

Direct 

Multiple 

Direct 

Single 

Peddling 

Multiple 

Peddling 

Base Location Characteristics 

County         

Travis 30 (42.9%) 23 (51.1%) 119 (62.0%) 22 (71.0%) 

Williamson 27 (38.6%) 18 (40.0%) 47 (24.5%) 7 (22.6%) 

Hays 6 (8.6%) 2 (4.4%) 16 (8.3%) 0 (0.0%) 

Bastrop 2 (2.9%) 1 (2.2%) 8 (4.2%) 2 (6.5%) 

Caldas 5 (7.1%) 1 (2.2%) 2 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Standard Industrial Classification         

Construction 28 (40.0%) 11 (24.4%) 36 (18.8%) 5 (16.1%) 

Manufacturing 6 (8.6%) 15 (33.3%) 22 (11.5%) 2 (6.5%) 

Transportation 14 (20.0%) 4 (8.9%) 37 (19.3%) 4 (12.9%) 

Wholesale trade 7 (10.0%) 6 (13.3%) 23 (12.0%) 4 (12.9%) 

Retail Trade 3 (4.3%) 2 (4.4%) 15 (7.8%) 0 (0.0%) 

Service 6 (8.6%) 6 (13.3%) 30 (15.6%) 13 (41.9%) 

Intermediate Stop Characteristics 

At least one stop at-         

Distribution Center 0 (0.0%) 4 (8.9%) 29 (15.1%) 7 (22.6%) 

Warehouse 19 (27.1%) 13 (28.9%) 41 (21.4%) 6 (19.4%) 

Retail Center 15 (21.4%) 8 (17.8%) 82 (42.7%) 14 (45.2%) 

Manufacturing 18 (25.7%) 13 (28.9%) 91 (47.4%) 12 (38.7%) 

Construction 25 (35.7%) 27 (60.0%) 58 (30.2%) 6 (19.4%) 

4.4.2 Model Estimation Results 

This section presents the empirical results of the MDCEV model for examining the tour-

chaining pattern choice and total daily trips making decisions of the commercial vehicles 

in the Austin, Texas area. The final specification for the MDCEV model is based on a 

systematic process of testing and eliminating variables found to be statistically 

insignificant. The specification is also guided by parsimony and intuitive considerations, 

and the results from earlier studies. The final specification results of the MDCEV model 
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are presented in Table 4.3. An α-profile of MDCEV model was estimated without any 

outside good. The values of the coefficient estimates indicate whether a certain 

characteristic or variable positively or negatively contributes to choice (consumption—

trip frequency) of that tour chain. The single direct tour chaining pattern serves as the 

base category and thus this tour chaining pattern does not appear in the table as a column. 

In addition, a ―-‖ for a variable for an alternative implies that the alternative also 

constitutes the base category for the variable. Some parameter estimates may be identical 

across multiple tour chain categories. This is because the effects of the corresponding 

variables are not statistically different on the baseline preferences for the multiple tour 

chain categories, and therefore combined the effects for statistical efficiency. A host of 

factors including cargo characteristics, trip characteristics, activity features, base location 

of the commercial vehicle trips, and the attributes of intermediate stop locations affect the 

choice of the tour chain strategy and the associated number of daily trips. The results 

obtained for each of these attributes are discussed in the following sub sections. 

Cargo Characteristics 

Cargo Class The cargo class effects indicate that semi-trucks have higher baseline 

preference for peddling tour pattern, compared to single unit 2-axle, 3-axle, 4-axle and 

other vehicles. Since semi-trucks have larger capacity, such vehicles are efficient to 

perform multiple delivery activities of ―low volume- low time sensitive products‖ (such 

as distribution of fuel to multiple service stations), or ―low value-high time sensitive 

products‖ (such as urban distribution of fresh baked bread, and garbage collection 

services) at different intermediate stops per vehicle loading. In distributing ―low volume- 

low time sensitive products‖ economies of scale drives delivery size determination, while 

―low value-high time sensitive products‖ may be delivered in peddling touring pattern 
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due to retailer (customer) limited shelf space or product characteristics such as perishable 

goods (see Figliozzi, 2007). However, semi-trucks shipping manufactured 

goods/equipment (see the interaction variable ―Semi-truck shipping manufacturing 

goods/equipment‖) are less likely to be used for single peddling tour patterns compared 

to other vehicles (the net effect on single peddling tour pattern propensity becomes -1.900 

(=0.908-0.618-2.190) for semi-truck shipping manufacturing goods/equipment and 

+0.908 for semi-truck shipping other goods).  Manufactured goods may include high 

value-high time sensitive products, for which product order sizes are small and the most 

reliable delivery method would be direct delivery (Figliozzi, 2007). 

Cargo Type Commercial vehicles categorized as major cargo or freight transport are less 

likely to adopt a multiple peddling tour chain strategy compared to local delivery or 

service trucks (see the negative coefficients corresponding to the multiple peddling 

categories in the row for the freight vehicle dummy variable). Local delivery vehicles 

generally deliver goods and from delivery trucks perspective, peddling tours are 

advantageous as higher number of smaller orders can be consolidated into one tour 

utilizing truck capacity more efficiently, while from customers‘ perspective, higher 

delivery frequency is advantageous as inventory holding costs are reduced. In urban areas 

local service trucks provide services such as utility maintenance and multiple peddling 

may be an efficient tour pattern method because service vehicles most efficiently visit 

multiple destinations before returning to the base location.  

Commodity Type As expected, attributes of commodity transported in commercial 

vehicles affect the tour chain pattern. Multiple direct and single peddling are the most 

likely tour chain patterns to ship farm products. A wide variety of commodities including 

livestock, fertilizer, dirt, landscaping etc. are included in the farm product category. For 
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transporting locally produced farm products, such as fertilizer, dirt etc. single peddling 

may be an efficient strategy for delivery and/or pick-up activities. On the other hand, 

because of the loading, unloading and handling operations, multiple direct could be an 

efficient way to transport farm products such as, vegetables.   

Among the set of commodity type variables, compared to the direct tour chain 

strategy, peddling tour chains are unlikely to be a preferred tour chain strategy for 

transporting wood products such as lumber, paper, cardboard, wood pulp etc. At the 

regional scale, segments of urban trips associated with wood product transport are likely 

to be the ―last miles of the supply chain‖ and originate at a stocking yard, sawmill, pulp 

mill, or transshipment facility (Weintraub et al., 1996). Wood products such as lumber, 

cardboard etc. are used as construction materials that are usually required in large 

quantity thus utilizing full vehicle capacity. Therefore transport of such commodities 

from the stocking yard or sawmills to a construction site directly is more efficient than 

the peddling tours. 

The model results indicate that manufacturing products are less likely to be 

shipped using multiple direct or single peddling strategies. The cargo class and 

commodity type interaction effect indicates that manufactured goods/equipment are less 

likely to be shipped in semi-trucks (the net effect on single peddling tour pattern 

propensity becomes -1.900 (=0.908-0.618-2.190 for manufacturing goods/equipment 

shipped in semi-truck and -0.618 for manufacturing goods/equipment shipped in other 

vehicles). The transportation cost associated with manufactured goods is relatively low 

compared to other commodities such as wooden products, base metals, basic chemicals or 

plastics and rubber (Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003). Therefore single direct or multiple 

peddling tour strategies for shipping manufactured goods use smaller size vehicles. A 
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wide variety of commodities including machinery, appliances, furniture etc. are also 

categorized into the manufactured goods and equipment category. Manufactured goods 

such as machinery are more likely to be transported from an origin to one customer 

directly using a single direct tour chain, while shipping of furniture and appliances are 

more likely to use multiple peddling tour pattern.  

 Miscellaneous shipments that include U.S. mail, U.P.S., Federal Express, and 

other mixed cargo are more likely to be shipped using multiple peddling tour chains. Mail 

and parcel shipments are generally small in volume and values of shipments are usually 

higher and generally done in a peddling strategy (Ruan et al., 2012). For mixed cargos 

multiple peddling or peddling tour in general is advantageous as one tour can serve more 

than one customer and higher number of smaller delivery orders can be consolidated into 

one tour. 

Cargo Weight The parameter estimates associated with the total daily unloading 

cargo weights is positive for multiple direct tour chains implying that the larger the total 

daily unloading cargo weight, the greater the likelihood of choosing the multiple direct 

tour strategy. This is not surprising because the direct tour strategy is required when the 

shipment is large (Liu et al., 2003) and when customers demand delivery utilizing full 

truck capacity.  

Trip Characteristics 

An examination of the impact of the variables associated with daily trips indicates that, if 

the average trip time/distance between the intermediate stops and the average dwell times 

required to deliver/pick-up goods to/from the intermediate stops are longer, a single 

direct tour chain strategy is more likely to be adopted. The result is very intuitive because 

as the customer density increases, the average trip distance/time between the customers 
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decreases and then peddling tours are advantageous over direct tours (Burns et al., 1985). 

On the other hand, as the shipment size increases for a single direct tour, the associated 

transportation cost per item decreases because of the economies of scale in shipping. 

Single direct tours are often required when customers demand deliveries that utilize full 

vehicle capacity. Therefore, the dwelling time required at intermediate stops for a single 

direct tour is longer for loading/unloading operations than the other tour chains. The 

parameter estimates associated with the average vehicle speed is positive for all three 

alternatives compared to the base category (i.e. single direct tour chain). This result may 

imply that since shipment activities associated with single direct tour chains usually have 

tighter lead time requirements and therefore on-time delivery may require these vehicles 

to make trips during peak-hours with a reduced speed compared to vehicles choosing 

other tour chains.  

Activity Characteristics 

The estimates associated with the activities during a daily tour chain indicate that 

commercial vehicles making peddling tours are more likely to pick-up goods from a non-

base location than those making direct tours. The parameter estimates associated with the 

proportion of pick-up activity is positive for multiple direct tour chains implying that as 

the proportion of pick-up activities increases, multiple direct tour chains are more likely 

to be adopted. The negative sign of the proportion of pick-up activity variable for the 

single peddling tour chain implies that single peddling tours incorporate more goods 

delivery compared to pick-up activities. 

Base Location Characteristics 

County Commercial vehicle base locations in Travis County have higher baseline 

preference for a multiple peddling strategy relative to other commercial vehicles whose 
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base location is in the other four counties in the dataset. Travis County is the most 

densely populated county within the study area which implies higher customer density, 

higher customer demand and lower per mile transportation cost. Therefore, multiple 

peddling is the most cost efficient tour chaining method for commercial vehicles having a 

base location in Travis County. The result also shows that commercial vehicle trips 

originating in Williamson County are less likely to utilize multiple direct and single 

peddling tours. This may imply that a single direct tour pattern is more likely to be the 

adopted tour chain for those vehicles because the spatial dispersion of the destination 

locations is greater, while multiple peddling is likely to be the selected tour chain for 

relatively shorter trips. Single peddling is more likely to be the selected tour chain 

strategy for the businesses located in Hays County. 

Land-use type Commercial vehicle tours generated from a manufacturing establishment 

have a higher baseline preference for multiple direct tour chains. This result implies that 

manufacturing establishment sites may serve as the central distribution facility or the hub 

of the tour origin where each vehicle visits only one customer (such as a retail store) in a 

tour because of the larger shipment size occupying a larger vehicle capacity. Peddling 

tour chains are unlikely to be adopted for the commercial vehicles originating in 

construction industry locations. Construction materials such as concrete are usually 

heavy, time sensitive and generally shipped in larger quantity and therefore a direct tour 

chain strategy is better suited for vehicles originating from such land uses. 

Intermediate Stop Characteristics 

If a commercial vehicle daily tour includes at least one stop at a distribution center, the 

likelihood of choosing multiple peddling is higher than that of other strategies. This may 

be due to the fact that the vehicle load gets replenished (for outbound delivery) or 
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emptied (for outbound pickup) at the distribution center, which allows the vehicle to go 

on with more customer visits. Commercial vehicle daily tours including at least one stop 

at a retail center is less likely to be done using multiple direct tours. This implies that 

cargos destined for retail stores are more likely to adopt a peddling strategy if retail stores 

have denser spatial distributions and cargos are smaller, or a single direct touring strategy 

if retail stores have scattered spatial distributions and/or cargo delivery/pick-up activities 

have strict time windows. Commercial vehicles moving goods to construction industry 

locations have higher baseline preference for multiple direct tour chains relative to those 

not visiting construction industry sites. Construction materials such as concrete are 

usually heavy, time sensitive and generally shipped in larger quantity and therefore a 

direct tour chain strategy is better suited for vehicles destined to such land use. 

Baseline Preference Constants  

The baseline preference constants do not have any substantive interpretation because of 

the presence of continuous exogenous variables in the specification. These are included 

to accommodate generic differences in preference across the tour chaining pattern and the 

range of independent variables used in the model. 

Satiation Effect 

The results of the MDCEV model indicate that there are clear satiation effects in the 

number of total daily trips made in the tour chains. The highest satiation occurs for single 

direct tours. The satiation effect is lowest for the multiple peddling tour chain, followed 

by single peddling and multiple direct tour chains. Multiple direct and peddling tour 

chains allow trucks to distribute and pick-up goods to/from many customers in a given 

day thereby reducing total transportation costs.  In addition relatively flexible goods 

delivery and pick-up times associated with these tour chains may help reduce vehicle 
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operating cost per delivery and/or pick-up activity because of higher vehicle capacity 

utilization, more efficient scheduling of drivers‘ time and potential routing optimization. 

Therefore naturally, a multiple direct tour chain is the strongly preferred (lowest 

satiation) strategy among all tour chain alternatives followed by single peddling and 

multiple peddling. 

4.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study presented a tour-based modeling approach to investigate commercial vehicle 

choices of tour chaining strategies and trip making frequency in urban areas. Tour is 

considered as the basic unit of analysis because commercial vehicle  tours are performed 

to pursue delivery, pick-up and/or service activities and they demonstrates the decisions 

across multiple decision agents and analysis of observed tour patterns can provide 

valuable information and insights into supply chain agents‘ decision making and 

behavior. The empirical results of this study provide important insights into the 

determinants of commercial vehicle tour chaining strategy choices and trip frequencies. 

Explanatory variables associated with commercial vehicle characteristics show 

that semi-trucks are more likely to be used for making peddling tours relative to other 

vehicle classes. On the other hand freight vehicles are less likely to use multiple peddling 

tour chains to perform shipping activities. Commercial vehicles transporting farm 

products are more likely to use multiple direct or single peddling tour chains, while 

trucks moving wood products are less likely to use single peddling tour chains to perform 

delivery and/or pickup activities. Shipments of miscellaneous goods are more likely to 

use multiple peddling tour chains for operational efficiency. The model results indicate 

that manufactured products are less likely to be shipped using multiple direct or single 
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peddling strategies. The cargo class and commodity type interaction effect indicates that 

manufactured goods/equipment are less likely to be shipped in semi-trucks. 

 The trip operational variables indicate that if average travel distance between 

intermediate stops and dwell times at intermediate stops are large, the single direct tour 

chain is more likely to be used for transporting goods.  Activities performed during daily 

commercial vehicle tours indicate that including goods pick-up activities at a non-base 

location is more likely to be associated with peddling tour chains. Vehicle activity 

attributes also indicate that as the proportion of pick-up activities increases, single 

peddling tour chains are less likely and multiple direct tour chains are more likely to be 

adopted. 

The base location attributes indicate that if businesses are located in densely 

populated urban areas (such as Travis County) multiple peddling tour chains are more 

likely to be used. Commercial vehicles originating tours from manufacturing 

establishments are more likely to use multiple direct tour chains while those originating 

from construction establishments are more likely to adopt direct tour chains. The 

intermediate stop attributes of the commercial vehicles tours show that if daily tour 

includes at least one stop at a distribution center, the likelihood of choosing multiple 

peddling is higher than that of other strategies; while if a commercial vehicle daily tour 

includes at least one stop at a construction industry site, the likelihood of choosing 

multiple direct is higher than that of other strategies. Commercial vehicles shipping 

goods to retail destinations are less likely to use a multiple direct tour chain strategy. 

The choices of tour chains of commercial vehicles strongly affect the generated 

VMT and recent research suggests (see Figiliozzi, 2007) methods to estimate VMT by 

tour type. The model developed in this study can be useful to predict urban commercial 
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vehicles tour chain strategy choices and have some important policy implications. Earlier 

research shows that multi-stop tours generate higher VMT.  The MDCEV model 

developed in this study identifies variable that affect the choice of tour chains and 

frequency of trips. The result of the study shows that semi-trucks, delivery vehicles and 

commercial vehicles shipping miscellaneous goods are more likely to make peddling 

tours. Therefore these groups of vehicles generate more VMT compared to other 

commercial vehicles. Chosen tour pattern also demonstrates the number of trips produced 

from a base location because vehicles choosing multiple direct and multiple peddling 

produces larger number of trips from their base location compared to single direct and 

single peddling tours.  

This study contributes to existing literature of commercial vehicle travel behavior 

research by demonstrating a new modeling technique and identifying useful determinants 

that influence the tour chaining pattern choice of commercial vehicle operators. However, 

there are limitations of this study. First, the model assumes that there is no price variation 

across alternative choices. Since logistic cost data associated with each tour chain were 

not collected in the survey, the model estimation was forced to make the no price 

variation assumption. Second, several other key variables such as employment size, and 

revenue were not available in the survey and were not considered in the model. Third, 

aggregation of different commodities into single groups made it difficult to detangle their 

effects. 
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Table 4.3 MDCEV Model Estimation Results 

Explanatory Variables 
Multiple Direct  Single Peddling Multiple Peddling 

 Coeff. t-stat  Coeff. t-stat  Coeff. t-stat 

Cargo Characteristics             

Cargo Class             

     Semi-Truck (Class 8 truck) - - 0.908
c
 1.63 0.908

c
 1.63 

Cargo Type             

    Freight Vehicle - - - - -1.810
a
 -3.17 

Commodity Shipped             

    Shipping farm product (Cargo 1) 1.157
c
 1.55 1.157

c
 1.55 - - 

    Shipping wood products (Cargo 8) - - -1.335
a
 -2.04 - - 

    Shipping manufacturing goods/equipment (Cargo 14) -1.206
b
 -1.86 -0.618

c
 -1.46 - - 

    Shipping miscellaneous :U.S mail, UPS etc. (Cargo 16) - - - - 1.976
a
 2.66 

Cargo Weight             

    Unloading Cargo Weight (/10
3
) 0.005

b
 1.71 - - - - 

Cargo Class and Commodity Shipped Interaction             

    Semi-truck shipping manufacturing goods/equipment - - -2.190
a 

-2.41 - - 

Trip Characteristics             

    Average trip time (minutes) between stops -0.034
a
 -2.17 -0.035

a
 -2.95 -0.155

a
 -3.42 

    Average dwell time (minutes) at stops -0.013
a
 -3.89 -0.017

a
 -6.24 -0.021

a
 -3.15 

    Average speed (mile per hour) 0.047
a
 2.02 0.047

a
 2.02 0.106

a
 2.87 

Activity Characteristics             

    Pick-up at Non-base location - - 3.047
a
 5.19 1.454

a
 2.08 

    Proportion of Pick-up activity 2.309
b
 1.79 -3.942

a
 -2.75 - - 
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Table 4.3  MDCEV Model Estimation Results (Continued) 

Explanatory Variables 
Multiple Direct  Single Peddling Multiple Peddling 

 Coeff. t-stat  Coeff. t-stat  Coeff. t-stat 

Base Location Characteristics             

County             

    Travis County - - - - 1.187
a
 2.12 

    Williamson County -0.513
c
 -1.47 -0.513

c
 -1.47 - - 

    Hays County - -  0.958
c
  1.49 - - 

Land-use type (Standard Industrial Classification (SIC))             

    Base location is a manufacturing establishment  0.925
b
 1.90 - - - - 

    Base location is a construction establishment - - -0.722
a
 -2.04 -0.722

a
 -2.04 

Intermediate Stop Characteristics             

    Visit to distribution center - - - - 1.067
b
 1.81 

    Visit to retail establishment -0.989
a
 -2.05 - - - - 

    Visit to construction establishment  0.837
a
 2.07 - - - - 

Baseline Preference Constants -1.316 -1.32 1.035 1.14 -1.879 -1.39 
a 
statistically significant at 0.05 level or lower 

b 
statistically significant at 0.10 level 

c 
statistically significant at 0.15 level 

Log-likelihood value of the constants only model,  ̂LL  -823.811 

Log-likelihood value of the estimated model,  0LL  -357.156 

Rho-square value, 
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Here, K =36 and Kc=3 0.528 
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Table 4.4 Satiation Effects 

Tour Chain 

Strategy 
Parameter t-stat 

Single Direct 0.5023 4.24 

Multiple Direct 0.9196 15.41 

Single Peddling 0.9445 24.09 

Single Peddling 0.9998 11.15 
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Chapter 5: Commercial Vehicles Time of Day Choice Behavior in 

Urban Areas 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The time of the day is inherently linked with the levels of service of roadways, 

consequently with road network congestion. Traffic congestion has become a critical 

issue in most urban and suburban areas, especially during the peak periods. Texas 

Transportation Institute‘s (TTI) 2012 Urban Mobility Report (Schrank et al., 2012) 

estimated that in year 2011 congestion caused an extra 2.9 billion gallons of fuel to be 

used and contributed to a congestion cost of $121 billion in 498 metropolitan areas in the 

US. Transportation planners and policy makers have hence been constantly exploring 

travel demand management (TDM) strategies to mitigate traffic congestion. In the 

context of freight transportation planning, an off-hour delivery (OHD) strategy is one 

option aiming at spreading out peak travel that has received substantial attention and has 

been studied with considerable interest in the recent past (Holguı´n-Veras, 2008; 

Holguı´n-Veras et al., 2011b). OHD strategy helps to minimize roadway congestion by 

moving freight deliveries to the off-hours or outside regular business hours. In a recent 

study based on implementation of the OHD strategy in the New York City metropolitan 

area, Holguı´n-Veras et al., (2011b) highlighted the economic benefits of the OHD 

program in the range of $150-$200 million per year, associated with travel time savings, 

increased productivity of the freight industry, and sizable pollution reductions. After the 

OHD program from this research project was implemented in the New York Metropolitan 

area, an OHD program was adopted by the City of New York as part of its sustainability 

plan (City of New York, 2011). The Federal Highway Administration is planning to 

create its own program to promote OHD (Federal Highway Administration, 2012). 
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Activity-based approaches of travel demand analysis methods attempt to 

incorporate the time dimension into the travel modeling process to better understand 

decisions concerning activities which affect travel demand (Axhausen and Garling 1992; 

Pas and Harvey 1997). From the transportation planning perspective activity-based travel 

demand modeling approaches offer a stronger behavioral framework for evaluating TDM 

strategies (Kitamura et al 1996; Yamamoto and Kitamura 1999; Pendyala and Bhat, 

2004). Therefore it is not surprising that activity-based travel demand analysis has 

received greater attention in the last two decades over traditional trip-based approaches 

which analyze trip-related decisions without recognizing the time-use context in which 

activity participation and travel decisions are made (Bhat and Koppleman, 1999; 

Kitamura et al 1996; Yamamoto and Kitamura 1999). 

It is very important to recognize the value of the time dimension in the 

transportation planning process. As an example, one can consider the case of Off-hour 

delivery (OHD) strategy adopted by commercial vehicles. Note that implementation of 

OHD will enable shifting truck (i.e. carrier) delivery activities from regular hours to off-

hours and thereby the travel associated with goods delivery, however, it requires the 

consensus of the receivers (customers) (Holguı´n-Veras et al., 2011b). When carriers 

deliver goods to customers during the off-hours and the customers receiving goods allow 

delivery during off-hours then the travel associated with goods delivery activities by the 

carriers will shift to a different time of the day. Therefore, the carrier has additional time 

available for pursuing other activities, such as goods pick-up activities from a distribution 

center or a warehouse, maintenance activities etc. Shifting of the travel/trips associated 

with goods delivery influences carriers to engage in other activities at different times. 

Besides influencing other activity participation, OHD may influence the timing of 

activity engagement and the associated vehicles miles traveled for pursuing the activities. 
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Shifting of goods delivery activity to the off-hours may shift the choice of different times 

of day by the carriers for engaging in other activities. Analyzing these temporal changes 

in activity engagement patterns is important for accurately assessing the impacts of a 

peak spreading strategy such as OHD on travel demand. 

As illustrated by the above example, two key aspects associated with the temporal 

dimensions of commercial vehicle daily travel play very important roles to describe their 

travel behavior. The first one is the decision where a commercial vehicle driver decides 

when to travel and the second one is the decision about how much to travel during 

different times of the day to perform activities.  

Commercial vehicles‘ choice of when to travel (time of day choice) can greatly 

affect congestion on the road network and the TDM policies (such as OHD) aimed at 

spreading out peak travel to mitigate congestion.  The amount of travel represented by 

VMT is used as a traffic related input for the Environmental Protection Agency‘s (EPA) 

mobile source emission model MOVES (Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator). Clearly it 

is very important to accurately predict the times of the day chosen by commercial 

vehicles for performing daily activities and the vehicles usage (VMT) during different 

times of the day, to support critical TDM strategies and air quality planning decisions. An 

overview of the literature in this area is discussed in the next section. 

5.2 OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND THE CURRENT STUDY 

This section presents an overview of the literature by examining three broad issues 

related to commercial vehicles time of day choice and vehicle usage: (1) Review of the 

relevant literature, (2) The determinants of commercial vehicles‘ time of day choice and 

vehicle usage, (3) The model structure employed. 
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5.2.1 Review of the Relevant Literature  

Time of day choice behavior of passenger traffic has been studied extensively in the 

literature to evaluate several peak spreading strategies to mitigate congestion during peak 

periods. Several dimensions are generally used to characterize the time of day choice 

behavior of a tour including the choice of tour departure time, tour end time and duration 

of all trips and activity stops on the tour (Zeid et al., 2006). The departure time choice of 

commuter tours has been studied extensively. Recognizing the impact of congestion on 

the choice of when to travel, Vickrey (1969) first proposed a determinate modeling 

framework assuming a single bottleneck situation (one link) where commuters make 

decision on their time of travel based on the road (link) congestion and a demand supply 

equilibrium procedure can determine commuters‘ departure time explicitly. Based on the 

ideas first proposed by Vickrey (1969), a number of earlier studies modeled departure 

time as a continuous quantity in deterministic modeling frameworks (e.g., Arnott et al. 

1990; Hyman, 1997; van Vuren et al. 1999). Time of day choice dimension was also 

modeled jointly with other choice decisions such as choice of mode (de Jong et al., 2003; 

Hess et al., 2007a; Hess et al., 2007b; Bajwa et al., 2008); and choice of discrete routes 

(e.g., Mannering et al. 1990; Mahmassani and Chang 1985, Mahmassani et al. 1991; 

Khattak et al. 1995). Departure time choices of other trips (for passenger traffic) were 

also investigated in earlier research studies to analyze their activity choice and scheduling 

behavior (e.g. Bhat and Steed 2002). 

Research studies investigating the time of day choice behavior of commercial 

vehicles are fairly limited. The only papers that we are aware of in the literature 

analyzing the time of day choice behavior of commercial vehicles are by Hunt and Stefan 

(2007) and Stefan et al., (2005).  These studies analyzed the tour start time choice and 

stop duration models of commercial vehicles in developing the tour-based 
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microsimulation models of commercial vehicle travel utilizing data from Calgary, 

Canada.   

5. 2.2 Determinants of Commercial Vehicles’ Time of Day Choice and Vehicle Usage 

Decisions 

The time of day choice for performing freight daily activities (such as goods delivery, 

pick-up activities) and the vehicle miles traveled during different times of the day are two 

important components of freight activity travel behavior. Several factors are likely to 

influence commercial vehicles time of day choice and the corresponding VMT.  These 

include characteristics of the receiver, commodity type, trip purpose, trip start time, 

commercial vehicle type, land-use and demographic characteristics of the trip start 

locations (depot/base) and intermediate customer stops, and tour productivity indicators 

that are functions of the time of day (such as travel speed and service/dwell time for 

goods pick-up, delivery etc.).  

Analysis of these two interconnected decisions is very important, however, 

complex in nature for a number of reasons. First, a number of decision agents including 

shippers, carriers and receivers are involved and interact affecting these two interrelated 

decisions. Operating hours of shippers and receivers play key roles to determine the 

scheduling of activities performed by the carriers. Cordon tolls are less likely to affect the 

scheduling of carrier activities and the associated travel because more than 90% of the 

carriers cannot pass toll costs on to their customers (Holguín-Veras et al., 2011b). 

Customers/receivers often have preference for predefined regular business hours to 

receive delivered goods which govern the activity scheduling of commodity carriers and 

their on-road movements and can be unobserved to the researcher (Holguín-Veras et al., 

2011b). Second, to perform daily activities (such as delivery, pick-up, maintenance etc.) 

commercial vehicles are likely to choose more than one time of day to optimize 
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associated logistic costs. Again, the alternative times of the day are not likely to be 

perfect substitutes of one another and this limits the applicability of traditional discrete 

choice modeling methods. Third, considerable differences in shipment type, size, volume 

and value delivered by commercial vehicle also affect the time of day choice and the 

corresponding distribution of VMT. Fourth, during daily activity participation, 

commercial vehicles stop at multiple destinations and remain idle while drivers wait to 

pick up or drop off a load or drivers rest while fixing utilities or in inclement weather 

(Gaines et al., 2006). Wasted fuel associated with truck idling during a workday is a very 

significant contributor to greenhouse gas emissions because of the sheer number of 

vehicles potentially involved for daily local freight delivery and service activities 

(Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, 2010; Gaines et al., 2006). The Texas 

Commission on Environmental Quality‘s (TCEQ) State Idling Rule prohibits heavy-duty 

motor vehicles from idling for more than five consecutive minutes when the vehicle is 

not in motion (TCEQ, 2014).  Therefore it is expected that service times associated with 

goods delivery, pick-up and maintenance activities will affect the time of day choice of 

commercial vehicles. Earlier research studies showed that customer to customer travel 

speed or the service times associated with goods delivery activities are likely to affect the 

time of day choice of commercial vehicles (Holguín-Veras et al., 2011b). Since preferred 

time windows to receive shipped goods are often governed by the customers it is likely 

that there will be significant unobserved heterogeneity across the carriers in response to 

such performance measures (i.e. customer to customer speed, service time/dwell time at 

customer stops) because of unobserved factors or constraints associated with customer 

preferences for predefined business hours.   

Several studies examined different policies to foster strategy (e.g. OHD) that can 

minimize peak hour congestion. An evaluation of the potential effectiveness of such 
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strategy directed to relieve road congestion requires an understanding of factors which 

affect commercial vehicle time of day choice and corresponding on-road vehicle usage 

decisions. However, the author is not aware of any other studies that evaluated the factors 

that affect these decisions jointly.  

5.2.3 Modeling Methodology 

Most empirical studies perform discretization of the continuous departure time choice 

decision as a choice situation involving a fixed number of discrete time periods and then 

apply random utility-based (RUM) choice modeling methods to analyze the choice 

decision among these alternative time periods (Hess et al., 2007a). Earlier research 

studies mostly used multinomial logit (MNL) model formulations to develop departure 

time choice behavior (Abkowitz, 1981; Small, 1982; Hendrickson and Plank, 1984). 

However, the MNL models are limited because of the assumption of (1) independence 

across irrelevant alternatives (IIA) and (2) independent error terms in the utility of the 

alternatives. To relax the first assumption of the MNL model, researchers have used 

improved models including nested logit (Chin, 1990; Bradley et al. 1998; Polak and 

Jones, 1994), ordered-GEV (Small, 1987; Bhat, 1998), and the error components logit (de 

Jong et al., 2003; Hess et al., 2007a). Recent studies used joint MNL models to include 

two dimensions of time-of-day choices, including the departure time and the return time 

(Vovsha and Bradley, 2004; Zeid et al. 2006; Popuri et al. 2008). In the time of day 

choice context it is likely that time periods are correlated, however, none of these earlier 

models recognize possible correlations across alternatives. These conventional discrete 

choice models analyze situations in which the decision-maker can choose only one 

alternative from a set of mutually exclusive alternatives. For commercial vehicle daily 

travel, it is more likely to choose multiple discrete time periods during a day for different 

activity participation such as delivery activities at different customer locations, pick-up or 
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delivery activity at distribution centers etc. Classical RUM based discrete choice models 

may be used to model such multiple discrete situations by identifying all combinations of 

elemental alternatives and treating each combination as a ―composite‖ alternative (Bhat, 

2008). However, this approach becomes cumbersome when the number of elemental 

alternatives is large. Such approach cannot accommodate any continuous dimension in 

the same modeling framework.  

A number of modeling approaches has been developed for multiple discrete 

continuous (MDC) choice situations. There is an increasing interest to model multiple 

discreteness based on underlying micro-economic utility maximization framework. The 

utility maximization framework accommodates multiple discreteness by introducing a 

non-linear (but increasing and continuously differentiable) utility structure with 

decreasing marginal utility (or satiation) that allows imperfect substitution in the mix and 

allows the choice of multiple alternatives (Bhat 2005, 2008). Among several utility 

structures proposed in the literature, Bhat (2008) proposed a structure that includes other 

non-linear utility forms as special cases, and allows a clear interpretation of model 

parameters. The proposed structure incorporates stochasticity in the baseline preference
4 

for each alternative to accommodate unobserved factors that may impact the utility of 

each alternative. An assumption of multivariate normal distribution for the stochastic 

error term leads to an MDC probit (MDCP) model structure (see Bhat et al., 2013; Kim et 

al., 2002), while the generalized extreme value distribution assumption for the error term 

leads to MDC extreme value or MDCEV model structure. To accommodate unobserved 

taste variation across commercial vehicles in the sensitivity to relevant exogenous 

                                                 
4 The baseline preference is the marginal utility of each alternative at the point of zero consumption of the 

alternative (Bhat , 2008). 
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variables a mixing random distribution structure can be incorporated in the baseline 

preferences. An assumption of a normal mixing distribution is most common. 

5.2.4 The Current Study 

In this study, a multiple-discrete continuous probit (MDCP) modeling framework is 

implemented using commercial vehicle sample data drawn from the 2005-2006 Austin 

Commercial Vehicle Survey. The MDCP model allows the analysis of these two inter-

related decisions in the same modeling framework. The MDC models are suitable when a 

decision maker can choose more than one alternative at a single choice occasion and 

when all the alternatives are not perfect substitutes of each other. The modeling 

framework also allows predicting a continuous dimension of choice (consumption) 

associated with alternative discrete choices. For commercial vehicle daily travel, it is 

likely that more than one time of the day would be chosen to perform daily activities. 

Again, the alternative times of the day are not likely to be perfect substitutes of one 

another. The MDC modeling structure will also allow predicting the VMT of commercial 

vehicles at different times of day as a continuous choice dimension. The stochastic error 

term is assumed to be distributed normally in MDCP model. The application of a 

MACML inference approach allows the estimation of the proposed model (see Bhat et 

al., 2013 for a detailed discussion).  

The MDCP mode structure used in this study superimposed a mixing random 

distribution structure in the baseline preference to accommodate unobserved taste 

variations across carriers in the sensitivity to relevant exogenous attributes (such as 

differential sensitivity due to unobserved factors to travel speed and service time in a time 

of day choice model). A normal mixing distribution, the most commonly used 

distribution assumption for mixing structure is assumed in this study.  
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We contribute to the state-of-the-art in the area of commercial vehicle time of day 

choice and vehicle use in many ways. First, we use two very important dimensions to 

characterize commercial vehicle time of day choice and vehicle use decisions. In 

particular, we model the time of day choice decision of commercial vehicles and the 

VMT during the chosen times of the day. Second, a comprehensive set of determinants 

are incorporated for these two decisions, including commodity type, characteristics of the 

receiver, trip purpose, trip start time, commercial vehicle type, land-use and demographic 

characteristics of the locations of trip start (depot/base) and intermediate customer stops, 

and time of day specific attributes such as travel speed and delivery time at customer 

stops. Third, we use a utility-theoretic formulation to analyze the two dimensions of 

commercial vehicle time of day choice and vehicle use. Fourth, the unobserved taste 

variations across commercial vehicles in the sensitivity to relevant exogenous variables 

(such as average speed from customer to customer, delivery time at customer stops) are 

accommodated by introducing a mixing random distribution structure.  Finally, the 

proposed model formulation allows the estimation of the error terms in the utility of the 

alternatives through the application of the MACML inference approach. 

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. The next section discusses the 

model structure of the mixed MDCP model. Section 4 identifies the data sources, 

describes the sample formation process and provides relevant sample characteristics. 

Section 5 discusses the variables considered in model estimation and presents empirical 

results. The final section summarizes the paper and discusses future extensions. 
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5.3 METHODOLOGY 

5.3.1 Model Formulation 

The MDCP model5 used in this study assumes that the number of alternatives in the 

choice set is same across all commercial vehicles. Following Bhat (2008), consider a 

choice scenario where a decision maker q (q = 1, 2, …, Q) maximizes his/her utility 

subject to a budget constraint: 
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where the utility function )( qqU x  is quasi-concave, increasing and continuously 

differentiable, 0qx  is the consumption quantity (vector of dimension K×1 with 

elements qkx ), and qk , qk , and qk  are parameters associated with good k and 

consumer q. In the linear budget constraint, qE  is the total expenditure (or income) of 

consumer q, and qkp  is the unit price of good k as experienced by consumer q. The utility 

function form in Equation (1) assumes that there is no essential outside good, so that 

corner solutions (i.e., zero consumptions) are allowed for all the goods k. This 

assumption is straightforward and, and also simplifies the analysis (see Bhat, 2008). 

 The parameter qk  in Equation (1) allows corner solutions for good k, but also serves the 

role of a satiation parameter. The role of qk  is to capture satiation effects, with smaller 

value of qk  implying higher satiation for good k. qk  represents the stochastic baseline 

                                                 
5 The methodology used in this study was proposed by Bhat et al (2013). This dissertation implemented the 

methodology for freight travel behavior analysis and the methodology presented in section 5.3 follows the 

notations and symbols of the original paper so that readers can easily follow these studies.  
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marginal utility; that is, it is the marginal utility at the point of zero consumption (see 

Bhat, 2008 for a detailed discussion). 

The utility function in Equation (1) represents a general and flexible functional 

form under the assumption of additive separable preferences. Though non-additiveness in 

the utility function can be accommodated by some modification (see Bhat and Pinjari, 

2010). The utility function is valid if 0qk , 1qk , and 0qk  for all q and k. 

Though in different ways, the qk
 
and qk  both influence satiation,: qk  controls satiation 

by translating consumption quantity, while qk  controls satiation by exponentiating 

consumption quantity. Therefore in empirical estimation, it is difficult to disentangle the 

effects of qk  and qk  separately, which leads to serious empirical identification 

problems. Thus, Bhat (2008) suggests estimating both a  -profile (in which 0qk  for 

all goods and all consumers, and the qk
 
terms are estimated) and an -profile (in which 

the qk  terms are normalized to the value of one for all goods and consumers, and the 

qk  terms are estimated), and choose the profile that provides a better statistical fit. 

However, in this section, we will retain the general utility form of Equation (1) to keep 

the presentation general. But, for notational simplicity, we will drop the index ―q‖ from 

the qk  and qk  terms in the rest of this paper.  

In practice, when a γ-profile is used, the parameter 
qk  can be allowed to vary 

across consumers by parameterizing it as an exponential function of relevant consumer-

specific variables (and interactions of consumer-specific and alternative attributes) which 

also ensures that  0qk  q and k. On the other hand, if an
 
α-profile is used, the parameter 

qk can be parameterized as one minus the exponential function of relevant consumer-

specific attributes (and interactions of consumer-specific and alternative attributes). 

The model structure accommodates stochasticity by parameterizing the baseline 

utility as follows:  

),exp( qkqkqqk   zβ                                                                                                   (2)  
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where 
qkz  is a D-dimensional vector of attributes that characterize alternative k and the 

decision maker q (to capture intrinsic preferences for each alternative except one 

alternative that forms the base, 
qkz includes a dummy variable), 

qβ  is a decision maker -

specific vector of coefficients (of dimension D×1), and qk  captures the idiosyncratic 

(unobserved) characteristics that impact the baseline utility of altenative k and decision 

maker q. The error terms qk  are assumed to be multivariate normally distributed across 

alternative k for a given decision maker q: ),(~),...,,( 21 ΛKKqKqqq MVN 0ξ   , where 

),( ΛKKMVN 0  indicates a K-variate normal distribution with a mean vector of zeros 

denoted by K0  and a covariance matrix .Λ  Taste variation due to unobserved decision 

maker related attributes is allowed in the model where 
qβ  is considered as a realization 

from a multivariate normal distribution: ),(~ Ωbβ Dq MVN . The vectors 
qβ  and qξ  are 

assumed to be independent of each other. For future reference, note that
 qq βbβ

~


 
, 

where ),0(~
~

ΩDDq MVNβ . Also note that, however, that the parameters (in the 
qβ  vector) 

on the dummy variables specific to each alternative have to be fixed parameters in the 

cross-section model, since their randomness is already captured in the covariance matrix 

Λ. 

The optimal consumption allocations corresponding to Equation (1) can be solved 

by forming the Lagrangian and applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The 

Lagrangian function for the problem, after substituting Equation (2) in Equation (1) is: 
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where q  is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the expenditure constraint (that is, 

it can be viewed as the marginal utility of total expenditure or income). The KKT first-

order conditions for the optimal consumption allocations (the *

qkx  values) are given by: 
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The optimal demand satisfies the conditions above plus the budget constraint 

.
1

*

q

K

k

qkqk Exp 


 The budget constraint implies that only K–1 of the *

qkx  values need to be 

estimated, since the quantity consumed of any one good is automatically determined from 

the quantities consumed of all the other goods. To accommodate this constraint, let qm  be 

the consumed good with the lowest value of k for the q
th

 consumer. For instance, if the 

choice set has six goods )6( K  and the consumer q chooses goods 2, 4 and 6, then 

2qm . The order in which the goods are organized does not affect the model 

formulation or estimation, since the definition of qm  only serves as a reference to 

compare marginal utilities (note also that the consumer q should choose at least one good 

given that 0qE ). For the good qm , the Lagrangian multiplier may then be written as: 
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(5) 

Substituting for q  from above into Equation (4) for the other goods k ( Kk ,...,2,1 ;

qmk  ), and taking logarithms, we can rewrite the KKT conditions as:  

qqq qmqmqqmqkqkqqk VV   zβ
~

zβ
~

, if 0* qkx , Kk ,...,2,1 , qmk   

qqq qmqmqqmqkqkqqk VV   zβ
~

zβ
~

, if 0* qkx , Kk ,...,2,1 , ,qmk   
(6) 

where 
qk

k

qk

kqkqk p
x

V ln1ln)1( 


















*

zb . Letting qkqkqqkqk Vy  zβ
~

, and 

,*

qq qmqkqkm yyy   the KKT conditions in Equation (6) are equivalent to: 
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0* 
qqkmy , if 0* qkx , Kk ,...,2,1 , qmk 

 
0* 

qqkmy , if 0* qkx , Kk ,...,2,1 , .qmk 
 

(7) 

The KKT conditions used here are based on differences, as reflected in the *

qqkmy  

terms. Therefore three important identification issues need to be noted. They are:  1) a 

constant in the qkzb  term for one of the K goods cannot be identified. Similarly, decision 

maker-specific variables that do not vary across goods can be introduced for K–1 goods, 

with the remaining good being the base; 2) the covariance matrix of the error differences 

is only estimable. Taking the difference with respect to the first good, only the elements 

of the covariance matrix 
1Λ  of 11 qqkqk   , 1k  are estimable. However, the KKT 

conditions take the difference against the first consumed good qm  by consumer q. Thus, 

in translating the KKT conditions to the consumption probability for consumer q, the 

covariance matrix 
qmΛ  is desired. Since qm  will vary across consumers q, 

qmΛ  will also 

vary across consumers. But all the 
qmΛ  matrices must originate in the same covariance 

matrix Λ  for the original error term vector qξ . To achieve this consistency, Λ  is 

constructed from 1Λ  by adding an additional row on top and an additional column to the 

left. All elements of this additional row and column are filled with values of zeros. 
qmΛ  

may then be obtained appropriately for each decision maker q based on the same Λ  

matrix. 3) An additional scale normalization needs to be imposed on Λ  if there is no 

price variation across goods for each consumer q (i.e., if qkpp qqk  and~ ). For 

instance, one can normalize the element of Λ  in the second row and second column to 

the value of one. But, if there is some price variation across goods for even a subset of 

consumers, there is no need for this scale normalization and all the K(K–1)/2 parameters 

of the full covariance matrix of 1Λ  are estimable. 
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5.3.2 Model Estimation 

The parameters to estimate include the 
k  parameters (for an α-profile), the 

k  

parameters (for a γ-profile), the b vector, and the elements of the covariance matrices Ω  

and Λ . In the rest of this section, we will use the following key notation: ),;(. ΣμGf  for 

the multivariate normal density function of dimension G with mean vector μ  and 

covariance matrix Σ , 
Σω  for the diagonal matrix of standard deviations of Σ  (with its r

th
 

element being rω ,Σ ), );(. *
ΣG  for the multivariate standard normal density function of 

dimension G and correlation matrix *
Σ , such that 11  ΣΣ ΣωωΣ

* , ),;(. ΣμGF
 
for the 

multivariate normal cumulative distribution function of dimension G with mean vector μ  

and covariance matrix Σ , and );(. *
ΣG  for the multivariate standard normal cumulative 

distribution function of dimension G and correlation matrix .*
Σ  

To develop the likelihood function, define qM  as an identity matrix of size K–1 

with an extra column of ―–1‖ values added at the th

qm  column. Also, stack qky , qkV  , and 

qkξ  into K×1 vectors: )',...,,( 21 qKqqq yyyy , )',...,,( 21 qKqqq VVVV , and 

)',...,,( 21 qKqqq ξ  , respectively, and let ),...,,( 21
 qKqqq zzzz  be a K×D matrix of 

variable attributes. Then, we may write, in matrix notation, 
qqqqq ξβ

~
Vy  z  and 

)(1 qqKqqq MVN ΨM ,

*
H~yy  , where qqq VH M  and qqqqq MΛzΩzMΨ  )( . 

Next, partition the vector *
yq  into a sub-vector *

y~ NCq,  of length NCqL , ×1 (

10 ,  KL NCq ) for the non-consumed goods, and another sub-vector *
y~ Cq,  of length 

CqL , ×1 ( 10 ,  KL Cq ) for the consumed goods ( 1,,  KLL CqNCq ). Let 

   









 
 ***

y~y~y~ CqNCqq ,, , , which may be obtained from *
yq  as **

yy~ qqq R , where qR  is a 

re-arrangement matrix of dimension (K–1)×(K–1) with zeros and ones. For example, 

consider a consumer q who chooses among five goods (K=5), and selects goods 2, 3, and 

5 for consumption. Thus, 2qm , 2, NCqL  (corresponding to the non-consumed goods 1 
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and 4), and 2, CqL  (corresponding to the consumed goods 3 and 5, with good 2 serving 

as the base good needed to take utility differentials). Then, the re-arrangement matrix 

qR  (for goods 1, 3, 4, and 5) is: 

,

1000

0010

0100

0001

,

,







































Cq

NCq

q

R

R

R

 
(8) 

where the upper sub-matrix NCq,R  corresponds to the non-consumed goods (of 

dimension )1(,  KL NCq ) and the lower sub-matrix Cq,R  corresponds to the consumed 

goods (of dimension )1(,  KL Cq ). Note also that **
yy~ qNCqNCq ,, R  and **

yy~ qCqCq ,, R . 

NCq,R  has as many rows as the number of non-consumed alternatives and as many 

columns as the number of alternatives minus one (each column corresponds to an 

alternative, except the th

qm  alternative). Then, for each row, 
NCq,R  has a value of ―1‖ in 

one of the columns corresponding to an alternative that is not consumed, and the value of 

―0‖ everywhere else. A similar construction is involved in creating the 
Cq,R  matrix. 

Consistent with the above re-arrangement, define 
qqq HH

~
R  , 

qNCqNCq HH
~

,, R , 
qCqCq HH

~
,, R , and 







 


CqCNCq

CNCqNCq

qqqq

,,,

,,,

ΨΨ

ΨΨ
RΨRΨ ~~

~~
~

, where 

NCqqNCqNCq ,,, RΨRΨ 
~

, 
CqqCqCq ,,, RΨRΨ 

~
, and 

CqqNCqCNCq ,,,, RΨRΨ 
~

. Then, the 

likelihood function corresponding to the consumption quantity vector *
xq  for consumer q 

may be obtained from the KKT conditions in Equation (7) as: 

  ,,|,)det(

0

,,1

,

,




NCq

Cq NCqqqLNCqKqq fL
h

dh
~

H
~

0h ΨJ
 (9) 

where )det( qJ  is the determinant of the Jacobian of the transformation from *
yq  to the 

consumption quantities *
xq  (see Bhat, 2008): 
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where qC  is the set of goods consumed by consumer q (including good qm ). 

Using the marginal and conditional distribution properties of the multivariate 

normal distribution, the above likelihood function can be written as: 

),;(),;()det( ,,,, ,,,, NCqNCqLLCqCqLLqq NCqNCqCqCq
FfL ΨΨJ
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(11) 

where  

)()( ,

1

,,,,, CqCqCNCqNCqNCq H
~~~

H
~

H  
ΨΨ


, 

CNCqCqCNCqNCqNCq ,,

1

,,,,, )( ΨΨΨΨΨ   ~~~~
, 

1

,

1

,
,,


CqCq

CqCq ΨΨ
ωΨωΨ ~~

* ~~
, and 1

,

1

,
,,


NCqNCq

NCqNCq ΨΨ
ωΨωΨ 


* . 

The multivariate normal cumulative distribution (MVNCD) function in Equation 

(11) is of dimension NCqL , , which can have a dimensionality of up to (K–1). Typical 

simulation-based methods to approximate this MVNCD function can get inaccurate and 

time-consuming as K increases. An alternative is to use the maximum approximate 

composite marginal likelihood (MACML) approach (Bhat, 2011), in which the multiple 

integrals are evaluated using a fast analytic approximation method. The MACML 

estimator is based solely on univariate and bivariate cumulative normal distribution 

evaluations, regardless of the dimensionality of integration, which considerably reduces 

computation time compared to other simulation techniques to evaluate multidimensional 

integrals. The proposed MDCP modeling framework used the MACML approach to 

estimate mixed MDCP model, as it requires evaluating the MVNCD function.  

The positive-definiteness of qΨ
~

 in the likelihood function is ensured by using a 

Cholesky-decomposition of the matrices Ω
 
and Λ , and estimating these Cholesky-

decomposed parameters. Note that, to obtain the Cholesky factor for Λ , first Cholesky 
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factor for 
1Λ  is obtained,  and then a column of zeros as the first column and a row of 

zeros as the first row is added to the Cholesky factor 
1Λ . 

5.4 DATA SOURCES AND SAMPLE FORMULATION 

5.4.1 Data Sources 

The primary data set used in this study is derived from the 2006 Austin Commercial 

Vehicle Survey of Austin, TX. The study area included five counties within Central 

Texas, namely- Travis, Williamson, Bastrop, Hayes and Caldwell covering a total land 

area of 4,200 square miles. The Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey was conducted as 

part of the Texas Department of Transportation (TXDOT) Travel Survey Program to 

provide data for estimating total commercial vehicle trips and to obtain the trip length 

frequency distribution for travel demand models.  

The 2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey was conducted during the spring 

(March – April) and fall (November) of 2006. Establishments were selected randomly 

from a consolidated list of establishments owning, operating or leasing certified 

commercial vehicles for business purposes in the study area. From any sampled 

establishments only up to five vehicles were requested to complete the survey and 

sampled commercial vehicles were stratified by vehicle type (i.e. cargo/freight transport 

and Service). Drivers of the sampled vehicles completed both a vehicle information form 

and a daily activity-travel log on an assigned study day between Monday and Thursday. 

The vehicle information form contains basic vehicle data such as vehicle class, make, 

model, year, type, fuel type, gross weight and odometer reading; the travel log records 

contain all trips made by the surveyed vehicle in a chronological order, location of the 

trips, trip purpose, commodity class, and beginning and ending loading status of the 

surveyed commercial vehicle. A total of 342 commercial vehicle drivers completed the 

survey and made an overall 2551 trips. 
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5.4.2 Sample Formation 

The 2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey data is available in two files: (1) vehicle 

data and (2) Trip data file. The final sample was assembled in a number of steps. The first 

step in the sample formation process was to categorize trips in the trip data file into one 

of five time periods based on trip start and end times. The five time periods used were (1) 

AM Peak (7:00 AM – 9:00 AM), (2) AM Off-Peak (9:01 AM – 12:00 PM), (3) Midday 

(12:01 PM- 4:00 PM), (4) PM Peak (4:01 PM – 7:00 PM), and (5) Off-Hours (7:01 PM-

6:59 AM). If a vehicle started a trip at one time period (for example sometime during the 

AM peak) and ended the trip at another time period (for example during AM off-peak), 

then both of the time periods (AM Peak and AM off-peak) are considered as chosen and 

the total VMT is divided between the adjacent time periods. The total VMT by each 

commercial vehicle for each of the five times of day was obtained by appropriate 

aggregation. Second, for each commercial vehicle the travel time required to travel from 

one customer/receiver to another customer/receiver was identified. Individual vehicle 

miles traveled in each trip are divided by the corresponding travel time to obtain the 

actual travel speed of each individual trip. The average speed during each of the five time 

periods was then estimated for the sampled vehicles. Third, for every reported trip by 

each commercial vehicle, trip purpose (e.g. delivery, pick-up, maintenance, drivers need 

etc.) and reported dwell/service time was also identified and aggregated. For each 

vehicle, the average service time by trip purpose was estimated by the total number of 

trips in five times of the day. Fourth, we obtained the total daily VMT budget for each 

commercial vehicle as the sum of the vehicle‘s VMT to the five times of day. Note that 

the budget constraint in this analysis is the total daily VMT, rather than the total 

expenditure across all trips. This is because the 2006 Austin commercial vehicle survey 

did not have detailed expenditure data on trips. Fifth, the base location and vehicle 
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characteristics information collected in the survey were appended to the vehicle trip file 

records.  

5.4.3 Summary Statistics on the Choice of Time of Day 

After extensive cleaning and eliminating observations with missing data on dependent 

variables, the final sample for analysis included 315 commercial vehicles. Of these, more 

than 95% of the vehicles chose more than one time of day to make trips to/from the 

customers/receivers. Approximately 25.4% of the commercial vehicles traveled during 

two times of day, 30.8% traveled during three times of day, 26.3% traveled during four 

times of day, and 13.0% traveled during five times of day on a typical weekday. On 

average, commercial vehicles chose slightly more than three (3.18) times of day and 

traveled an average of 102.74 vehicle miles in a typical day.  

Table 5.1 Distribution of Commercial Vehicles Time of Day Choice 

Time of Day 

Total Number 

(%) of trucks 

choosing each 

time of day 

VMT among those who choose each 

time of day 

Mean Minimum Maximum 
Std. 

Deviation 

AM Peak :                 
7 AM – 9 AM 

233 (74.0%) 23.7 0.20 168.7 23.7 

AM off-Peak:  
9:01 AM - 12:00 PM 

261 (82.9%) 38.5 0.10 191.5 30.2 

Mid-day:              
12:01 PM - 4 :00 PM 

247 (78.4%) 41.5 0.50 304.9 38.7 

PM Peak:                
4:01 PM - 7 :00 PM 

140 (44.4%) 24.3 0.70 199.4 25.8 

Off Hours:                
7:00 PM- 6:59 AM 

121 (38.4%) 25.8 0.20 225.5 29.9 

Table 5.1 presents descriptive statistics by time of day. The second column of the table 

provides information on the number (and percentage) of commercial vehicles who chose 

each time of day at least once (the percentages add up to more than 100% across the rows 

of the column because most of the vehicles chose to travel  during more than one time of 
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day). The AM off-peak period followed by Midday are the most attractive times of the 

day for activity participation by the majority of the commercial vehicles. Off-hours and 

PM Peak periods are also less attractive for commercial vehicle activity participation. 

The third column presents statistics on the vehicle usage (VMT) among the vehicles that 

chose each time of the day. The average daily VMT values (see third column of Table 1) 

indicate that commercial vehicles traveling Midday and AM off-peak periods use/travel 

more than the vehicles traveling in other time periods (e.g. AM Peak, PM Peak and Off 

hours). 

5.5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

5.5.1 Variable Specification 

Several different types of variables were considered as determinants of commercial 

vehicles‘ time of day choice and vehicle usage decisions. These included vehicle 

characteristics, base location characteristics, commodity attributes, receiver/intermediate 

stop attributes, departure time choice, and variables that describe the attributes of the 

alternative times of day (daily activity productivity measuring variables). Variables 

considered as explanatory variables are presented in Table 5.2. 

The vehicle characteristics considered in the specification include vehicle class 

(FHWA vehicle class), commercial vehicle type (freight transport or local 

service/delivery vehicle), commodity transported and total loading and unloading cargo 

weight. The survey data collected vehicle class information from the operator of each 

sampled vehicle and adopted the FHWA vehicle class definition system. Each sampled 

truck is therefore categorized as single unit 2-axle (6-wheels), single unit 3-axle (10-

wheels), single unit 4-axle (14-wheels), semi-truck (all tractor trailer combinations) or 

other category. More than half of the vehicles in the sample are single unit 2-Axle 
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vehicles. Medium duty (Gross vehicle weight: 14,001 lb-19,500 lb) and light-heavy duty 

(Gross vehicle weight: 19,501 lbs-26,000 lbs.) vehicles are mostly used (representing 

more than 80% of the total) for goods movement within the study area in the sample data. 

In terms of the number of total vehicle trips, these two vehicle groups made most of the 

vehicle trips, 2154 trips out of 2677 trips (80.5% of total trips). Semi-trucks representing 

18.1% of the total vehicles made the remaining 19.5% of the total trips. The usage of 

vehicles shows that semi-trucks are mostly used for longer distance trips than other 

vehicles. In fact 18.1% of the sampled semi-trucks contributed a total of 31.3% of total 

VMT which implies that heavy-duty vehicles are mostly used for goods movement over 

longer distances. Based on commercial vehicle operations, each vehicle is categorized 

either as a freight vehicle or a delivery/service vehicle. More than 70% of the commercial 

vehicles in the sample are freight vehicles. 

Type of commodity affects the associated transportation cost. For certain 

commodities, such as wood products, transportation cost accounts for about 40% of the 

total operating cost and also one-fifth of the value of the shipment (Weintraub et al., 

1996; Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003). Based on the commodity transported, each 

commercial vehicle operator was asked to characterize the transported commodity from 

22 alternative commodity options, such as farm products, forest products, wood products, 

manufacturing goods, miscellaneous goods etc. (see Nepal et al., 2007 and Ruan et al., 

2012 for a detail data description). Total loading cargo weight was calculated aggregating 

all cargo weight picked-up in the daily tour and total unloading cargo weight was 

calculated aggregating all cargo weight dropped-off in the daily tour.  

The base location related variables included in the study are the Standard 

Industrial Class (SIC) of the base location indicator variable for manufacturing, 

construction, retail, wholesale, transportation and service and the county where the 
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business was located. Travis County dominated the sample with 58.8%, followed by 

businesses located in Williamson County with 27%. Characteristics of intermediate stop 

locations are considered as candidate explanatory variables. Dummy variables are created 

based on the location of the intermediate stops. Intermediate stop locations of the 

commercial vehicle tours show that more than 40% of the total trips were destined to 

manufacturing establishments, followed by construction (35.2%) and retail centers 

(34.9%). 

The departure time from the base location is considered as an explanatory variable 

for the model. The distribution of the departure time of the commercial vehicles shows 

that 46.3% of the vehicles depart the base/depot during the morning peak period. More 

than 30% of the commercial vehicles start their daily tour during the off-hours (7:01 PM 

– 6:59 AM). Among those 64% departs between 6:01 AM - 6:59 AM and other 25% 

depart between 5 AM-6:00 AM.  

 Three explanatory variables were considered that describe the attributes of the 

alternatives (e.g. times of day). They are the average travel speed and the service time for 

performing delivery activities. The average travel speed is the reported speed from the 

base/depot to the first customer and from customer/receiver to customer/receivers/depot; 

and the service time is the time required to deliver goods at the intermediate stops 

reported by the commercial vehicle operators. In a recent study, Holguín-Veras et al., 

2011 used these two variables to measure the effectiveness of OHD strategy as travel 

speed and delivery time are likely to depend on the time of day. In addition to these two 

variables, service time for goods pick-up activities was also considered. The sample data 

showed that not all the vehicles choose all five times of the day to perform daily 

activities. Therefore assumptions were made to impute reasonable travel speed and 

service time variables for the time periods that were not chosen by the commercial 
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vehicles. The average travel speed and service time of the vehicles that chose to travel 

each time period are considered as imputed values for the vehicles that did not choose 

those time(s) of day. Table 5.3 provides descriptive statistics of the travel speed and 

service time data for each of the five time periods. Not surprisingly, average travel speed 

between customer stops decreases during the AM Off-peak and Mid-day periods, 

probably because of the frequent stops that are needed during these time periods for 

activity participation (delivery/pick-up/driver‘s need etc.).  The lowest service times were 

observed for both delivery and pick-up activity during the off-hours period. 
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Table 5.2 Descriptive Analysis of Explanatory Variables 

Variable Freq. (Percent) 

Cargo Characteristics 

Class of Cargo (Vehicle Classification)   
Single Unit 2-Axle (6 wheels) 175 (55.6%) 

Single Unit 3-Axle (10 wheels) 76 (24.1%) 

Single Unit 4-Axle (14 wheels) 4 (1.3%) 

Semi (All Tractor-Trailer Combinations) 58 (18.4%) 

Vehicle Type (Type of Commercial Vehicle) 

 Major Cargo/Freight Vehicle      228 (72.7%) 

Local Service or Delivery  86 (27.3%) 

Type of Cargo (Cargo Classification) 

 Shipping farm product 34 (10.8%) 

Shipping forest product          5   (1.6%) 

Shipping metals and minerals 19   (6.0%) 

Shipping food, health, and beauty product        17   (5.4%) 

Shipping wood products        11   (3.5%) 

Shipping Clay, concrete, glass, or stone        20   (6.3%) 

Shipping manufacturing goods/equipment 47 (14.9%) 

Shipping Wastes        15  (4.8%) 

Shipping miscellaneous (U.S mail, UPS etc.)        16  (5.1%) 

Unclassified Cargo 70 (22.2%) 

Cargo Weight (lbs/10
3
)  

 Total Loading Cargo Weight  

 Mean 33.4 

Max 444.88 

Min 0 

Std. Dev. 72.99 

Total Unloading Cargo Weight  

 Mean 39.85 

Max 444.88 

Min 0 

Std. Dev. 76.69 
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Table 5.2 Descriptive Analysis of Explanatory Variables (Contd.) 

Variable Freq. (Percent) 

Base Location Characteristics 

County   

Travis 182 (57.8%) 

Williamson 89 (28.3%) 

Hays 12 (3.8%) 

Bastrop 24 (7.6%) 

Caldas 8 (2.5%) 

Standard Industrial Classification 

 Construction 74 (23.5%) 

Manufacturing 44 (14.0%) 

Transportation 55 (17.5%) 

Wholesale trade 36 (11.4%) 

Retail Trade 18 (5.7%) 

Service 48 (15.2%) 

Intermediate Stop Characteristics 

Total Trips to all intermediate stops 1833 

Number of vehicles visited the distribution centers 24 (7.6%) 

Total number trips to the distribution centers 46 

Number of vehicles visited the warehouses 16 (5.1%) 

Total Trips to the warehouses 25 

Number of vehicles visited the retail stores 90 (28.6%) 

Total number trips to the retail stores 362 

Number of vehicles visited manufacturing establishments 62 (19.6%) 

Total number trips to the manufacturing  establishments 205 

Number of vehicles visited the manufacturing establishment 111 (35.2%) 

Total number trips to the construction establishment 473 

Departure Time 

AM Peak 146 (46.3%) 

AM Off-peak   54 (17.1%) 

Mid-day   10   (3.2%) 

PM Peak     4   (1.3%) 

Off hours 100 (31.7%) 
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Table 5.3 Time of day characteristics 

Time of Day 
Travel Speed 

(mph) 

Service Time 

in Delivery 

Activities 

(min) 

Service Time 

in Pick-up 

Activities 

(min) 

AM Peak:  
7:00 AM - 9:00 AM 34.98 (9.1) 36.37 (30.8) 27.67 (13.8) 

AM Off-peak:  
9:01 AM - 12:00 PM 33.80 (9.6) 33.32 (25.5) 32.13 (17.3) 

Mid-day:  
12:01 PM-4:00 PM 33.51 (8.4) 35.06 (26.8) 31.36 (17.6) 

PM Peak: 
 4:01 PM- 7:00 PM 34.71 (9.6) 53.06 (31.9) 27.28   (7.4) 

Off-hours:  
7:01 PM-6:59 AM 35.85 (6.9) 27.09 (15.5) 18.03   (3.8) 

5.4.2 Model Estimation Results 

This section presents the empirical results of the MDCP model for examining the time of 

day choice and total daily VMT decisions of commercial vehicles in the Austin, Texas 

area. Two different specifications are reported in Table 5.4. The first model specification 

(model a) assumes that errors are independent of each other, while the second model 

specification (model b) estimates a general covariance matrix for the errors. The 

estimated coefficients of the models (model a and model b) have very narrow range, 

indicating the robustness of the exogenous variables to explain commercial vehicles time 

of day choice behavior.  The specifications for the MDCP model is based on a systematic 

process of testing and eliminating variables found to be statistically insignificant. The 

specification is also guided by parsimony and intuitive considerations, and the results 

from earlier studies. The final specification results of the MDCP model are presented in 

Table 5.4. The signs of the coefficients of the models follow the same direction. A  -

profile of the MDCP model was estimated without any outside good. The values of the 

coefficient estimates indicate whether a certain characteristic or variable positively or 

negatively contributes to choice (consumption—vehicle usage/VMT) of that time of day. 
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The AM Peak Period (7:00 AM-9:00AM) serves as the base category. In addition, a ―-‖ 

for a variable for an alternative implies that the alternative also constitutes the base 

category for the variable. Some parameter estimates may be identical across multiple tour 

chain categories. This is because the effects of the corresponding variables are not 

statistically different on the baseline preferences for the different time of day categories, 

and therefore the effects are combined for statistical efficiency. A host of factors 

including cargo characteristics, activity features, base location of the commercial vehicle 

trips, and attributes of intermediate stop locations affect the choice of the time of day to 

travel and the associated vehicle usage. The results obtained for each of these attributes 

are discussed in the following sub sections. 

Cargo Characteristics 

Cargo Class The cargo class effects indicate that semi-trucks have the least baseline 

preference for the off-hours periods, compared to single unit 2-axle, 3-axle, 4-axle and 

other vehicles (see the negative coefficients in the ―off-hours‖ column corresponding to 

the Semi-Trucks row of the table). Semi trucks are more likely to make peddling tours 

and thus making trips to multiple intermediate stops/receivers/customers (See results 

from chapter 4). Therefore it is not surprising that Semi-trucks prefer regular business 

hours more than the off-peak hours for performing daily activities probably because of 

the ease of coordination with multiple receivers during regular business hours.  

Cargo Type Commercial vehicles categorized as major cargo or freight transport are less 

likely to travel during the AM off-peak, Mid-day and PM Peak hours compared to local 

delivery or service trucks (see the negative coefficients corresponding to the AM off-peak 

column, Mid-day column and PM Peak column alternatives in the row for the freight 

vehicle indicator variable). Local delivery vehicles generally deliver goods while local 

service trucks provide services such as utility maintenance. An investigation of the type 
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of places served by the delivery vehicles show that more than 45% of the receivers are 

office buildings, government offices, warehouses, distribution centers and residential 

buildings. All of these places usually receive shipment during regular business hours. 

Therefore delivery vehicles are likely to travel during the AM off-peak, Mid-day and PM 

Peak hours to perform daily activities. On the other hand, more than 62% of the receivers 

(non-base locations) of the freight vehicles are comprised of retail stores, 

industrial/manufacturing establishments, and construction sites. It is likely that these 

receivers prefer to receive delivery in the earlier time period in a typical weekday. For 

instance, large grocery stores/supermarkets receive goods in the early morning/off-hours 

or AM peak period. 

Commodity Type As expected, attributes of commodity transported in commercial 

vehicles affect the time of day choice for goods shipment. Farm products are less likely to 

be shipped during the PM Peak period, probably to avoid the PM peak passenger traffic. 

Food, health and beauty products are less likely to be shipped during the mid-day and PM 

peak periods. The result may imply that non perishable food, health and beauty products 

are likely to be shipped during the Off-hours to avoid rush hour passenger traffic if the 

receiver allows OHD, while perishable goods are likely to be shipped during the AM 

Peak and AM off-peak periods. Recent studies show that food and retail sectors are more 

likely to allow OHD, probably because they receive a larger number of deliveries 

compared to other sectors (Holguín-Veras et al., 2014). Therefore the result is not 

surprising because vehicles shipping food, health and beauty products prefer Off-hours 

over mid-day and PM-Peak periods. Wood products such as lumber, paper, cardboard, 

wood pulp etc. are less likely to be transported during the PM Peak and Off-hours. Since 

some wood products are used as construction materials, they are shipped during regular 

business hours to be utilized at construction sites.  
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Cargo Weight The parameter estimates associated with the total daily unloading 

cargo weights are negative for all four time periods compared to the AM Peak period. 

The result implies that if the unloading cargo weight is higher, commercial vehicles are 

likely to choose the AM peak period compared to other time periods. When the unloading 

cargo weight is large for a commercial vehicle, it is more likely that the vehicle will make 

a large number of stops with smaller delivery quantity, or few stops with larger delivery 

quantities. In both cases, choosing a morning period over other periods would provide 

enough time flexibility to the vehicles to accomplish all delivery activities within a 

specified time of day.  

Base location Characteristics 

The commercial vehicle base location of the by tour originating County is considered as 

an explanatory variable. Travis County dominated the sample with 57.8%, followed by 

businesses located in Williamson County with 28.3%. The model result shows that 

commercial vehicles originating their daily tour from Travis County are least likely to 

travel during the off-hours. Differences in zonal mix of industrial and commercial 

activities can affect the types of commodity transported and thus affect their scheduling 

for received goods. Binary variables representing the Standard Industrial Class (SIC) of 

the base location including manufacturing, construction, retail, wholesale, transportation 

and service. are considered as the explanatory variables. Commercial vehicles originating 

their trips from retail establishments are more likely to prefer Mid-day or PM Peak and 

AM Off-peak periods compared to AM Peak period or Off-hours. Retail chain stores may 

transport goods within the same retail store chain and choose a time when they have 

better knowledge about their commodity inventory. In addition, working hours of 

employees in the retail stores are different than other industries that follow regular 

business hours (per se 9 AM-5 PM). Therefore they may have control over the vehicles 
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that depart from their facilities. Commercial vehicles having base/depot located in 

construction sites are more likely to travel during AM Off-peak and Mid-day periods 

compared to other time periods. Since construction sites mostly follow regular business 

hours, vehicles departing from construction facilities tend to avoid AM and PM peak 

hours. 

Intermediate stop location characteristics 

Times of day choice of commercial vehicles depend on the characteristics of the 

commodity receivers or customers where vehicles make intermediate stops during the 

daily tour. As expected, as the number of trips to office building increases for commercial 

vehicles, they are less likely to travel during the PM Peak and Off-hour periods because 

most office buildings are generally operated in regular business hours. Similarly, for 

commercial vehicles transporting goods to construction sites and making larger number 

of trips are also less likely to choose PM peak and Off-hours periods. Hours of working 

at construction sites are often restricted between 8 AM-6 PM to control noise in the 

neighborhoods. Therefore, as the number of commercial vehicle trips/stops at 

construction sites/office buildings increases they are less likely to travel during off-hours 

and PM peak periods. 

Tour start time  

Tour start time has an effect on the times of day to be chosen for performing daily 

activities. Vehicles starting their daily tour during the morning peak (compared to all 

other times of day) are less likely to choose Off-hours, followed by PM Peak, Mid-day, 

and AM off-peak periods. The result implies that vehicles starting their tours during the 

AM peak are likely to perform activities in the next several consecutive hours. This is an 

expected result because the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) limits 

the daily working times for truck drivers to 11 hours to ensure roadway safety.  
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Time of day attributes 

Table 4 shows that the coefficients of the travel speed and time required to deliver goods 

are random. As expected, the effect of travel speed is, on average, positive, though there 

is also a large standard error for this effect. The combination of the mean and the 

standard error estimates on the travel speed coefficient for model b indicates that travel 

speed (as constructed in the current empirical exercise) is valued positively by about 69% 

of the commercial vehicles, while about 31% prefer time periods with lower travel 

speed6. The result is not surprising because the commercial vehicle activity participation 

time window is likely to be dominated by the preferences of multiple receivers/customers 

served, operation hours of intermediate stops (such as distribution centers, or construction 

sites), and location and distances between intermediate stops. Again the result 

corresponding to service time associated with delivery activity shows that the effect of 

delivery time on average is negative. Greater time required to deliver goods implies lower 

productivity in daily operation and thus its impact is expected to be negative. The 

combination of the mean and standard error estimates on the service time associated with 

the goods delivery coefficient of model b indicates that goods delivery service time (as 

constructed in the current empirical exercise) is valued negatively by about 81% of the 

commercial vehicles, while about 19% prefer time periods with higher service times 

(perhaps because of the volume/value of the commodity)7.  The covariance estimate (not 

shown in Table 4) between the travel speed and service time in the goods delivery 

activity random coefficients was -0.00032 (t-statistic of 2.17), suggesting that 

                                                 
6 An assumption of iid error distribution yields that travel speed (from model a)  is valued positively by 

about 64% of the commercial vehicles, while about 36% of commercial vehicles prefer time periods with 

lower travel speed. 
7 An assumption of iid error distribution yields that service time (from model a) is valued negatively by 

83% of the commercial vehicles, while about 17% of commercial vehicles prefer time periods with higher 

service time. 
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commercial vehicles that are more sensitive (less sensitive) to travel speed prefer (dislike) 

smaller service times. That is, operators of commercial vehicles who prefer smaller 

service times in goods delivery appear to travel during time periods with higher average 

travel speed between customer stops, while those who prefer larger service times at the 

customer stops are the ones who would prefer time periods with slower average travel 

speed between customer stops. 

 The log-likelihood value at convergence of the final model (with an unrestricted 

error covariance model) is -3238.3.  As a baseline, the log likelihood value at 

convergence for the model with only the baseline constants and the satiation parameters, 

and with an independent and identically distributed error structure for the error terms of 

the alternatives is -3553.2. The log likelihood value at convergence for the model with 

the baseline constants, the satiation parameters, exogenous variable effects, random 

coefficients, and with an independent and identically distributed error structure for the 

error terms of the alternatives is -3319.7. The likelihood ratio test for testing the presence 

of exogenous variable effects and random coefficients is 467, which is substantially 

larger than the critical chi-squared value with 26 degrees of freedom at any reasonable 

level of significance.  The likelihood ratio test for testing the presence of exogenous 

variable effects, random coefficients, and a general covariance structure is 629.8, which 

is substantially larger than the critical chi-squared value with 35 degrees of freedom at 

any reasonable level of significance. The likelihood ratio test for testing the presence of 

general covariance structure effect is 162.8, which is substantially larger than the critical 

chi-squared value with 9 degrees of freedom at any reasonable level of significance. This 

clearly indicates the importance of estimating a general covariance structure while 

predicting commercial vehicles time of day choice pattern. 
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 Because of the presence of continuous and ordinal variables in the model, the 

baseline constants in the model do not have any substantive interpretations. They simply 

adjust the baseline preferences to fit the data after controlling for the presence of other 

included variables in the model. The values and standard errors (in parenthesis) of the 

baseline constants (with the AM Peak period alternative being the base category) are as 

follows: AM off-peak: 0.423 (0.16), Midday: 0.343 (0.164), PM Peak: 0.340 (0.18), Off-

hours: 0.249 (0.15). Similarly, given the baseline utility function, the satiation parameters 

fit the VMT at each time of day (and also allow corner solutions or no travel to each time 

of day). These values are as follows: AM Peak: 5.599 (0.81), AM off-peak: 26.704 

(4.87), Midday: 38.683 (6.57), PM Peak: 26.789 (5.04), Off-hours: 14.226 (3.12). The 

satiation values are clearly different from the value of ∞, implying the presence of 

distinct satiation effects. The higher the value of translation parameter (gamma) for an 

alternative, the less is the satiation effect in the consumption of that alternative. The 

highest value for the gamma parameter obtained for the Midday alternative shows that 

commercial vehicles have the least satiation for the Midday time period. A smaller value 

(close to zero) of satiation parameter (gamma) implies higher rate of diminishing 

marginal utility (or lower consumption) for AM Peak period alternative. 
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Table 5.4 MDCP Model Results 

Explanatory Variables 
AM Off-peak                         

9:01 AM-12:00 PM 
Midday                                   

12:01 PM-4:00 PM 
PM-Peak                            

4:01 PM-7:00 PM 
Off-hours                                    

7:01 PM-6:59 AM 

Model a Model b Model a Model b Model a Model b Model a Model b 

Cargo Characteristics 
        Cargo Class 
        

     Semi-Truck (Class 8 truck) 
- - - - - - 

-0.308    
(-1.86) 

-0.273     
(-1.98) 

Cargo Type 
        

    Freight Vehicle 
-0.339    
(-2.42) 

-0.337    
(-2.43) 

-0.364    
(-2.52) 

-0.354    
(-2.46) 

-0.590    
(-3.45) 

-0.456    
(-2.98) - - 

Commodity Shipped 
        

    Shipping farm product (Cargo 1) 
- - - - 

-0.755    
(-3.42) 

-0.370    
(-2.48) - - 

    Shipping food, health and beauty products (Cargo 5) 
- - 

-0.719    
(-2.86) 

-0.371    
(-2.62) 

-1.498    
(-3.09) 

-0.885    
(-2.76) - - 

    Shipping wood products (Cargo 8) 
- - - - 

-0.782    
(-2.32) 

-0.682   
(-2.52) 

-0.782    
(-2.32) 

-0.682     
(-2.52) 

Cargo Weight 
        

    Unloading Cargo Weight (/103) 
-0.002    
(-3.12) 

-0.003    
(-3.99) 

-0.002    
(-3.12) 

-0.003    
(-3.99) 

-0.002    
(-3.12) 

-0.003    
(-3.99) 

-0.002    
(-3.12) 

-0.003     
(-3.99) 

Base Location Characteristics 
        County 
        

    Travis County 
- - - - - - 

-0.372    
(-2.71) 

-0.288     
(-2.62) 

Land-use type (Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)) 
        

    Base location is a retail establishment 0.636 
(2.38) 

0.659 
(2.53) 

1.05 
(3.98) 

0.819 
(3.07) 

1.153 
(3.88) 

0.866 
(3.29) - - 

    Base location is a construction establishment 
0.525 
(3.75) 

0.427 
(3.73) 

0.402 
(2.83) 

0.33 
(3.07) - - - - 

Intermediate Stop Characteristics 
        

   Number of stops at construction sites 
- - - - 

-0.044    
(-2.49) 

-0.037   
(-2.46) 

-0.044    
(-2.49) 

-0.037     
(-2.46) 

   Number of visit at office buildings 
- - - - 

-0.116   
(-2.25) 

-0.096   
(-2.13) 

-0.116    
(-2.25) 

-0.096     
(-2.13) 

Departure Time 
        

   AM Peak:7 AM - 9 AM -0.870    
(-6.24) 

-0.924    
(-6.76) 

-0.904    
(-6.35) 

-0.935    
(-6.48) 

-1.154    
(-7.19) 

-1.108   
(-7.09) 

-2.700    
(-13.40) 

-2.357     
(-10.91) 
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Table 5.4 MDCP Model Results (Contd.) 
 

Explanatory Variables 

AM Peak                               

7:00 AM - 9:00 

AM 

AM Off-peak                         

9:01 AM-12:00 

PM 

Midday                                   

12:01 PM-4:00 

PM 

PM-Peak                            

4:01 PM-7:00 

PM 

Off-hours                                    

7:01 PM-6:59 

AM 

Model a 
Model 

b 

Model 

a 

Model 

b 

Model 

a 

Model 

b 

Model 

a 

Model 

b 

Model 

a 

Model 

b 

Time of day Attributes 
          

   Travel Speed (mph) 0.014 

(3.09) 

0.012 

(4.33) 

0.014 

(3.09) 

0.012 

(4.33) 

0.014 

(3.09) 

0.012 

(4.33) 

0.014 

(3.09) 

0.012 

(4.33) 

0.014 

(3.09) 

0.012 

(4.33) 

   Std. dev. of Travel Speed (mph) 0.038 

(2.28) 

0.024 

(2.97) 

0.038 

(2.28) 

0.024 

(2.97) 

0.038 

(2.78) 

0.024 

(2.97) 

0.038 

(2.78) 

0.024 

(2.97) 

0.038 

(2.78) 

0.024 

(2.97) 

   Service Time for goods delivery (min) 
-0.021  

(-6.10) 

-0.015   

(-5.49) 

-0.021     

(-6.10) 

-0.015   

(-5.49) 

-0.021     

(-6.10) 

-0.015 

(-

5.49) 

-

0.021 

(-

6.10) 

-0.015 

(-5.49) 

-0.021 (-

6.10) 

-0.015 

(-

5.49) 

   Std. dev. of Service Time for goods delivery 0.022 

(2.54) 

0.017 

(2.10) 

0.022 

(2.54) 

0.017 

(2.10) 

0.022 

(2.54) 

0.017 

(2.1) 

0.022 

(2.54) 

0.017 

(2.10) 

0.022 

(2.54) 

0.017 

(2.10) 

LL value of the constants only model -3553.2 

LL value of the estimated model a,  -3319.7 

LL value of the estimated model b  -3238.3 
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigates the time of day choice behavior of commercial vehicle movement 

in an urban area utilizing the MDCP modeling framework. In large scale transportation 

demand forecasting systems, the time dimension is generally grouped into several 

mutually exclusive discrete categories that cover the entire day to analyze commuter 

departure or arrival time choice patterns. For commercial vehicles, more than one 

departure from the base facility or from intermediate stops is common and therefore an 

innovative modeling method is applied in this study that allows commercial vehicles to 

choose multiple discrete time periods in a given day to perform daily activities. Possible 

common unobserved factors affecting different times of day are also captured estimating 

a general covariance error structure for the model. The likelihood ratio test indicates that 

the MDCP model estimating a general covariance structure outperforms the model with 

independent error structure assumption. 

The estimated models show that a host of cargo factors including commercial 

vehicle class, function, commodity type, total unloading weight, as well as location 

features of base and intermediate stops, frequency of stops to office locations and 

construction sites; and time of day attributes including travel speed and service time 

affect commercial vehicle time of day choice behavior. The model results indicate that 

commercial vehicles with larger vehicle capacity (semi-trucks) prefer regular business 

hours (7:00 AM – 7:00 PM) compared to other vehicle classes. Vehicles delivering larger 

weights to the customers prefer to travel in AM peak to perform necessary activities. The 

results of the study indicate that travel needs are for the most part influenced by activity 

needs. 
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 Commercial vehicles making more trips to construction sites and transporting 

goods used as construction materials are less likely to prefer PM peak and off-peak 

periods. Vehicles delivering goods or services to office buildings are also less likely to 

prefer PM peak and off-peak periods. Carriers shipping food, health and beauty products 

prefer AM Periods and off-peak periods over midday and PM Peak Periods. Perhaps 

receivers of non-perishable commodities included in this category have flexible goods 

delivery hours (such as retail stores) that allow carriers to transport goods during the off-

hours. Furthermore, the findings of this research support the assumption about the 

receivers‘ preferences for traditional business hours over off-hours delivery that affect the 

time of day chosen by the carriers. 

The MDCP model results indicate statistically significant observed and 

unobserved heterogeneity in response to travel speed as well as service time in goods 

delivery activity. The estimated flexible covariance matrix rejects the commonly used 

assumption of independently and identically distributed error structure for the kernel 

error terms in the baseline utilities of the alternatives. The model results may be used for 

compensating value computations and welfare analysis, since they are derived explicitly 

from utility. 

The major contributions to the literature are multi-fold: this study formulates an 

MDCP model for time of day choice of commercial vehicles. The modeling framework 

allows commercial vehicles to choose multiple discrete time period alternatives during a 

day to perform daily activities and accommodates random taste variations on the 

performance measures. Furthermore, the model estimates a general covariance structure 

for the error component. This research applies commercial vehicle travel survey data for 

the proposed modeling approach. The study also contributes to the literature by providing 
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insights into the dynamics of time of day choice of commercial vehicles and their travel 

demands for performing activities.  

In the context of policy formulation and practical application, the paper 

contributes to the formation and application of choice modeling methods to understand 

commercial vehicle daily activity travel patterns. Several exogenous variable of the 

model provide no statistically significant differences in the estimated values for adjacent 

time periods. This result may suggest a possible beneficial policy change by which 

commercial vehicles could shift to time periods just before or after currently chosen time 

periods (start in off-hours before the AM peak and avoid traveling during the PM peak 

periods).  This implies that such a policy could be targeted to affect commercial vehicle 

travel windows reducing their impact on passenger traffic. 

Admittedly, there are several limitations associated with this study. First, the 

commercial vehicle survey data used in this study is limited and did not include 

information about the operating hours of the receivers and shippers. Therefore the effect 

of this variable could not be captured in the analysis. Commercial vehicle typical 

operating hours, information about driver overtime compensation, availability of drivers 

in off-hours to perform delivery activities could play important roles in time of day 

choice decisions. However, this information was not obtained in the survey and could not 

be incorporated in the modeling effort. Next, the logistics approaches of the shippers can 

be different and affect the choice of carriers‘ time of day choice and associated activities.  
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Chapter 6: Commercial vehicle destination choice model in an urban 

area 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Commercial vehicle movement within an urban area is an integral part of a region‘s 

economic growth and has significant impact on the quality of life. Economic 

globalization and e-businesses are shaping the geographic scope of economic markets; 

the nature of urban commercial vehicle movement is strongly influenced by the 

expansion of e-commerce that generates significant numbers of small deliveries resulting 

in increased urban congestion (Holguín-Veras, 2002). Generally urban commercial 

vehicle movement represents the ―last miles of supply chain‖-the portion of trip from the 

final delivery center to customer‘s door (Comi et al., 2014). The ―last miles of supply 

chain‖ constitutes a large share of intra-regional (within) and inter-regional (between) 

commercial vehicle trips because businesses attempt to ensure timely and cost-effective 

deliveries to secure customer loyalty (Lee and Whang, 2001). Therefore commercial 

vehicle movement in an urban area plays a very important role in moving goods to the 

end consumers, while producing significant impacts on traffic congestion, pavement 

deterioration and air quality. 

Despite these facts, commercial vehicle travel patterns are often neglected in 

regional transportation models. Recently an increasing number of metropolitan planning 

organization‘s (MPOs) in the US are attempting to improve their regional models by 

incorporating truck movements. Gravity models are generally used in practice to analyze 

vehicle trip distribution. Recognizing the advantages offered by discrete choice models 

over traditional gravity models, recent studies have used multinomial logit model tools to 

analyze destination choice of commercial vehicles. Commercial vehicle travel survey 

data is generally used to model destination choice of commercial vehicles. For example, 
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Wang (2008) used commercial vehicle survey data from the Denver, Colorado area and 

Mei (2013) used commercial vehicle survey data from the Triangle region (Raleigh-

Durham-Chapel Hill) of North Carolina. The second study analyzed commercial vehicle 

destination choice patterns by both vehicle type and trip purposes. Since the number of 

alternative destination zones is larger in number, both studies used the importance 

sampling with replacement method for the sampling. These earlier studies considered 

each observed trip in the survey data as an observation unit of analysis. 

Analyses of commercial vehicle destination choice have been studied in earlier 

studies based on the assumption that trips are separate and independent of each other. 

These earlier studies analyzed individual trips without considering the interrelationships 

that may exist among choices made by a commercial vehicle in a daily tour that includes 

a series of trips. However, such simplified assumptions have limitations because of the 

deviation from real life travel patterns where commercial vehicles combine trips into a 

trip-chain or tour in which more than one destination location is often visited (e.g. 

peddling tours). Earlier studies on travel behavior research pointed out the importance of 

incorporating the trip chain aspect because spatial and temporal distributions of trips will 

vary depending on the way decision makers organize their daily schedule and develop 

tour as well as chain trips (Nystuen ,1967; Horton and Wagner, 1969; Hanson, 1979; 

Kitamura, 1984). 

Commercial vehicles tend to make multiple daily trips and form trip chains/tours 

(Holguín-Veras and Patil, 2005; Ruan et al., 2012). Intermediate stops in trip chains of 

commercial vehicles are spatially distributed within an area of interest and it is expected 

that there are strong logistic interactions and interrelationships between intermediate 

stops that help to make each tour efficient and economically-feasible for the carrier.  In 
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fact, for studying commercial vehicle travel patterns, the tour is more appropriate because 

commercial vehicle tours are a result of economic decisions subject to minimization of 

the logistic costs associated with daily activities.  

Studying commercial vehicle destination choices during a daily tour and the 

corresponding distribution of trips within daily trip chains from observed data can help to 

improve our understanding of commercial vehicle daily touring behavior while 

accounting for the interrelation among trips in tours. The objective of this research is to 

analyze the destination choice behavior of commercial vehicle movements within a 

metropolitan area. Since commercial vehicles visit more than one destination location 

during a day, a multiple discrete continuous probit (MDCP) model framework is used for 

the analysis. The discrete choice dimension that is analyzed here is the choice of 

alternative destination locations (alternative counties per se) and the continuous choice 

dimension of the analysis is the number of trips made to each destination location. The 

2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle Travel survey data is used for the analysis. The dataset 

collected information from 341 commercial vehicle drivers who made an overall daily 

2551 trips. The data allowed for the development of destination choice models applying 

MDCP modeling method.  

The data set used in the study is described in the next section. Model estimation 

results are presented in the third section, together with goodness of fit measures that can 

be used to assess the efficacy of the MDCP model. Concluding thoughts are offered in 

the final section. 

6.2 DATA DESCRIPTION 

The 2006 Austin commercial vehicle travel survey was conducted by the Texas 

Department of Transportation (TxDOT) to collect one-day of activity and travel data 
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from commercial vehicles operating within the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization (CAMPO) region. The objective of this data collection effort was to obtain 

information strictly on the internal freight movements within the CAMPO region (TTI, 

2011). Businesses with fleets of vehicles selected randomly from a consolidated database 

and the operators of the sampled vehicles completed both a vehicle information form and 

a daily activity-travel log on an assigned study day between Monday and Thursday. A 

total of 342 commercial vehicle drivers completed the survey that made an overall 2551 

trips.  

The commercial vehicle survey obtained information that included the vehicle class 

(semi-truck or other single unit trucks), vehicle type (freight/cargo vs. delivery), 

commodity class of the vehicle, base location of the commercial vehicle, locations of 

intermediate stops on each trip, and the purpose of each trip. After extensive cleaning of 

data for missing observations about the destination zone location, a total of 307 vehicles 

were selected for destination choice analysis. These 307 vehicles made a total of 2525 

trips. Among these, 1745 trips were destined to non-base locations for participating in 

different activities including delivery, pick-up, service, maintenance, drivers need, other 

and unknown purposes. To model destination choice, the travel impedance associated 

with the observed destinations as well as those associated with the alternative destinations 

must be known. To obtain this information, a second data set which is a network level of 

service file that provided information on travel time and travel distance between each pair 

of the 174 base locations corresponding to 307 commercial vehicles and the centroid 

location of each five counties within the CAMPO study area was obtained using Google 

application program interface (API). The third data source is the county business data by 

NAICS category obtained from the US Census Bureau.  
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The final sample was assembled in a number of steps. First, the base locations of 

the sampled vehicles were mapped to one of the five counties within the CAMPO area 

based on the city and ZIP code of the base location address. Second, the destination 

locations in Texas were mapped to one of five counties of the CAMPO Study area, 

namely, Travis, Williamson, Hays, Bastrop, and Caldwell. Third, the total number of 

trips by each commercial vehicle to each of the five destination zones was obtained by 

appropriate aggregation. Among 1745 trips, a total of 90 trips were destined to other 

counties in Texas than the five counties within the CAMPO study area. Based on the 

proximity of the destined counties, those trips were assigned to one of the five counties 

inside the study area. Next, the total yearly within region daily travel budget for each 

commercial vehicle was obtained as the sum of the vehicle‘s trips to the five destination 

zones. 

Summary Statistics on the Choice of Destination Zones 

The final sample includes 307 commercial vehicles that make a total of 1745 trips to non-

base locations within one of the five destination zones/counties on the survey day.  Of 

these vehicles, 61.9% visited one destination zone, 30.0% visited two destination zones, 

and 8.1% visited three or more destination zones during a typical weekday. On average, 

respondents visited 1.5 of the destination zones and made an average of 5.68 trips. Table 

6.1 presents descriptive statistics by destination zone. The second column of the table 

provides information on the number (and percentage) of commercial vehicles that visited 

each destination at least once (the percentages add up to more than 100% across the rows 

of the column because some commercial vehicles visit multiple destination zones). The 

Travis County destination draws the highest percentage of commercial vehicles for a 

visit, while the Caldwell County draws the lowest percentage. Williamson and the Hays 
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counties also are popular. The third column presents statistics on the number of visits to 

each destination zone.  Travis followed by Williamson and Hays counties have the most 

loyal following (see the high mean values in these rows for the ―number of trips among 

those who visited each destination‖). Overall, the results suggest a relatively high 

baseline preference of commercial vehicles within the five-county study region for Travis 

County. The high population density of Travis County among the alternative destination 

locations suggests a higher customer density, and the high employment density in the 

retail, wholesale, construction, manufacturing and service categories (See County 

Business Data, 2006) coupled with good transportation accessibility (as reflected by the 

travel cost to the Travis County destination zone) appear to be reasons for the high 

baseline preference for Travis County. 

Table 6.1 Commercial Vehicle Travel Destination Choice and Number of Trips 

Destination Zones 

Total number (%) 

of individuals 

visiting each 

destination 

Number of trips among those who visit each 

destination 

Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Travis 211 (68.7%) 1.0 19.0 4.5 4.0 

Williamson  136 (44.3%) 1.0 19.0 3.8 4.3 

Hays 58 (18.9%) 1.0 18.0 3.4 3.8 

Bastrop 30 (9.8%) 1.0 10.0 2.0 2.1 

Caldwell 16 (5.2%) 1.0 3.0 1.4 0.6 

Trip Distribution Characteristics 

The origin-destination matrix of the sample commercial vehicles and their trips within 

and between the alternative destinations zones are presented in Table 6.2. Among 307 

commercial vehicles, 56.7% originated from the Travis County, 26.7% from the 

Williamson County, 8.8% from the Hays County, 4.9% from the Bastrop County and 
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2.9% from the Caldwell County. Vehicles originating from Travis County made a total of 

1004 trips, which is more than half the total trips (57.5%). Among the rest of the 42.5% 

trips, 28.5% originated from Williamson County, 8.5% from Hays County and 5.4% from 

Bastrop and Caldwell Counties.   

Table 6.2 Origin-Destination Matrix of the Sample Vehicles 

Vehicle Distribution 
Number of 

Vehicles 

Originated 
O                                     

D 
Travis Williamson Hays Bastrop Caldwell 

Travis 156 62 30 19 7 174 

Williamson 35 68 4 0 0 82 

Hays 8 3 22 0 2 27 

Bastrop 9 3 1 8 4 15 

Caldwell 3 0 1 3 3 9 

Trip Distribution 
Number of 

Total Trips O                                     

D 
Travis Williamson Hays Bastrop Caldwell 

Travis 772 144 54 26 8 1004 

Williamson 120 368 10 0 0 498 

Hays 12 4 130 0 2 148 

Bastrop 29 4 1 30 7 71 

Caldwell 15 0 1 3 5 24 

Avg. Trips within Counties Avg. Trips 

per 

Vehicle 
O                                     

D 
Travis Williamson Hays Bastrop Caldwell 

Travis 4.95 2.32 1.80 1.37 1.14 5.77 

Williamson 3.43 5.41 2.50 - - 6.07 

Hays 1.50 1.33 5.91 - 1.00 5.48 

Bastrop 3.22 1.33 1.00 3.75 1.75 4.73 

Caldwell 5.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.67 2.67 
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Trip distribution within and between the counties clearly shows that the majority 

of the trips are intra-zonal (within) rather than inter-zonal (between) trips, which means 

most of the trips are distributed within the county where they originated.  About 90% of 

all the vehicles in the sample originating from Travis County make at least one trip 

within Travis County. Similarly, more than 80% of the vehicles originating trips from 

Williamson and Hays Counties make at least one trip within Williamson and Hays 

Counties respectively. Vehicles starting from establishments located in Williamson 

County serve the highest number of customers (6.07) followed by Travis (5.77) and Hays 

County (5.48). The number of vehicles originating trips from Caldwell County is very 

small representing only 2.9% in the sample. These vehicles make the least number of 

customer stops (2.67).  The trip distribution table implies that commercial vehicles are 

likely to serve customers that are located closer to their base location.  

Utility Form and Exogenous Variable Specification 

The exogenous variables considered in the destination choice analysis, and their 

construction, are discussed below.  

The travel time required to reach a destination location is specified as a destination 

specific attribute and the auto travel time between the commercial vehicle‘s base location 

and the centroidal location of each county is used as the travel time. The travel cost 

variable is specified as a function of the commercial vehicle driver‘s hourly wage, the 

estimated vehicle operation cost, and the travel time and distance between the 

commercial vehicle‘s base location and the centroidal location of each destination county. 

The operating cost of the commercial vehicle depends on a number of factors including 

fuel cost, truck/trailers lease or purchase payments, repair and maintenance, truck 

insurance premiums, permits and licenses, tires, tolls, and driver wages and benefits. 
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(Torrey, IV and Murray, 2014). Since the operating cost was not reported in the 

commercial vehicle survey, fuel cost varied by vehicle class is assumed as the fractional 

operating cost for commercial vehicle operation. Again, commercial vehicle driver hourly 

wage by vehicle class for the State of Texas was obtained from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (BLS). The approach used in the recreation destination choice model for 

valuing travel time (Hanemann et al., 2004) is modified to calculate the travel cost for 

commercial vehicle destination choice. Specifically, the travel cost is computed as 

follows for single unit vehicles and semi-trucks: 

Single-unit trucks: 

Cost (in $) = 0.175 * D + 15.21 * T  

Semi-trucks: 

Cost (in $) = 0.634 *D+ 20.02 * T  

Where, D = one-way travel distance in miles 

            T = one-way travel time in hours 

Per mile fuel costs are assumed to be $0.175/mile for single-unit trucks (Fleet Central, 

2004) and $0.634/mile for semi-trucks (Torrey, IV and Murray, 2014) and according to 

the BLS hourly wages of medium duty vehicle drivers is $15.21 while that of semi truck 

drivers is $20.02. 

The destination zone-based socio-economic data including population density and 

employment density do not provide enough variation to estimate parameters because the 

number of destination zones for the study is only five counties. To incorporate county 

level socio-economic effects into the model, socio-economic data in each destination 

zone was interacted with the travel time from each commercial vehicle base location to 

the centroidal location of each destination zone/county. 
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Based on the base location and destination location of commercial vehicles, an intra-

county dummy variable was created to reflect the strength of within zone economic 

interaction. 

Table 6.3 provides descriptive statistics of the cost-related and socio-economic 

data for each of the five destination zones. The travel impedance measures (travel time, 

travel distance, and travel cost) are lowest for the Travis County destination zones which 

are located in the very center of the five-county study region and have highest population, 

employment and road network density (see Figure 1).  

Table 6.3 Destination Zone Characteristics 

  Travis Williamson  Hays Bastrop Caldwell 

Level of Service Variables (Std. Dev.) 

Travel Distance (miles) 18.23 (10.5) 41.8 (16.3) 39.78 (12.9) 41.32 (11.6) 36.58 (14) 

Travel Time (minutes) 22.21  (9.7) 43.26 (14.0) 44.7 (12.6) 44.15 (10.2) 35.48 (11.5) 

Travel Cost ($) 11.08  (7.0) 23.24 (13.0) 22.66 (10.6) 23.26 (10.9) 19.33 (10.1) 

County Demographic Variable (#/square mile) 

Population Density 937.22 312.96 197.52 80.76 65.22 

Employment Density 466.18 89.79 49.83 10.20 8.77 

Other explanatory variables considered in this study include vehicle class and 

vehicle type variables. The vehicle class variable reflects the commercial vehicle size 

(Semi-truck vs. other Single-Unit vehicles) and vehicle type indicates whether the 

commercial vehicle is a freight vehicle or a local delivery/service vehicle. Examination of 

the distribution of the vehicle type in the sample shows that 18.9% of the vehicles in the 

sample are semi-truck, while 73.0% are freight vehicles. 

6.3 EMPIRICAL RESULTS  

County demographic variables interacted with travel impedance did not yield statistically 

significant coefficients with a logical sign and therefore they are not included in the final 
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specification. Estimation results for four different MDCP model specifications are 

presented in Table 6.4. The model estimation did not yield any statistically significant 

heterogeneity in the impact of different exogenous variables (travel time and travel cost). 

In this study, both a γ-profile as well as an α-profile are estimated. Between these, the γ-

profile consistently provided a much better data fit than the α- profile for different model 

specifications, and therefore it is used to analyze commercial vehicle destination choice 

patterns in the urban area.  The log-likelihood of the base model is -869.93. The log-

likelihood values of the four different specifications (all of the four model specifications 

allowed estimation of an unrestricted error covariance matrix) are presented in Table 6.4. 

The highest log-likelihood is obtained for the fourth model specification followed by the 

first model specification. All four specifications are presented in Table 6.4 because each 

of them is useful to explain different aspects of commercial vehicle destination choices. 

The travel time and travel cost variables are highly correlated (correlation = 0.7) and 

therefore were not included in the same model specification.   

In the first model specification, travel time and IntraZonal variables and their 

interactions with vehicle class (Semi-truck vs. Single-unit vehicle) and vehicle type 

(Freight vs. Delivery) were considered. Since none of these interactions were statistically 

significant, model 1 reports the effect of travel time and IntraZonal variables. As 

expected, the effect of the travel time variable is negative for commercial vehicles, while 

the effect of the IntraZonal variable is positive. The result is very intuitive and in-line 

with earlier research (see Mei, 2013). The positive coefficient of the IntraZonal variable 

indicates the economic interaction for the distribution of goods and services are stronger 

within a county compared to interzonal (between) counties. This may imply that 

economic interactions within counties are much stronger than those between counties due 
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to closer spatial proximity of shippers and receivers. This finding also implies that zonal 

land-use characteristics and/or logistic costs of goods/service transportation are closely 

associated with urban area commercial vehicle trip distribution. Mei (2013) found 

negative coefficients for light vehicle services and light vehicle other purpose activities 

for some inter-county dummy variables; while for some other intercounty dummy 

variables the study found positive coefficients. However, the vehicle class and type 

variables that interacted with travel time and IntraZonal variables in Model 1 were not 

statistically significant perhaps because of the differences in urban regional travel 

patterns and/or land-uses between the CAMPO, Texas and the North Carolina Triangle 

Region areas. In the second model specification, travel cost (i.e. fractional travel cost) 

and IntraZonal variables are considered. As expected, the effect of the travel cost variable 

is negative for commercial vehicles, while the effect of the IntraZonal variable is 

positive. The magnitude of the IntraZonal variable in Model 1 and Model 2 has a very 

narrow range, between 0.982 and 1.086, indicating it has consistent power and robustness 

in explaining commercial vehicle destination choice in urban areas. Travel time seems to 

explain the destination choice patterns of commercial vehicles better than the travel cost 

exogenous variable, as reflected from the better final log-likelihood value for model 1 

compared to Model 2. This could be because the travel cost considered in this study only 

reflects fractional travel cost. 

The third and the fourth models are respective market segmented models by 

commercial vehicle type (freight vs. delivery) and vehicle class (Semi-truck vs. Single-

unit vehicles). In the third model specification, travel cost and IntraZonal variables and 

their interactions with the vehicle type are considered. The travel cost variable has an 

expected negative sign and the IntraZonal variable has a positive sign. The interaction 
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between the IntraZonal Variable with Freight vehicle type is negative indicating that the 

IntraZonal variable is valued more positively by delivery vehicles (net IntraZonal effect 

for delivery vehicles = 1.292) than the freight vehicle (net IntraZonal effect for freight 

vehicles = 1.007) implying that freight vehicles are more willing to travel between 

counties than the delivery vehicles. The result is very intuitive because delivery/service 

vehicles tend to travel within smaller geographic area boundaries conducting business 

such as air conditioning repair, flower delivery, and plumbing and such services are often 

available and most feasible within the same county.  

In the fourth model specification travel cost and IntraZonal variables and their 

interactions with the vehicle class are considered; the effects of the IntraZonal variable 

and the intrazonal variable interacted with the semi-truck dummy variable need to be 

considered together. As expected, the effect of travel cost is negative for all classes of 

commercial vehicles. However, travel cost is valued more negatively by medium-duty 

(single-unit) commercial vehicles than the semi-trucks. Since the daily touring patterns of 

semi-trucks are different than that of medium-duty vehicles; specifically, semi-trucks are 

more likely to make peddling tours that utilize their larger vehicle capacity, it is not 

surprising that travel cost is valued in a different way for semi-trucks than the medium-

duty vehicles. The effect of the IntraZonal variable is positive for all commercial vehicle 

classes. However, intra-zonal trips are valued more positively by medium-duty (single-

unit) commercial vehicles (net IntraZonal effect for single-unit vehicles = 1.03) than 

semi-trucks (net IntraZonal effect semi-truck = 0.837) implying that single-unit trucks are 

more likely to be used to deliver goods or services within the same county (destination 

zone) than semi-trucks. The result inferred that semi-trucks are more likely to be used for 

inter county trips with relatively longer distances. The result is also in-line with the 
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earlier research findings from Mei (2013) who found larger vehicles are more willing to 

travel a longer time (distance) than smaller size vehicles. 

 Because of the presence of continuous variables in the model, the baseline 

constants do not have any substantive interpretations. They simply adjust the baseline 

preferences to fit the data after controlling for the presence of other included variables. 

The values and standard errors (in parenthesis) of the baseline constants (with the Travis 

County Destination alternative being the base category) for the fourth model 

specifications are as follows: Williamson County: 0.155 (1.15), Hays County: -0.182 

(1.46), Bastrop County: -0.481 (2.52), Caldwell County: -0.591 (2.42). Similarly, given 

the baseline utility function, the satiation parameters fit the number of stops at each 

destination (and also allow corner solutions or no trip to each destination). These values 

are as follows: Travis County: 4.439 (4.61); Williamson County: 6.118 (4.05), Hays 

County: 11.775 (2.54), Bastrop County: 5.350 (2.55), Caldwell County: 8.544 (1.63). The 

satiation values are clearly different from the value of infinity, implying the presence of 

distinct satiation effects.  

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigates the destination choice behavior of urban area commercial vehicle 

movement utilizing the MDCP modeling framework that allows estimation of an 

unrestricted error covariance model up to identifiability limits. In a daily tour, 

commercial vehicles traveling within urban areas often visit multiple destinations that are 

spatially distributed over space (i.e. Transportation analysis zones, cities, counties etc.). 

Since commercial vehicles tend to minimize the overall transportation cost, consideration 

of all daily commercial vehicle trips (instead of each trip of every commercial vehicle) 

will be useful for indirectly accommodating their daily trip destination choice behavior. 
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Application of MDCP modeling method allowed analysis of all trips that are made during 

a day among multiple destination locations by each commercial vehicle in a unified 

modeling framework and thereby accommodating observed and unobserved 

interrelations. Since information about the logistical costs of commercial vehicle trips are 

not generally obtained in urban commercial vehicle survey data, surrogate measures 

including travel time and fractional travel cost variables were used to reflect the 

impedance that may exist within and between destination zones. In addition to the travel 

impedance measure, other explanatory variables reflecting the trip pattern (intra-zonal or 

within zone vs. inter-zonal or between zones), economic factors such as employment 

density interacted with the travel impedance variable and interactions with commercial 

vehicle class and vehicle type were also considered. The MDCP model estimates provide 

insights into the influence of travel time, travel cost, IntraZonal and interactions of these 

with commercial vehicle class and type. The results of model estimation indicated that 

the models fit the data well. The models did not find statistically significant observed and 

unobserved heterogeneity in response to travel cost or travel time for commercial vehicle 

destination choice. The aggregate level employment/economic factors included in the 

study also didn‘t yield statistically significant effects. 

 Results obtained from this study show that travel time as well as travel cost are 

valued negatively by commercial vehicles. Larger sized vehicles are more likely to make 

inter-county trips while smaller sized vehicles tend to make shorter trips. Service vehicles 

also tend to provide services within the same county rather than neighboring counties 

probably because these deliveries/services are economically more feasible for both 

carriers and receivers/customers.  
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The estimated coefficients for travel time and travel cost based upon the sample 

data are negative, although the study didn‘t consider the sequence/timing of trips within 

and between zones. It would be interesting to see if vehicles visiting multiple 

counties/destination zones tend to start their trip with activities within the zone or 

between the zones that may also affect the associated logistic costs. Unavailability of the 

total cost associated with the destination choice pattern limits the analysis and fractional 

travel costs are assumed. Aggregate level data on destination zone economic variables 

did not yield significant results, however, disaggregate level destination zone land-use 

data may be useful in better explaining the destination choice pattern. The destination 

choice pattern for different activities, such as, delivery, service or other purposes were 

not explored using the current sample as the number of observations (number of trips) in 

each category were to small to fit an MDCP model structure. 
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Table 6.4 MDCP Model Results 

 

Explanatory variables 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Est. t-stat Est. t-stat Est. t-stat Est. t-stat 

Travel time -1.075 -4.78 - - - - - - 

Travel cost - - -1.938 -3.96 -2.054 -4.14 -3.707 -4.04 

Travel Cost*Semi-Truck - - - - - - 1.858 2.03 

IntraZonal  0.982 9.83 1.086 11.37 1.292 8.92 1.030 8.79 

IntraZonal*Semi-Truck - - - - - - -0.193 -1.03 

IntraZonal*Freight Vehicle - - - - -0.285 -1.99 - - 

Log-Likelihood Value: constant only 

model -869.93 

Log-Likelihood Value: at convergence -667.44 -672.20 -670.14 -666.71 
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Figure 6.1 Destination Zones in the Study Area  

(Source: Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) Urban 

Transportation Study Report, 2010) 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Directions for Future Research 

7.1 DISCUSSION 

The objective of this research is to improve the practice of freight demand modeling 

and freight data collection at a regional level. Commercial goods movement in most 

urban regions is exclusively road-based because multi-modal freight transportation 

options are not available in many urban regions and truck is the only available and 

feasible modal option for goods movement. Therefore this study focuses on 

describing commercial vehicle movement in urban areas applying advanced choice 

modeling methods that have superior predictive and policy analysis abilities. The 

results of this study will provide new insights on commercial vehicle travel decision 

processes. Specific contributions of the dissertation include the following. 

Truck trip generation model 

The proprietary nature of truck data often limits development of behavioral 

econometric models that have superior predictive and policy analysis abilities. 

Therefore the first objective of this research effort was to obtain disaggregate level 

truck trip generation data using a mailout-mailback survey from the business 

establishments at a smaller regional level. Tuck trip generation is an important 

component of traffic impact analysis and long term travel demand modeling. Thus, 

this study develops a truck trip generation tool using a linear regression model, the 

standard approach- generally used for estimating trip generation. Linear regression 

models have certain limitations that result in predicting negative trips or can 

overestimate trips. So this research study looked into alternative methodologies to 

develop truck trip generation models using the collected survey data. 
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The proposed alternative methodology to estimate truck trip generation is the 

ordered-response structure that recognizes the ordinal nature of truck trip generation 

data and provides a discrete probability distribution of numbers of trips attracted and 

produced for each business establishment. So this study applied an ordered logit 

model formulation to estimate truck trip generation and compared those results with 

traditional regression model results. To the best of author‘s knowledge, this is the first 

known research endeavor to use the ordered logit model for understanding truck trip 

generation behavior at a regional level. The results of this study show that large 

businesses that employ fifty or more employees are more likely to attract more truck 

trips, whereas, small businesses that employ four or less employees are less likely to 

ship merchandise by truck. Businesses that own trucks are more likely to produce 

more truck trips. The industry type of the businesses affects truck trip generation. 

Supermarkets are more likely to attract more truck trips. Construction industries are 

less likely to attract or produce large trucks for their business operations compared to 

other businesses. This research also sheds light on the effect of land-use variables on 

the truck trip generation pattern of businesses. Businesses located in industrial land-

uses are more likely to attract and produce more truck traffic. Conversely, businesses 

located in areas with higher land market value are less likely to generate more truck 

trips. Though it is important to note that, the study considered single-unit freight 

vehicles or larger vehicle classes. Including other commercial vehicles, such as 

delivery trucks may affect this finding because they are more likely to deliver goods 

in residential or commercial areas with higher land values. 

   Comparing the results of the two modeling formulations, the linear 

regression model performs better to predict truck trip attraction whereas the ordered 

logit model performs better to predict the ordinal group of truck trip production, 
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which shows the importance of considering alternative methods for estimating tuck 

trip generation.  

Application of Multiple-Discrete Continuous (MDC) choice models 

In consumer behavior research, MDC choice situations are very common where 

consumers decide two simultaneous decisions at a single choice instance-which 

alternative(s) to choose from a set of available alternatives and the consumption 

amount of the chosen alternatives. Examples of such situations include brand choice 

and purchase quantity; stock selection and investment amount. In the past decade, a 

number of research studies in the transportation literature investigated different 

dimensions of personal travel choices that can be characterized as MDC choices. 

Examples of such MDC choices in personal travel contexts include but are not limited 

to, household vehicle type holdings and usage, individual choice of recreational 

destination locations and number of trips to the selected locations, activity type 

choice and duration spent in different activity types. However, no earlier studies 

explored the possibilities to use MDC choice modeling frameworks to describe 

commercial vehicle travel behavior. In the context of commercial vehicle travel a 

number of situations can be categorized as MDC choices including the time of day 

choice to participate in different activities and time-use for chosen activities, 

destination choice for daily activities and frequency of stops at chosen destination(s), 

tour type choice and numbers of trips for chosen tour chains; and from a shippers 

perspective vehicle fleet type choice and usage decisions. 

Among a number of different approaches that have been proposed in the 

literature for modeling MDC choice contexts, this study used a multiple discrete-

continuous extreme value distribution (MDCEV) and multiple discrete continuous 

probit (MDCP) model formulations respectively proposed by Bhat (2008) and Bhat et 
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al., (2013). These selected approaches use an explicit utility-maximizing framework 

for accommodating multiple-discreteness. To incorporate decreasing marginal utility 

(or satiation) with increasing consumption, the utility maximization framework 

assumes a non-linear utility structure. Consumers are assumed to maximize this utility 

subject to a budget constraint. The MDCEV model assumes that the stochastic error 

term is identically and independently distributed (IID) and the MDCP model assumes 

multivariate normal stochastic error with a normal mixing structure. 

This dissertation explored the MDCEV and MDCP modeling methods to 

study three travel contexts associated with commercial vehicle daily travel utilizing 

the 2006 Austin commercial vehicle survey data. The dimensions modeled in this 

study include: commercial vehicle daily tour chain pattern choices and numbers of 

trips for the selected tour chain(s), time of day choice and vehicle-miles-traveled in 

different times of day, and choice of destination locations and numbers of stops to 

selected destinations. Specific findings of the dissertation include the following. 

Tour-chain pattern choice 

Commercial vehicle tours demonstrate decisions across multiple decision agents and 

analysis of observed tour patterns can provide valuable information and insights into 

supply chain agent decision making and behavior. Predicting tour chains of 

commercial vehicles is useful as the VMT generated by commercial vehicles strongly 

depends on the chosen tour type. Thus, the second objective of this dissertation was to 

develop an MDCEV model to understand the factors that affect the tour chain 

patterns of commercial vehicles in an urban area. The tour chain model developed in 

this research can be used to predict the tour chain category and the number of trips 

made in each chosen tour. To the best of author‘s knowledge, this is the first known 
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research endeavor to use the MDCEV model for understanding tour chaining patterns 

of commercial vehicles within an urban region.. 

Four different tour chaining patterns, namely single direct, multiple direct, 

single peddling and multiple peddling categories are considered as the discrete 

alternatives. Since commercial vehicles often choose more than one tour chain in 

their daily travel, the MDCEV model is applied to accommodate such choice 

situations using the 2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle survey data. Model results 

show that a host of factors including cargo class (semi-truck vs. other single unit 

vehicle), cargo type (freight vs. delivery/service), commodity characteristics, average 

trip length per trip, dwell/service time, daily activity characteristics, base location and 

intermediate stop characteristics affect the choice of tour chains and the frequency of 

commercial vehicle trips.  

The choices of tour chains of commercial vehicles strongly affect the 

generated VMT and recent research suggests (see Figiliozzi, 2007) methods to 

estimate VMT by tour chain type. The model developed in this study can be useful to 

predict urban commercial vehicle tour chain strategy choices and provides important 

policy implications. Earlier research shows that multi-stop tours generate higher 

VMT. The MDCEV model developed in this study identifies variable that affect the 

choice of tour chains and frequency of trips/stops. Results of the study show that 

semi-trucks, delivery vehicles and commercial vehicles shipping miscellaneous goods 

are more likely to make peddling tours making multiple stops. Therefore these groups 

of vehicles generate more VMT compared to other commercial vehicles. Chosen tour 

patterns also help explain the number of trips produced from a base location because 

vehicles choosing multiple direct and multiple peddling produce larger numbers of 

trips from their base location compared to single direct and single peddling tours. 
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This study contributes to existing literature of commercial vehicle travel behavior 

research by demonstrating a new modeling technique and identifying useful 

determinants that influence the tour chaining pattern choice of commercial vehicle 

operators.  

 Time of Day Choice Analysis 

Chapter 5 presents a mixed MDCP modeling framework to model time of day 

choice behavior of commercial vehicles and the VMT generated at the chosen time(s) 

of day. The mixed MDCP model developed in this study recognizes the unobserved 

heterogeneity across commercial vehicles in response to customer-to-customer travel 

speed, and service time/dwell time at customer stops because of unobserved factors or 

constraints associated with customer preferences for predefined business hours. 

Possible common unobserved factors affecting different times of day are also 

captured estimating a general covariance error structure for the model. The estimated 

models show that a host of factors affect commercial vehicle time of day choice 

behavior.  These include commercial vehicle class, function, commodity type, total 

unloading weight, as well as location features of base and intermediate stops, 

frequency of stops to office locations and construction sites; and time of day 

attributes including travel speed and service time. The results of the study indicate 

that travel needs, are for the most part, influenced by activity needs. The estimated 

model can be used to predict the likelihood of commercial vehicle time of day choice 

for performing daily activities and the VMT generated at the chosen time(s) of day. 

Commercial vehicle choice of when to travel (time of day choice) can greatly 

affect road network congestion and Travel Demand Management (TDM) policies 

(such as Off Hour Delivery) aimed at spreading out peak travel to mitigate 

congestion.  The amount of travel represented by VMT is used as a traffic related 
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input for the Environmental Protection Agency‘s (EPA) mobile source emission 

model MOVES (Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator). Clearly it is very important to 

accurately predict the times of the day chosen by commercial vehicles for performing 

daily activities and the vehicles usage (VMT) during different times of day, to support 

critical TDM strategies and air quality planning decisions. 

Destination Choice Analysis 

The regional travel pattern of commercial vehicle movements that usually represent 

the ―last miles of the supply chain‖ – is analyzed by developing an MDCP modeling 

framework to understand the factors that affect the destination choice and number of 

stops for each destination. Again the 2006 Austin commercial vehicle survey data is 

used for this study and the findings are presented in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. The 

primary motivation to consider all the stops made by each commercial vehicle at 

different destinations is that such decisions demonstrate the service requests and 

service decisions across one or more supply chains and several decision makers 

within the study region. 

The study region encompasses five counties and those counties are considered as the 

alternative destination zones of the model. The MDCP model estimates provide 

insights into the influence of travel time, travel cost, IntraZonal and interactions of 

these with commercial vehicle class and type. The destination choice modeling 

process  did not find statistically significant observed and unobserved heterogeneity 

in response to travel cost or travel time variables. The models estimated in this 

research can be used to predict destination choice behavior of commercial vehicles 

within the study region. 
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7.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT RESEARCH AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

On average, commercial vehicles represents only 12.2% of the total vehicle fleet, 

though, their impact on the transportation system is much higher in terms of roadway 

congestion, fuel consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and pavement deterioration. 

However, urban commercial vehicle tours are completely disregarded in traditional 

four-stage transportation modeling approaches and most urban freight models. While 

this dissertation addresses several key dimensions of commercial vehicle travel 

behavior, there are, of course, limitations to the current research work that need to be 

explored in the future. A few of the future research ideas are discussed below.  

1. The first task of this dissertation was to collect basic trip generation data from 

the business establishments located in the Williamson County, Texas. Since 

the survey respondents completed the survey voluntarily, the survey 

instrument was designed very concisely and collected very limited 

information about the businesses. Information about important economic 

variables, such as business annual revenue, sales volume, floor area, number 

of full-part time employees, and hours of daily operation, were not asked in 

the survey due the potential risk of lower response rates. Such data can 

potentially improve the predictive power of the trip generation models and 

should be collected during future surveys. Again, the survey collected 

truck/commercial vehicle data for freight vehicles from some NAICS 

categories, including retail, wholesale trade, manufacturing, and construction 

businesses. Delivery vehicle trip generation data was not collected in the 

survey. The trip generation model developed in this study found that 

businesses located in areas with higher land market value are less likely to 

generate more truck trips. Future research should include delivery vehicles as 
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well to see the effect of land-value on delivery vehicle trip generation 

behavior. Since delivery vehicles serve in a variety of areas, including 

residential and central businesses district areas with higher land values, it 

would be interesting to see the model results including delivery vehicles. 

2. The 2006 Austin Commercial Vehicle Survey data is used to analyze the 

MDC contexts of commercial vehicles. Most commercial vehicle surveys 

including the one used in this research only collect travel data through 

operator diaries.. The multiplicity of the decision agents involved in the 

commercial vehicle travel could be better accommodated if the survey 

consider collecting data from different agents, including the business 

establishment, involved in the process. In Calgary province in Canada, such 

an effort in year 2001-2002 enabled development of a complete tour based 

microsimulation model for commercial vehicles in the Calgary region. The 

survey collected business establishment data, shipper behavior data and 

vehicle movement data to microsimulate the commercial vehicle movement in 

an urban area. Such data collection may enable models to accommodate the 

interaction among these decision agents explicitly in the microsimulation 

model. 

3. An MDCEV modeling framework is used to understand the factors that affect 

the choices of commercial vehicle tour chaining patterns in an urban area. The 

data collected in commercial vehicle surveys usually do not collect the cost 

associated with each trip and therefore the estimated model in this research 

assumed that there is no price variation across alternative tour-chain 

categories. However, the unit prices of trips for different tour types can be 

different. The price variation across alternative goods can help to improve the 
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model and should be considered in future research. Again, the MDCEV model 

used in this research used an additively-separable utility function that assumes 

that the marginal utility of one good is independent of the consumption of 

another good. Recent development in this area suggests considering utility 

functions that can accommodate rich substitution structures and 

complementarity effects in the consumption patterns (See Bhat et al., 2015). 

Future research should explore this method to describe commercial vehicle 

tour chaining patterns.  

4. The time of day choice model developed in this research provides useful 

insights to the explanatory variables that affect the time of day choice and the 

VMT generated during the chosen time(s) of day. However, the data 

limitations do not allow exploration of how customer choices explicitly affect 

commercial vehicle time of day choices.  A number of decision agents and 

variables affect commercial vehicle activity participation and the travel 

scheduling window. Hours worked by the involved agents vary significantly 

by industry and thus their choice of departure time to/from base and other 

intermediate stop locations and the associated VMT are likely to be related. 

Some improvement in the survey instrument could provide valuable 

information about the receivers/ intermediate stops. First, a number of base 

location features can affect the travel pattern of commercial vehicles 

generated from that base location including the number of employees, base 

location facility area (sqft), annual sales volume, and annual revenue. For 

instance, most of the current commercial vehicle surveys ask the operators to 

report locations of intermediate stops. That part of the survey can be enhanced 

by incorporating other questions such as 1) Does the customer/receiver 
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specify the shipment delivery time window? 2) What is the typical time 

window for accepting goods/services during different times of day? 3) What 

are the operating hours of customers/receivers at intermediate stops?  Imputed 

values for the non-chosen alternative specific attributes should be a better 

representation of reality. A stated preference survey can be carefully designed 

to obtain reasonable values for commercial vehicle operational productivity 

measures to obtain imputed values for future studies. 

5. The destination choice and number of stops to the chosen destination reflects 

the importance to use explanatory variables to improve the predictive power 

of the model. However, the model could not identify the effect of land-use 

economic variables such as population density interacted with travel accessibility. 

Future research studies should explore the effect of these variables on the destination 

choice behavior of commercial vehicles. The destination choice model shows 

preference for destination locations that are spatially closer to the service provider. In 

future research spatial models can be explored to develop improved behavioral 

models.  
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